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Abstract 
An abstract of the thesis of Jason Michael Melady for the Master of Science in 
Geohydrology presented June 12, 2002. 
Title: Hydrogeologic Investigation of the Klamath Marsh, Klamath County, Oregon. 
Klamath Marsh is a wetland complex that lies in the rain shadow of the Cascade 
Range in the Williamson River sub-basin of the Klamath Basin. The marsh lies directly 
east of Crater Lake in an area inundated by pyroclastic-flow and -fall deposits from the 
Holocene eruptions of Mount Mazama. The physical characteristics of rocks of 
Pleistocene versus Pliocene age combined with NNW -striking fault systems divide the 
Williamson River basin into two distinct hydrogeologic regimes. The northwestern 
regime includes the east slope of the Cascades and consists of at least 150 m of 
interbedded sand, gravel, and stacks (15 to 45 m) of thin (3-5 m) and vesiculated basalt 
lava flows. Mean annual precipitation ranges from 150 cm near the crest of the 
Cascades to 50 cm near Klamath Marsh. Moderate to high yield (100 to 4000 gpm) 
water wells, springs and flowing wells suggest high permeability and ground water 
potential. The southeastern regime is underlain by Pliocene pyroclastic flows (-AO m) 
and lava flows (>30 m). Mean annual precipitation ranges from 70 cm in the highlands 
to 50 cm in the lowlands. Low-yield (20-100 gpm) water wells and perched unconfined 
aquifers in Holocene pumice deposits suggest low permeability and low ground water 
potential in areas underlain by the pyroclastic flows. Volumetric analysis of inflows and 
outflows in Klamath Marsh for 2000 indicates approximately 86% of inflow is from 
groundwater and 14% from surface water, with nearly 200 x 106 m3 of water 
removed by evapotranspiration. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
The rain shadow effect, characterized by strong gradients in precipitation from 
topographically high to topographically low areas located in the downwind direction of 
mountain ranges, is a worldwide phenomenon. In many settings, the rain shadow effect 
develops in areas of active tectonism and volcanism. The management of sparse water 
resources in rain shadow-impacted areas is complicated by competing needs and 
interests. 
The upper Klamath basin and the Williamson River sub-basin (Figure 1) lie in the 
rain shadow of the Cascade volcanic arc. Annual precipitation decreases from 
approximately 150 cm/year near the crest of the Cascades to 50 cm/year in lowland 
areas. Klamath Marsh is located in the Williamson River sub-basin where Pliocene and 
Pleistocene volcanic and sedimentary rocks are cut by normal faults, a result of Basin 
and Range extension. Use of water resources for agricultural irrigation south of 
Klamath Marsh has been impacted by endangered specie~ designation of several 
endemic fish in Upper Klamath Lake (Figure 1) and dwindling Coho salmon 
populations in the Klamath River. 
The rain shadow effect, mantling pumice deposits from the eruptions of Mount 
Mazama, as well as tectonism have created a unique hydrologic environment in the 
Williamson River basin. This study combines previous and recently acquired geologic 
data with hydrologic observations to examine the relationship between bedrock and 
ground and surface water movement near Klamath Marsh. Understanding how water is 
transmitted in the Williamson River basin has implications for future water resource 
planning. 
A 
WILLIAMSON RIVER 
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Figure 1 - General location map of features in the Williamson River basin. 
Background 
The upper Klamath River basin straddles the Oregon-California border, occupying 
14,700 km2 in south central Oregon and 6,000 km2 in northern California (Figure 1). In 
Oregon, the basin is bounded physiographically to the west by the Cascade Range, to 
the north by the High Lava Plains, and to the east by the Basin and Range province. 
Normal faults resulting from north-northwest trending horst and grabens produced by 
Basin and Range extension (Peterson and McIntyre, 1970; Sherrod and Pickthorn, 1992) 
and volcanic centers dominate the topography in this part of the upper Klamath River 
basin. 
2 
The Williamson River basin is the northernmost sub-basin in the upper Klamath 
River basin, occupying 5000 km2 (Winema National Forest, 1997). The Sprague, Wood, 
and Williamson Rivers (Figure 1) are the largest rivers in the upper Klamath River 
basin. The Williamson River, the largest of the three rivers in terms of discharge and 
length, flows north from its headwaters near Yamsay Mountain, eventually turning west, 
then south and flowing through the Klamath Marsh. South of the Klamath Marsh, the 
Williamson converges with the Sprague River and eventually discharges into Upper 
Klamath Lake. The Wood River flows south from Wood River Spring at the southwest 
extent of the Chemult Plateau into Agency Lake, which empties into Upper Klamath 
Lake. The Klamath River originates at the southern end of Upper Klamath Lake, winds 
through the Cascades and Klamath Mountains, and eventually discharges into the 
Pacific Ocean in northern California. 
Upper Klamath Lake is the lake with the largest surface area in Oregon. The U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation as part of its Klamath Project built a small dam at the southern 
end of Upper Klamath Lake to allow the elevation of the lake surface to be varied to 
facilitate water diversion (Adams and Cho, 1998). Since 1906, the Klamath Project has 
provided irrigation to approximately 890 km2 of farmland through nearly 300 km of 
irrigation channels in southern Oregon and northern California (U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1993). Irrigation water supplied by the Klamath Project supported gross 
agricultural crop and ranch sales in excess of $130 million in Klamath County in 2000 
(Oregon Department of Agriculture, 2001) 
3 
Demands on in-stream flow for wildlife habitat as well as agricultural irrigation 
have made water resources particularly important in the Upper Klamath Basin. The 
Lost River sucker (Deltistes luxatus) and Short-nose sucker (Chasmites brevirostris) are 
endemic to Upper Klamath Lake and in-flowing streams. In 1998, the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service listed the two suckers as endangered species (Saiki et al., 1999). To 
protect the habitat of these species, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service set monthly 
minimum lake levels in Upper Klamath Lake (Adams and Cho, 1998). If the lake drops 
below these minimum levels, diversion of water for irrigation is restricted. Historical 
lake levels indicate that water level restrictions would not have been met in 45 out of 73 
years from 1922 through 1994 without water flow reduction in agricultural diversions 
(Adams and Cho, 1998) 
The Klamath Marsh (Figure 2) is a large wetland complex (350 km2) centrally 
located in the Williamson River basin. In 1958, the Klamath Marsh National Wildlife 
Refuge was formed, encompassing over 40,000 acres (162 km2) in and around the 
Klamath Marsh. Klamath Marsh is one of six wildlife ,refuges in the Klamath River 
Basin which together support approximately 400 species of resident and migratory 
wildlife (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2002). Additionally, each year the refuges 
serve as migratory stopovers for roughly three-quarters of the Pacific Flyway waterfowl, 
with peak concentrations of over one million birds (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
2002). 
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Figure 2 - Location of Klamath Marsh and vicinity. 
Climate 
620000 630000 640000 
The Klamath Marsh lies in the rain shadow of the Cascades and has a semi-arid 
winter rainfall climate (Leonard and Harris, 1974). A weather station maintained by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) located in Chemult, 
Oregon, 32 km (20 miles) north of the Klamath Marsh at an elevation of 1450 m (4759 
ft), allows an examination of historical (1940-2000) climatic information. 
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Figure 3 - Mean monthly precipitation from 1940-2000 at Chemult, Oregon (NOAA, 
2000). 
Mean annual temperature is 7° C (44° F), with extreme temperatures of 39° C 
(102° F) in July of 1946 and -34° C (-30° F) in January of 1943 and December of 1972. 
Mean annual precipitation is 55.4, cr ±47.1 cm (21.8, cr ± 18.6 in), with 79 percent 
received during the months of October through March and 21 percent received from 
April through September (Figure 3). The annual precipitation maximum (Figure 4) over 
this period occurred in 1996 with 91.3 cm (35.9 in) and the minimum occurred in 1985 
with 32.0 cm (12.6 in). 
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Figure 4 - Mean annual precipitation from 1940 to 2000 at Chemult, Oregon (NOAA, 
2000). 
The rain shadow effect induced by the Cascade crest can be seen by comparison of 
historical (1948-2000) climatic information from a NOAA weather station at Crater 
Lake National Park (Figure 5) with climatic data from Chemult. The Crater Lake 
weather station is located 32 km (20 miles) due west of the Klamath Marsh at an 
elevation of 1973 m (6473 ft) and approximately 45 km southwest of the Chemult 
Snotel site. Mean annual temperature is 40 C (38 0 F). Mean annual precipitation is 
173.5, cr ± 92.3 cm (68.3, cr ± 36.4 in), with a mean annual snowfall amount of 1297.7, 
cr ± 923.4 cm (510.9, cr ± 363.5 in). 
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Figure 5 - Mean monthly precipitation and snowfall from 1948 to 2000 at Crater Lake 
National Park, Oregon (NOAA, 2000) 
Geology 
The geology of the Williamson River basin has been addressed in several small-
scale geologic inves~igations and hydrogeologic reconnaissance studies. Peterson and 
McIntyre (1970) and Sherrod and Pickthorn (1992) characterized the basin to consist of 
Pliocene and Pleistocene basalt and basaltic andesite lava flows interbedded with fluvio-
lacustrine volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks. Surficial deposits are dominated by 
pyroclastic material from the Holocene eruptions of Mount Mazama. Hering (1981) 
studied Yamsay Mountain (Figure 2), a composite volcano located east of the Klamath 
Marsh. Yamsay Mountain is described by Hering (1981) as a Pliocene calc-alkaline 
composite volcano, composed of alternating flows of basaltic andesite and dacite, 
8 
interbedded with pyroclastic deposits. An intra-caldera dacite flow near the summit 
yielded an age date of 4.79 ± 0.17 Ma (McKee et aI., 1976; Fiebelkorn et aI., 1983). 
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Figure 6 - Recent geologic mapping near the Klamath Marsh. Wocus Bay (Conaway 
and Cummings, in press), Soloman Butte (Lee and Cummings, in 
press), Military Crossing (Melady and Cummings unpublished 
mapping, 2000), and Wildhorse Ridge quadrangles (Cummings et aI., 
in review). 
Recent geologic mapping at 1 :24,000 scale has been conducted by Portland State 
University. Four 7.5 minute quadrangles have been or are in the process of being 
mapped in the Williamson River basin (Figure 6). Conaway and Cummings (in press), 
Lee and Cummings (in press), Melady and Cummings (unpublished mapping, 2000) and 
Cummings et aI. (in review) mapped the geology of the Wocus Bay, Soloman Butte, 
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Military Crossing, and Wildhorse Ridge quadrangles, respectively. The volcanic rocks 
of these four quadrangles ar.e divided into six sequences based on lithology, 
geochemistry, and geochronology by Lee (2000) in the Soloman Butte and Wocus Bay 
quadrangles. These subdivisions are extended into the Wildhorse Ridge and Military 
Crossing quadrangles in this study as shown in Figure 7. 
Sequences 1,2,3, and 4 are Pliocene in age while sequences 5 and 6 are 
Pleistocene in age. Sequence 1 consists of interfingered alkali-rich and low-alkali suites 
with ages ranging from 3.68 ± 0.08 Ma (Wildhorse Ridge flow, Sherrod and Pickthorn, 
1992) to at least 4.09 ± 0.05 Ma (Conaway and Cummings, in press). Units in this 
sequence comprise the ridges along the eastern margin of Klamath Marsh, Little W ocus 
and W ocus Buttes, and Wildhorse Ridge. In the Military Crossing, W ocus Bay, and 
Wildhorse Ridge quadrangles two pyroclastic flows are present in sequence 1. The tuff 
ofSkellock Draw (Cummings et at, in review), the most widespread of these two units, 
is a lithic-bearing, poorly welded rhyolitic tuff. This unit thins to the east and appears to 
have its source in the vicinity of Klamath Marsh. In outcrop, the tuff of Skellock Draw 
is highly indurated and in places may be partially welded (Melady and Cummings 
unpublished mapping, 2000). The tuff of Meadow Creek is also lithified and, in the 
Wildhorse Ridge quadrangle, is characterized by black trachyandesite pumice blocks up 
to 1 m in diameter (Cumings et at, in review). Thickness variability and size 
distribution of pumice blocks in this alkali-rich tuff suggest its source lies south toward 
the Sprague River valley. 
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Figure 7 - Generalized stratigraphic units in the Military Crossing (Melady and 
Cummings, in preparation), Wildhorse Ridge (Cummings et aI., in 
review), Wocus Bay (Conaway and Cummings, in press), and Soloman 
Butte (Lee and Cummings, in press) quadrangles. Sequence 1 includes 
4.09 ± 0.05 to 3.68 ± 0.08 Ma trachybasalt to trachydacite lava flows 
and pyroclastic flow deposits, and basaltic andesite lavas. Sequence 2 
includes approximately 3 Ma low-potassium, high-alumina olivine 
tholeiite primitive basalt lavas. Sequence 3 contains rocks older than 
2.05 ± 0.12 Ma and includes calc-alkaline basaltic andesite lavas. 
Sequence 4 includes 2.05 ± 0.12 Ma and younger calc-alkaline basaltic 
andesite and andesite lavas and andesitic vent deposits. Sequence 5 
includes 1.62 ± 0.47 Ma calc-alkaline high alumina basalt lavas. 
Sequence 6 is 1.14 ± 0.14 Ma and younger calc-alkaline basaltic 
andesite, andesite, and trachyandesite lavas. Modified from Lee 
(2000). 
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Sequence 2 units are described by Lee (2000) as late Pliocene low potassium, 
high-alumina olivine tholeiite and are exposed in the southeastern portion of the 
Soloman Butte quadrangle (Figure 6) where they underlie sequence 4 units at Soloman 
Butte. Based on stratigraphic relationships, sequence 2 units are believed to be 
approximately 3.0 Ma. Basalt tuff cones exposed in the Williamson River Canyon in 
the Soloman Butte quadrangle are included in sequence 2. 
Sequence 3 units consist of late Pliocene basaltic andesite lava flows in the W ocus 
Bay quadrangle (Figure 6) and are believed to be between 2.05 ± 0.12 Ma (sequence 4) 
and 3.0 Ma (sequence 2) based on stratigraphic relationships (Lee and Cummings, in 
press; Conaway and Cummings, in press). This sequence is not widespread in the four 
quadrangles considered in this study. 
Sequence 4 consists of Plio-Pleistocene andesite and minor basaltic andesite lava 
flows including the composite volcano of Soloman Butte. An 4°Arp9 Ar date of2.05 
± 0.12 obtaind from a flow interpreted by Conaway and Cummings (in press) to be 
one of the earliest flows from Soloman Butte indicates the lower bound on this 
sequence. 
Sequence 5 consists of Plio-Pleistocene basalt flows that erupted from vents in 
the W ocus Bay quadrangle, the area northwest of Klamath Marsh known as the 
Peninsula (Figure 8) in the Military Crossing quadrangle, and possibly Sugarpine 
Mountain. A lava flow in the Wocus Bay quadrangle yielded an age of 1.62 ± 0.47 
Ma (Conaway and Cummings, in press). In outcrop, these flows weather to boulders 
that are up to one meter in diameter and display a characteristic diktytaxitic (20% 
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cavities) texture (Conaway and Cummings, in press). Reconnaissance geologic 
information gathered by this study indicate that variably eroded shield volcanoes in the 
vicinity ofSugarpine Mountain consist of high alumina basalts that appear texturally 
similar to sequence 5 units. 
Sequence 6 units are composed of multiple Pleistocene basaltic andesite, 
andesite, and trachyandesite lava flows in the northwest section of the Soloman Butte 
quadrangle and extend into neighboring quadrangles to the north and northwest. An 
4°ArP9 Ar age of 1.14 ± 0.10 Ma on a lava flow within sequence 6 indicates 
emplacement during the middle Pleistocene (Lee and Cummings, in press). A well-
exposed sedimentary section on Highway 97 near Collier Memorial State Park is 
included in sequence 6. Biostratigraphy and tephrachronology suggest these 
sedimentary rocks are late Pliocene to Pleistocene (Lee, 2000). 
Pyroclastic-flow and -fall deposits from the climactic eruption of Mount Mazama 
at 7,627 ± 150 cal. Yr. B.P. (Zdanowicz et al., 1999) overlie all bedrock units. Driller' s 
logs for water wells indicate thickness of these units range from 25 - 30 m near the 
foothills of the Cascades (Klam 51027, OWRD) to 1- 5 m east of the Klamath Marsh 
(Klam 683, OWRD). Within the marsh, the pumice deposits are overlain by 
approximately 1 to 2 meters of organic-rich, fine-grained sediment. 
Several hydrogeologic investigations in the Klamath Basin have addressed the 
geology of the Williamson River basin. Newcomb and Hart (1958) examined regional 
geology in a groundwater resources investigation in the Klamath River basin. They 
describe volcanic rocks of the region in two main units: (1) basaltic lava flows and 
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sedimentary series present over most of the Klamath basIn, and (2) andesitic lava rock 
that lacks the sedimentary units. Leonard and Harris (1974) examined groundwater near 
Klamath Marsh, as well as in the Sprague River, Swan Lake, Y onna, Poe, and Langell 
valleys and described the geology of the basin in a broad sense. The oldest rocks 
exposed or reached by water wells are Pliocene basalt flows. In outcrop, the basalt 
flows are interbedded with tuff and scoriacous flow breccia. The basalt is vesicular, 
displays columnar jointing, and contains abundant phenocrysts of olivine. Individual 
flows range from a meter to at least 10 meters in thickness, with the unit ranging from 
90 meters to 240 meters thick near Klamath Falls (Newcomb and Hart, 1958). Drillers' 
logs from water wells in the region describe the flows as hard and blue, black, red, or 
brown. Interflow zones are called "cinders" or sometimes "burnt lava" or "black sand." 
These basalt flows are overlain by Pliocene volcaniclastic sediment, which is oveilain 
by Pliocene and Pleistocene andesitic and basaltic flows, which are overlain by 
pyroclastic-fall and -flow deposits from Mount Mazama. 
Newcomb and Hart (1958) indicate the presence of a large aquifer underlying the 
pumice plain northwest of Klamath Marsh. They indicate groundwater in this aquifer 
moves on a broad front toward the marsh at a gradient of 0.38 m lan-I. They also 
examine the relationship between discharge at Big Springs Creek (UTM: 600100 E, 
4757650 N), discharge at Spring Creek (UTM: 591000 E, 4725100 N), and 
precipitation. It is indicated that after several years of below average precipitation, flow 
at Big Springs Creek ceases and they postulate that Spring Creek flows at a reduced 
rate. They also indicate that Big Springs at the head of Big Springs Creek is apparently 
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an overflow point of the groundwater in the underlying aquifer. Leonard and Harris 
(1974) also examined aquifers in the basin and described their water-bearing properties. 
They similarly indicate groundwater in the deposits northwest of Klamath Marsh 
flowing in the general direction of the marsh. 
Conaway (2000) and Conaway and Cummings (in press) discuss the 
paleohydrogeology of Klamath Marsh. They indicate that late in the climactic eruption 
of Mount Mazama, pyroclastic flows moved down the eastern flank of Mount Mazama 
forming the gently sloping surface now known as the Antelope Desert. Some of the 
flows moved south and were trapped in the canyon in which the Williamson River 
currently flows, forming a dam. Water backed up behind this dam to an elevation of 
1402 m, before catastrophically draining. Pyroclastic-fall, -flow deposits, and 
Pleistocene sand dune deposits around the marsh below 1402 m were reworked by 
wave action within the lake (Cummings et ai., in review). 
Structure 
The Williamson River basin is located at the northwestemmost extent of the basin 
and range province and is characterized by north and northwest-striking normal faults 
generally dipping 50° to 60° wit~ displacements mostly less than 100 m (Sherrod and 
Pickthorn, 1992). The Klamath ~1arsh is located in the Chemult graben which is in the 
Cascade regional neotectonic zone defined by Pezzopane and Weldon (1993). 
Pleistocene and younger units are offset by normal faults in the Klamath, Chemult, and 
La Pine grabens within this zone. The vertical slip rate for the West Klamath Lake fault 
zone, south of the western edge of the Klamath graben, is estimated at 0.3 mm y(l by 
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Bacon et aI. (1999). Locally, Conaway and Cummings (in press) and Lee and 
Cummings (in press) characterize the structure directly south of Klamath Marsh as 
north-northwest striking, high-angle normal faults with displacement ranging from 15 m 
to 130 m with dips at approximately 70°. They also note the faulting is right and left 
overstepping (or en echelon) with ramp structures between steps in which the 
displacement of one fault decreases to zero while the displacement on the neighboring 
fault increases from zero. 
Geologic mapping by Melady and Cummings (unpublished mapping, 2000) in 
the Military Crossing quadrangle indicates several normal faults along the eastern 
margin of the Klamath Marsh. This fault zone, the Wildhorse Ridge-Military 
Crossing (WRMC) fault zone (Cummings and Melady, 2002) (Figure 8), splits the 
Williamson River basin into two distinctly different hydrogeologic regimes. To the 
east of the fault zone lie rocks of Pliocene age (Cummings et aI., in review) and to the 
west of the fault zone lie rocks of Pleistocene age (Me lady and Cummings 
unpublished mapping, 2000). The sense of motion on the fault zone is down-to-the-
west and it strikes north-northwest. Overstepping of the fault zone may occur over an 
area referred to as The Peninsula (Figure 8), where the strike of the fault zone appears 
to change to become more north-south. North of the peninsula, the strike of the fault 
zone is north-northwest on the western edge of a prominent fault scarp located 
southwest of Sugarpine Mountain (Figure 2) and cutting basalt flows. Displacement 
on the fault zone is estimated by Cummings and Melady (2002) at 140 m based on 
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correlation of lava flows in a water well driller's log and porphyritic basalt that 
outcrops near the base of Wildhorse Ridge (Figure 8). 
Figure 8 - Location of Wild horse Ridge-Military Crossing (WRMC) fault zone 
Two fault scarps in the WRMC fault zone near Klamath Marsh displace Mount 
Mazama pyroclastic deposits, indicating movement younger than 7,627 ± 150 cal. Yr. 
B.P. (Zdanowicz et aI., 1999). The easternmost and older of the two scarps has a strike 
length of approximately 4.5 km, with a displacement of7 m. The younger, westernmost 
scarp has a strike length of approximately 9 km, with a displacement of 5 m (Cummings 
and Melady, 2002). 
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Chapter 2 - Hydrogeology 
Introduction 
Several factors influence the movement of ground and surface water in a 
watershed. Rock properties exert control on water movement as a function of hydraulic 
conductivity, demonstrated by fracture flow (secondary permeability) or intermatrix 
flow (primary permeability). Recharge, or precipitation, controls the amount of water 
that is available as surface and groundwater. In groundwater flow, recharge controls the 
amount of water available to produce head, which provides a necessary element for 
groundwater movement. Once wat~r enters a watershed as precipitation, it either runs 
off as overland flow into streams and rivers, evaporates, or enters the ground. Once 
water enters the ground, it travels by way of gravity (unconfined aquifer) and/or 
pressure (confined aquifer) toward areas of discharge, eventually discharging into the 
ocean or leaking into an adjacent watershed as groundwater, or it is removed from the 
basin by water well withdrawal or evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration can be 
loosely defined as the transfer of water from the Earth's surface to the atmosphere and is 
of foremost importance in water resource planning in some regions (Jensen et ai., 1990). 
The hydrogeology of the Williamson River basin near Klamath Marsh was 
examined by synthesis of precip'itation and evapotranspiration data, previous and 
recently acquired geologic information, discharge measurements for major surface water 
streams and rivers, near surface aquifer water level data in several small basins near the 
marsh, and stable isotope data from several springs and streams entering Klamath Marsh 
and the Williamson River. These data provide necessary information to examine 
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surface water - groundwater interaction, probable groundwater flow paths, and 
preliminary water budget estimations. 
Precipitation and Evapotranspiration 
Precipitation in the Williamson River sub-basin varies spatially as a result of the 
rain shadow effect produced by the Cascade Range. Because of this, lowlands in the 
basin receive much lower precipitation than upland regions. In this section I examine 
the distribution of precipitation across the Williamson River sub-basin and estimate 
annual volume of precipitation in potential areas of recharge. Additionally, 
meteorological data are used to estimate evapotranspiration near Klamath Marsh. 
Annual volume of evapotranspiration is generated and volume of recharge is estimated. 
Precipita tion 
The rain shadow effect of the Cascades is a dominant feature of the Williamson 
River basin. Mean annual precipitation (Figure 9) varies by ,...100 cm from the West to 
the central portion of the basin. Based on the precipitation distribution shown in Figure 
9, ground and surface water recharge areas are expected along the western edge of the 
basin, the Cascades, and areas of elevated topography to the north (Sugarpine Mountain) 
and east (Yamsay Mountain) of Klamath Marsh. 
Figure 9 shows precipitation distribution across the Williamson River basin from 
1960-1990 based on Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model 
(PRISM) developed by the Spatial Climate Analysis Service at Oregon State University 
and the Oregon Climate Service. This model incorporates digital elevation data to 
interpolate precipitation between measured precipitation at weather station arrays 
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maintained by the National Weather Service and Natural Resources Conservation 
Service. Precipitation is interpolated in 4 km grids, with precipitation values in each 
grid cell an average over the entire area of that cell. 
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Figure 9 - Mean annual precipitation (cm) for the Williamson River basin, 1960-1990. 
(Oregon Climate Service, 2001) 
An analysis of the spatial distribution of precipitation (Figure 9) across the 
Williamson River basin was performed to examine the volume of precipitation available 
for recharge in several areas within the basin. The basin was divided into sub-regions 
(Figure 10) on the basis of geology, landforms and elevation, faulting, and recharge 
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potential. The division of the basin into sub-regions allows areas of relatively high 
precipitation to be distinguished from areas of relatively low precipitation. These 
geographic divisions will be followed throughout the rest of this document to present 
and summarize attributes in the basin. 
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Figure 10 - Sub-regions in the Williamson River basin used for calculation of 
precipitation volume. 
The area of each individual sub-region was multiplied by the precipitation 
distribution over the sub-region using Spatial Analyst functions in ESRI Arcview to 
calculate a mean volume of precipitation for each sub-region (Table 1 and Figure 11). 
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Table 1 - Mean volume of precipitation, area, and spatially averaged precipitation in 
sub-areas. 
Area 4- Area 4-Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Antelope C d AreaS Total 
Desert asca es 
Preciptation 3.62x108 2.16x108 
Volume (m3) 4'.89x10
8 5.91x108 8.31x108 2.57x108 2.75x109 
Area of 5.45x108 4.09x108 6.81x108 1.06x109 7.71x108 4.64x108 Region (m2) 
Mean 
Precipitation 66.5 ,52.9 71.8 55.7 107.8 55.4 
in Area (cm) 
Area 4 - Cascades receives the largest volume of precipitation (831 million m3) 
because of its location along the crest and east slope of the Cascades. Area 2 located 
near Klamath Marsh receives the lowest volume of precipitation (216 million m3). 
Mean (1961-1990) Precipitation Volume in Regions around Klamath 
Marsh 
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Figure 11 - Mean precipitation volume in the sub-regions around Klamath Marsh. 
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Evapotranspiration 
Evapotranspiration or consumptive use of water is the combined processes by 
which water is transferred from the earth's surface to the atmosphere. Processes include 
evaporation of water from the soil surface, interception by plants, and transpiration by 
plants. 
Calculation of Evapotranspiration 
Snyder and Pruitt (1992), based on the work of Pruitt and Doorenbos (1977), 
Jensen et al. (1990), and Dong et al. (1992), suggest use of a modified Penman equation 
(Equations 1, 2, 3, Appendix A) for the calculation of daily reference evapotranspiration 
(ET 0) for a grass reference using hourly weather station data. Reference 
evapotranspiration is defined by Dong et. al. (1992) as evapotranspiration that occurs 
over a full, uniform cover of healthy, well-watered, nonstressed, cool-season grass at 
uniform height between 0.10 m and 0.15 m. Jensen et al. (1990) explain that the use of 
reference evapotranspiration and associated crop coefficients is a practical technique 
because it provides a conservative means of estimating crop evapotranspiration at 
progressive stages of growth. The equations used for calculation of evapotranspiration 
for this study are presented in appendix A and are based on parameters specified by 
Snyder and Pruitt (1992). 
A Davis Instruments Groweather weather station was installed on June 13,2000 
and operated until October 21, 2000 in Skellock Draw (Figure 12), (section 7, T. 31 S., 
R. 10 E.; UTM 616994 E 4750024 N) measuring hourly values for air temperature, 
precipitation, wind speed, relative humidity, barometric pressure, and solar radiation so 
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that evapotranspiration could be calculated. These data were then input into the 
equations presented in appendix A to generate reference evapotranspiration. 
Figure 12 - Locations of evapotranspiration calculation sites 
Evapotranspiration at nearby sites (Figure 12) is estimated by Bidlake (1997) and 
Bidlake and Payne (1998) for May - October 1996 and 1997. Bidlake (1997) used an 
empirical model based on the Priestley-Taylor equation to simulate daily mean growing-
season evapotranspiration on the basis of daily minimum and maximum air temperature. 
This technique was used to estimate the monthly average of daily evapotranspiration at 
Sagebrush Point (Table 2) and Wocus Bay (Table 2), approximately 14 kIn and 10 kIn 
from the Skellock Draw site, respectively (Figure 12). Bidlake and Payne (1998) used 
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the same technique to estimate monthly average of daiiy evapotranspiration at Wocus 
Bay (Table 2) from May through October in 1997. 
Table 2 - Monthly average of daily evapotranspiration in millimeters per day at 
Sagebrush Point and Wocus Bay from Bidlake (1997), and Bidlake and 
Payne (1998), and Skellock Draw from this study. (N.C. = not calculated, 
instrumentation was not installed until mid-June, 2000) 
Month Sagebrush Wocus Month Wocus Month Skellock 
(1996) Point Bay (1997) Bay (2000) Draw 
May 3.1 4.0 May 6.6 May N.C. 
June 4.8 5.9 June 6.6 June 5.7 
July 5.7 5.7 July 6.6 July 4.8 
August 5.0 4.0 August 5.9 August 4.7 
September 2.8 l.8 September 3.1 September 3.1 
October l.2 0.6 October 0.9 October l.9 
Total 69.3 cm 67.4 cm 9l.lcm 52.1 cm 
Comparison between values calculated by Bidlake (1997), Bidlake and Payne 
(1998), and this study are done cautiously. First, the method by which 
evapotranspiration was calculated differed, with this study using a modified Penman 
equation (Appendix A) and Bidlake (1997) and Bidlake and Payne (1998) studies using 
a modified Pristley-Taylor equation based on minimum and maximum air temperature. 
Second, evapotranspiration for this study is a reference evapotranspiration described by 
Dong et al. (1992), whereas Bidlake (1997), and Bidlake and Payne (1998) calculate 
evapotranspiration based on surfaces that either are saturated or are occupied with well-
watered and actively growing non-specific vegetation. Finally, evapotranspiration 
values in this study represent Skellock Draw during a portion (mid-June through late-
October) of the summer growing season of2000, with Bidlake (1997) representing 
Sagebrush Point and Wocus Bay in 1996, and Bidlake and Payne (1998) representing 
Wocus Bay in 1997 from May through October. When the common months (July-
September) among the studies are compared, the difference between the highest (1997, 
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Wocus Bay - 48.1 cm) and the lowest (1996, Wocus Bay - 35.5 cm) amount of 
evapotranspiration is 12.6 cm. Comparison of average temperature from May - October 
at Chemult, Oregon during 1996, 1997, and 2000 indicates that air temperature was 
lowest in 2000 (l0.8° C) and the highest in 1997 (11.2° C). Average temperature at 
Chemult from 1948 - 2001 was 11.6° C, which is 0.8° C (2000) to 0.4° C (1997) higher 
than average temperature during the three studies. This may indicate that 
evapotranspiration during 1996, 1997, 2000 are below average due to the relationship 
between temperature and evapotranspiration. 
Recharge 
Evapotranspiration removes precipitation from the basin before it can infiltrate and 
recharge aquifers. In order to evaluate the volume of water that reaches aquifers in the 
Williamson River basin, evapotranspiration must be removed from precipitation. This 
was accomplished by multiplying the evapotranspiration calculated from this study 
(52.1 cm), Bidlake (1997) (69.3 cm and 67.4 cm, Average = 68.4 cm), and Bidlake and 
Payne (1998) (91.1 cm) by the area of each sub-region, resulting in a volume of 
evapotranspiration for each sub-region. The calculated evapotranspiration values in this 
study are potential evapotranspiration, not actual evapotranspiration 
Potential evapotranspiration and actual evapotranspiration are equivalent if the 
moisture conditions of the ground surface are similar to the well-watered, moist 
reference crop. If water is not available, actual evapotranspiration is less than potential 
evapotranspiration. Based on water content in pyroc1astic-fall deposits discussed in the 
next section (Figures 14 - 19) and observation of a deep rooting zone noted in pines, it 
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appears that vegetation is well-watered throughout most of the year. Because of this, 
potential and actual evapotranspiration for the purpose of this evaluation are assumed to 
be equal. 
The elevation at the Skellock Draw site is approximately 1396 m. However, 
elevation across the basin ranges from over 2440 m in the Cascades to 1375 min 
Klamath Marsh. Variation of evapotranspiration with elevation was evaluated by 
comparison of evapotranspiration at Diamond ~ake (elevation 1620 m) and the Skellock 
Draw site over a 24-hour period. This was done by inputting bi-hourly temperature data 
from a NOAA weather station located at Diamond Lake into the equations (Appendix 
A) used to calculate evapotranspiration at Skellock Draw. Evapotranspiration at the 
Skellock Draw site was 0.04 mm or approximately 3% higher than the 
evapotranspiration calculated at Diamond Lake for the 24-hour period (Table 3). 
In addition to temperature, several other meteorological parameters that vary with 
elevation effect evapotranspiration. Limited data from the Diamond Lake weather 
station prevents similar evaluation of additional meteorological parameters. As a result, 
sensitivity of the equations used to calculate evapotranspiration were analyzed by 
altering temperature, wind speed, humidity, barometric pressure, and solar radiation by 
50% and examination of the resulting change in evapotranspiration (Table 4). The 
highest change (42%) in evapotranspiration resulted from altering solar radiation by 
50% and the lowest change (3%) resulted from altering wind speed by 50%. Change in 
temperature by 50% resulted in evapotranspiration changing by 19% and changing 
barometric pressure resulted in an 8% change in evapotranspiration. Variation in these 
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Table 3 - Temperature and evapotranspiration difference between Skellock Draw and 
Diamond Lake on 16-June-2000. 
Skellock Diamond Diamond Lake Skellock ET Date and Time Temperature Temperature (mm) Lake ET % Difference (0 C) (0 C) (mm) 
7/16/20000:00 10.2 8.3 0.021 0.020 6% 
7/16/20002:00 4.7 8.3 0.009 0.011 -14% 
7/16/20004:00 1.9 7.2 0.007 0.009 -23% 
7/16/20006:00 2.0 8.9 0.007 0.009 -30% 
7/16/20008 :00 6.1 16.7 0.030 0.040 -32% 
7/16/2000 10:00 12.8 18.3 0.094 0.106 -13% 
7/16/2000 12:00 22.4 22.2 0.474 0.473 0% 
7/16/2000 14:00 24.1 21.7 0.220 0.212 4% 
7/16/2000 16:00 27.1 22.2 0.403 0.376 7% 
7/16/2000 18:00 24.8 17.8 0.151 0.134 12% 
7/16/200020:00 20.9 13.3 0.039 0.033 16% 
7/16/200022:00 15 .0 11.7 0.025 0.023 9% 
7/17/20000:00 11.2 9.4 0.014 0.014 6% 
Total 1.50 1.46 3% 
parameters has a significant effect in the calculation of evapotranspiration, particularly if 
several parameters are altered. Because of this, evapotranspiration is only applied to the 
lower elevation (below 1500 m) in the basin and as a result, volumetric 
evapotranspiration calculated below is underestimated by up to 50%. 
Table 4 - Sensitivity of evapotranspiration to 50% variation in meterological 
parameters. 
50% change in: 
Resulting change in 
ET 
Temperature 
19% 
Wind 
Speed 
3% 
Humidity 
9% 
Barometeric 
Pressure 
8% 
Solar 
Radiation 
42% 
The volume of evapotranspiration was calculated for each sub-region by 
multiplication of evapotranspiration by the area of each sub-region. This volume then 
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was subtracted from the volume of precipitation for each sub-region, yielding a volume 
of water that is available to recharge aquifers (Table 5, Table 6, Table 7). 
Table 5 - Evapotranspiration (ET) volume using ET from this study (52.1 cm) and 
residual volume available for recharge. It should be noted that this ET 
represents only mid-June through late-October, so it is lower than ET 
for entire 2000 growing season. 
Mean 
Precipitation 
Volume (m3) 
ET volume (m3) 
from this study 
(52.1 cm) 
Difference 
Between ET 
volume and 
Precipitation (m3) 
Area 1 Area 2 
Area 4 - Area 4-
Area 3 Antelope Cascades Area 5 
Desert 
Total 
3.62x10B 2.16x10B 4.89x10B 5.91x10B 8.31x10B 2.57x10B 2.75x109 
7.20x107 1.77x10B 1.32x10B 3.46x10B 8.80x107 1.68x10B 9.83x10B 
2:90x10B 3.90x107 3.57x10B 2.45x10B 7.43x10B 8.90x107 1.76x109 
Table 6 - Evapotranspiration volume using ET from Bidlake (1997) (average=68.4 
cm) and residual volume available for recharge. 
Mean 
Preci pitation 
Volume (m3) 
ET volume (m3) 
from Bidlake 
(1997) (Avg=68.4 
cm) 
Difference 
Between ET and 
Precipitation (m3) 
Area 1 Area 2 
Area 4 - A 4 rea -Area 3 Antelope C d Area 5 
Desert asca es 
Total 
3.62x10B 2.16x10B 4.89x10B 5.91x10B 8.31x10B 2.57x10B 2.75x109 
9.40x107 2.33x10B 1.74x1 OB 4.55x10B 1.15x10B 2.21x10B 1.29x109 
2.68x10B -1.70x107 3.15x10B 1.36x10B 7.16x10B 3.60x107 1.45x109 
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Table 7 - Evapotranspiration volume using ET from Bidlake and Payne (1998) (91.1 
cm) and residual volume available for recharge. 
Mean 
Preci pitation 
Volume (m3) 
ET volume (m3) 
from Bidlake and 
Payne (1998) 
(91.1 cm) 
Difference 
Area 1 Area 4 - Area 4- Area 5 Area 3 Antelope Cascades 
Desert 
Total Area 2 
3.62x10B 2.16x10B 4.89x10B 5.91x10B 8.31x10B 2.57x10B 2.75x109 
1.25x10B 3.1 Ox1 OB 2.31x10B 6.05x10B 1.54x10B 2.94x10B 1.72x109 
Between ET and 2.37x10B -9.40x107 2.58x10B -1.40x107 6.77x10B -3.70x107 1.03x109 
Precipitation (m3) 
Using the evapotranspiration estimates from this study, Bidlake (1997), and 
Bidlake and Payne (1998), precipitation volume after removal of evapotranspiration 
volume ranges from 1.764 billion m3 to 1.029 billion m3 (Table 5, Table 6, Table 7) over 
the entire basin. It should be noted that the evapotranspiration value from this study 
only represents evapotranspiration from mid-June through October and underestimates 
the annual evapotranspiration. Note that using evapotranspiration values from Bidlake 
(1997) and Bidlake and Payne (1998) evapotranspiration exceedes precipitation in Area 
2, resulting in a negative volume of potential recharge. These negative values are not 
necessarily realistic in terms of removing extra water from these areas, but likely 
indicate vegetation is severely stressed ~uring periods of low precipitation. The 
negative values also indicate that these areas have extremely limited recharge potential 
to local and regional aquifers. Using Bidlake and Payne (1998) data, negative volumes 
are also found in Area 4-Antelope Desert and Area 5. Ranking for each sub-region in 
terms of potential recharge volume using evapotranspiration values from all three 
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studies (all three produced the same ranking) from highest to lowest is shown in Table 
8. 
Table 8 - Ranking of sub-regions from highest to lowest precipitation volume after 
subtraction of evapotranspiration volume. 
Rank Sub-Area Potential Recharge Range 
1 Area 4 - Cascades 743,00,000 - 677,000,000 ~ 
2 Area 3 357,000,000 - 258,000,000 m3 
3 Area 1 290,000,000 - 237,000,000 m3 
4 Area 4 - Antelope Desert 245,000,000 - (- 14,000,000) m3 
5 Area 5 89,000,000 - (-37,000,000) m3 
6 Area 2 39,000,000 - (-94,000,000) m3 
Pyroclastic Material 
The mid-Holocene eruptions of Mount Mazama produced pyroclastic material 
that make up the surface deposits surrounding Klamath Marsh. The Llao Rock emption 
(7,015 ±45, Bacon, 1983), the Cleetwood emption (weeks to months before climactic 
emption, Bacon, 1983), and the climactic emption (6,845 C14 yr., Bacon, 1983; 7,627 ± 
150 cal. Yr. B.P., Zdanowicz et aI., 1999) produced pumicaeous pyroclastic-fall and -
flow materials that mantle topography and fill paleo-river and stream channels, 
respectively. The climactic eruption produced more than 20 km3 of tephra (dense-rock 
equivalent) that was distributed over 1.7 million km2 in North America and had a plume 
height of 55 km during the Plinian phase of the eruption (Gardner et al., 1998). These 
deposits cover the topography around Klamath Marsh with up to 4.5 m of pumice, ash, 
and lithic materials (Conaway and Cummings, 2000). 
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The pyroclastic deposits from the eruptions of Mount Mazama surrounding 
Klamath Marsh can be broken into three categories: Pyroclastic-fall, pyroclastic-flow, 
and reworked deposits. Pyroclastic-fall deposits are the most widespread unit. Average 
thickness of this unit southeast of the ' marsh is 3 meters (Conaway and Cummings, 
2000). Pyroclastic-flow deposits generally consist of fine-grained ash with few pumice 
clasts «10%), but can be variable (Conaway and Cummings, 2000). These deposits 
were emplaced during the climactic eruption when pyroclastic flows moved down 
drainages on the eastern flank of Mount Mazama. These deposits range from 25 m 
(estimated from water well logs ) to 5 meters thick in the W ocus Bay quadrangle 
(Conaway and Cummings, 2000). The reworked deposits consist of rounded pumice 
, clasts and are a result of fluvial and lacustrine reworking of pyroclastic-fall and -flow 
deposits. These three units make up the surface units in the Williamson River basin. 
In this section we examine how water infiltrates through pyroclastic-fall and -flow 
deposits. The capacity of these deposits to retain water has not been studied, and could 
have substantial influence on the way precipitation recharges aquifers. Water content in 
pyroclastic-fall deposits was examined at several times during 2000 - 2001 to determine 
relationships with timing of int1ltration, grain size, and depth. Infiltration rate of 
pyroclastic-flow deposits near Sand Creek is also determined. 
Pyroclastic-fall 
Six hand-augered holes at the same site (Figure 13) were completed during 2000 
- 2001 in section 17, T. 32 S., R. 9 E. (UTM location: 609040E, 4739101N) for the 
purpose of examining water content in the pyroclastic-fall material. This location 
(Figure 13) is in the Wocus Bay Quadrangle, roughly 2.4 km southeast of Klamath 
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Marsh and was chosen because it is in a relatively undisturbed upland forest area with 
thick deposits of pyroclastic-fall material. 
All samples were placed in plastic zip-lock bags and returned to the laboratory at 
Portland State University within a couple days of sampling. At the lab, each sample 
was split, using the conical pile splitting technique, into a sample size that could be 
dried, weighed and sieved. The samples were weighed and placed in a drying oven for 
24 hours. The samples were then weighed again to get a dry weight for each sample. 
The samples were sieved for 10 minutes through 64 mm, 2 mm, and .0625 mm sieves. 
These particular sizes are recommended by Schmid (1981) for pyroclastic materials. 
Schmid (1981) pyroclastic material grain size intervals are as follows: > 64 mm -
bomb, block, 64 mm-2 mm - lapillus, 2 mm - 0.0625 mm - coarse ash, < 0.0625 mm -
fine ash. The sizes selected distinguish blocks (> 64 mm) from lapilli and lapilli from 
coarse ash (2 mm) and course ash from fine ash « 0.0625 mm). 
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Figure 13 - Location of hand-auger samples for air-fall material examination and 
location of gaging points on Sand Creek used for ash-flow infiltration 
examination. 
Figure 14 - 19 show the percent water by mass and grain size with depth in 
samples acquired on several dates during 2000-2001. The 64 mm - 2 mm (lapillus) 
grain size appears to control, moisture content in all sampling dates. This observation is 
supported by a statistical analysis (Table 9) of correlation between the different grain 
sizes and water content within the samples. 
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Figure 14 - Grain size weight percent and water weight percent with depth for 
samples taken on l-April-OO. 
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Figure 15 - Grain size weight percent and water weight percent with depth for samples 
taken on 30-April-OO. 
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Grain Size Percent and Water Percent with Depth (6/16/00) 
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Figure 16 - Grain size weight percentage and water weight percent with depth for 
samples taken on 16-June-OO. 
Grain Size Percent and Water Percent with Depth (7/20/00) 
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Figure 17 - Grain size weight percent and water weight" percent with depth from 
samples taken on 20-July-OO. 
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Grain Size Percent and Water Percent with Depth (1/20/01) 
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Figure 18 - Grain size weight percent and water weight percent with depth from 
samples taken on 20-Jan-Ol. 
Grain Size Percent and Water Percent with Depth (4/27/01) 
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Figure 19 - Grain size weight percent and water weight percent with depth from 
samples taken on 27-April-Ol. 
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Table 9 - Correlation coefficient between each grain size and water percentage by 
weight. 
1-Apr- 30-Apr- 16-Jun- 20-July- 20-Jan- 27-Apr-
2000 2000 2000 2000 2001 2001 
Correlation lapillus - water 0.96 0.87 0.86 0.94 0.69 0.92 
percent 
Correlation coarse ash - water -0.98 -0.98 -0.94 -0.98 -0.68 -0.95 
percent 
Correlation fine ash - water 0.62 0.59 0.60 -0.02 0.23 0.55 
percent 
A correlation coefficient of 1 shows direct correlation between data sets and a 
coefficient of -1 shows no correlation at all between data sets. The correlation 
coefficient between the weight percentage of grain sizes 64 mm-2 mm (lapillus) in each 
sample and water content percentage of those same samples, produce values ranging 
from 0.96 to 0.69, indicating a correlation between these two sets of data. The 
correlation for the 20-J an-O 1 samples is skewed because of a frozen layer in the upper 
0.5 m of the auger hole. When these samples are removed the mean correlation 
coefficient between the lapillus grain size and water content is 0.91. The correlation 
coefficient between 2 mm-.0625 mm (coarse ash) grain size weight percent and water 
content, produce values ranging from -98 to -64, indicating an inverse relationship 
between this particular grain size and water content of the sample. Again, the 20-J an-O 1 
is skewed by the frozen layer and when removed, the average correlation coefficient is -
0.97. The correlation coefficient between <.0625 mm (fine ash) grain size and water 
content, produce values that show little to no correlation between the two data sets. 
From these data it may be concluded that pumice lapilli hold more water on a constant 
mass basis than coarse and fine ash. 
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Generally, coarse ash (2 mm - 0.0625 mm) is the dominant grain size in all 
samples, with a sharp increase in the lapilli (64 mm - 2 mm) size below 1.5 m. 
Examination of bulk water percentage by weight among all the samples indicates the 
average water content was 270/0, with the highest water content (by weight) of 45% 
occurring at a depth range of 4.75 to 5.26 m on 30-April-00 and the lowest water 
content (by weight) of9% occurring at a depth range of 0.5 to 1.5 m on 20-Jul-00. 
Average bulk water weight percentage (Table 10) drops from 30% in April, 2000, 
dropping through the summer, and is replenished again in the spring of2001 (27-Apr-
01). 
Table 10 - Bulk water percentage in all samples. 
Pyroclastic-flow 
Sample Date 
l-Apr-2000 
30-Apr-2000 
16-Jun-2000 
20-July-2000 
20-Jan-200 1 
27-A£r-200l 
Average 
Bulk Water Weight 
Percentage 
30% 
29% 
23% 
30% 
18% 
30% 
27% 
Sand and Scott creeks drain the eastern side of Mount Scott and ancestral Mount 
Mazama, flowing across pyroclastic-flow deposits that slope gently toward Klamath 
Marsh. Change in discharge on Sand Creek (Figure 13) between two locations where 
the stream flows over pyroc1astic-flow material was used to estimate infiltration into 
these deposits. A single experiment on 22-0ct-01 gaged discharge of Sand Creek at a 
bridge on Sun Mountain Road (discharge = 0.31 m3/sec) and at Oregon Highway 97 
(discharge = 0.19 m3/sec). Discharge drops by 0.12 m3/sec between these two points 
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and is assumed to be from infiltration into the pyroclastic-flow material in which Sand 
Creek has carved its stream channel. 
. A hand augered core near Scott Creek indicates that approximately 2 m of 
medium- to fine-grained sand overlies the pyroclastic-flow material in this area. 
Discharge was not observed in Scott Creek when this core was augered in the spring of 
2000 and the sand was moist. Sand Creek lies to the south and is believed to have 
similar sand deposits under its channel. Flow was observed in Sand Creek at Highway 
97 on all field visits, except when water in the channel was frozen on 18-Nov-00, 20-
Jan-Ol, and 17-Mar-Ol (Table 23). It is likely that the sand underlying the channel on 
Sand Creek is saturated and in hydraulic equilibrium by late October when the discharge 
measurements were made for this analysis. If these sand deposits were saturated, then 
the change in discharge from Sun Mountain Road to Highway 97 reflects infiltration 
into the underlying pyroclastic-flow deposits. 
In order to evaluate the infiltration rate, Darcy's law is applied, which states 
discharge (Q) equals hydraulic conductivity (K) multiplied by area (A) multiplied by 
hydraulic gradient (J) or Q = KJA. In this case, the discharge loss between the two 
points is Q, .the area over which the loss in discharge occurs is A, the hydraulic gradient 
term is one (l) because flow is vertical, and we are solving for hydraulic conductivity (K 
= QI AJ). The area of the channel bottom over which the water is infiltrating between 
these two locations was calculated by multiplying the length of the channel by the width 
of the channel. The channel length between these two gaging points is 6200 m, the 
channel width at Sun Mountain Road is 3.7 m and the channel width at Highway 97 is 
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1.5 m. Since the channel width of Sand Creek is unknown between these two points, an 
area was calculated assuming each width. The discharge difference (Q) divided by the 
two area calculations (A) multiplied by the hydraulic gradient (J) of one, yields 
infiltration rates (K) of 10-6 m S-l and 10-5 m S-l (Table 11). This infiltration rate is 
relatively low and suggests pyroclastic-fall deposits may act as a semi-confining layer. 
Table 11 - Values used for the estimation of infiltration rate of pyroclastic-flow 
material. 
Gaging location on Discharge Channel Distance between Infiltration Infiltration 
Sand Creek ~QL width ga~in~ locations Area ~A~ rate ~K2 
Sun Mt. Rd. 0.31 n? s-i 3.7m 6200m 22940 m 10-6 m s-i to H~97 0.12 m3 S-l 1.5 m 9300 m2 10-5 m S-l 
Geology and Bedrock Infiltration 
Regional ground and surface water features and their respective recharge areas in 
the Williamson River basin are separated into five areas shown in Figure 2;0 on the basis 
of bedrock geology and precipitation patterns. These are the same sub-regions 
described in the precipitation and evapotranspiration section. They are as follows: 
Upper Williamson River (Area 1), Skellock Upland (Area 2), Sugarpine Mountain 
(Area 3), Antelope Desert (Area 3), and Lower Williamson River (Area 5). A further 
distinction can be made among the five areas with respect to their location relative to the 
WRMC fault zone. In this section, recharge volume, geologic observations, water well 
yields, and piezometeric data in several areas will be used to determine which areas are 
important hydrogeologically. Areas east of the WRMC fault zone (Areas 1, 2, and 3) 
reflect geology less conducive to groundwater flow coupled with low recharge potential 
and tend to be regarded as minor in their contribution to the hydrologic system as a 
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whole. Areas west of the WRMC fault zone (Areas 4 and 5) are underlain by much 
more permeable materials and display higher recharge potential from relatively higher 
precipitation in the Cascade Range. 
({) 
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~
3 0 3 6 Miles 
~- :::J 
Figure 20 - Location of areas used to describe geology with relative well log locations. 
Well logs are located in Appendix B. Area 1 - Upper Williamson, Area 
2 - Skellock Upland, Area 3 - Sugarpine Mountain, Area 4 - Antelope 
Desert, Area 5 - Lower Williamson River. 
Upper W~lliamson River - (Area 1) 
The area from the headwaters of the Williamson River to the western bend of the 
Williamson toward Klamath Marsh (Figure 20) is geologically characterized by lava 
and pyroclastic flows on the western flank of Yamsay Mountain and alluvial materials 
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interbedded with lava flows on the valley bottom (Table 12). Water wells in the 
Williamson River valley bottom indicate low to moderate yields (average yield = 44 
gpm) in consolidated and unconsolidated sediments and fractured lava flows, with one 
well (Klam 641) completed in alluvium and lavas yielding 1800 gpm (Table 12). This 
area ranks third in recharge volume among the sub-regions with 237 million to 291 
million m3. 
Table 12 - S frech aq e, geology an d 11 vields in Area 1 
J 
Mean Precipitation Evapotranspiration Volume Recharge Volume 
Precipitation Volume 
66.5 cm 362 million mj 72 million to 125 million mJ 237 million to 290 million mj 
Geologic Summary: 
The geology of Yam say Mountain is described by Hering (1981) as developing in four stages of activity. 
Stage I consists of porphyritic basaltic andesite shield lavas and porphyritic rhyolitic lavas. During stage 
2, a lithic welded tuffwith well-developed eutaxitic texture was erupted. Stage 3 consists of dacite 
erupted from circumferential fractures near the summit indicating the onset of caldera development and 
eruption of aphyric basaltic andesite. Eruptions of dacite, then porphyritic basaltic andesite, followed by 
additional dacite eruptions characterize stage 4. Geologic logs from water wells in the flood plain of the 
Williamson River indicate up to 70 m (Klam 641) of alluvial sediment interbedded with volcanic flow 
materials. Surficial deposits are predominately mantling pyroclastic-fall deposits from the eruptions of 
Mount Mazama. Pyroclastic-fall deposits in areas below 1402 m elevation (Williamson River valley) 
have been reworked during backflooding of Klamath Marsh after the climactic eruption of Mount 
Mazama. 
Well Yields (Average yield* = 44 gpm) 
OWRD well log # (Figure 20) Pump test yield Water-bearing unit 
Klam683 15 gpm with 25' drawdown after Red cinders and fine gravel 
Depth = lOT 1.5 hours 
Klam644 100 gpm (airlift test) Broken lava and conglomerate 
Depth = 110' 
Klam 51438 40 gpm (airlift test) Black lava rock and gravel 
Depth = 145' 
Klam 641 1800 gpm with 71 ' drawdown Brown lava, pumice, sand, 
Depth = 290' after 2.5 hours hard grey basalt, broken lava 
Klam640 20 gpm with 15' drawdown after Conglomerate, sand, pumice, 
Depth = 231' 4 hours grey basalt, loose gravel 
*Klam 641 not included in average because it is not believed to be indicative of overall aquifer yield. 
Additional infonnation is available for each well in Appendix B. 
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Skellock Upland (Area 2) 
The geology of Area 2 is dominated by two pyroclastic flows that underlie lava 
flows and Mount Mazama pyroclastic-fall deposits. These tuffs appear to inhibit 
water flow as indicated by low water-well yields (average = 17.5 gpm, Table 13). 
This area has a low volume of recharge, ranking last among the sub-areas. 
Table 13 - S frech arg e, geology an d 11 vields in Area 2 
. . 
Mean Precipitation Evapotranspiration Volume Recharge Volume 
Precipitation Volume 
53 cm 216 million m] 177 million to 310 million m] -94 million to 39 million m3 
Geologic Summary: 
Geology in the northern half of the area was mapped by Melady and Cummings (in preparation) in the 
Military Crossing quadrangle and Cummings et al. (in review) in the Wildhorse Ridge quadrangle. The 
area is characterized by two overlapping indurated pyroclastic flows up to 35m thick. The tuff of 
Skellock draw is a lithic-bearing, partially welded rhyolitic tuffunderlying the western half of Area 2. 
Overlapping this unit in the eastern half of Area 2 is the tuff of Meadow Creek, characterized by black 
trachyandesite pumice blocks up to 1 m. Outcrop of these tuffs indicate limited hydraulic conductance. 
Overlying these units are basaltic andesite and trachydacite flows. Surficial deposits are ,predominately 
pyroclastic-fall deposits from the eruptions of Mount Mazama. Pyroclastic-fall deposits in areas below 
1402 m elevation (most ofSkellock Draw) were reworked during backflooding of Klamath Marsh after 
the climactic eruption of Mount Mazama. 
Well Yields (Average. yield = 17.5 gpm) 
OWRD well log # (Figure 20) Pump test yield Water-bearing unit 
Klam626 15 gpm (drawdown unknown) Conglomerate 
Depth = 200' 
Klam 632 20 gpm with 60' drawdown after Black lava and sand 
Depth = 205' 1 hour 
Additional information is available for each well in Appendix B. 
In order to estimate the rate of infiltration into these two tuffs in a relative sense, 
eight piezometers were installed in Skellock Draw to examine rates of water decline in 
pyroclastic-fall and reworked deposits overlying the tuffs. Additionally, A preliminary 
water budget was calculated for Skellock Draw in an attempt to estimate the volume of 
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water that could be infiltrating into underlying bedrock and estimate a rate of leakage. 
Recharge area in Skellock Draw was delineated from surrounding topography. Mean 
precipitation (1961-1990) was estimated at 54 cm from Figure 9. Infiltration into Mount 
Mazama pyroclastic deposits is at a high rate because of the grain size and structure of 
the pumice, but a relatively high percentage of recharge water becomes trapped within 
the pumice vesicles, failing to reach local water tables. Information on infiltration in 
pyroclastic air-fall deposits discussed earlier was applied, using estimations of 200/0 to 
400/0 of recharge water reaching the saturated zone. Evapotranspiration rates were 
estimated at 52 cm from meteorological data acquired in Skellock Draw from mid-June 
through October, 2000. Based on field observations, discharge ofSkellock Creek was 
estimated at 0.1 - 0.2 m3 S-l. Using these rough estimations of in- and out-flows in 
Skellock Draw, estimated leakage into material underlying wetlands ranges from 8.9 x 
10-6 - 3.7 X 10-6 cm S-l. These estimates are consistent with the physical characteristics 
of the tuffs. 
The relative importance of Area 2 as a source of groundwater recharge is 
determined by using rate of decline of water levels in pyroclastic air-fall materials to 
evaluate relative rate of infiltration into the underlying bedrock surface. This 
technique is also used near Jack Creek in Area 3, and in Voss Creek Meadow in Area 
5. The rate of infiltration is used here in a relative sense among the three locations in 
which piezometers were monitored (Skellock Draw, Jack Creek, and Voss Creek 
Meadow) and is not intended to assign actual vertical hydraulic conductivity to any 
materials. An evaluation of the validity of this approach is in order here. 
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Darcy's Law which governs groundwater hydraulics states that groundwater 
discharge (Q) equals hydraulic conductivity (K) multiplied by hydraulic gradient (1) 
multiplied by area (A) shown in the following equation: 
Q=KJA 
If horizontal groundwater discharge among Skellock Draw, Jack Creek, and Yoss 
Creek Meadow was similar, deviation between the areas in the rates of decline of 
water levels in piezometers would indicate differences in rates of vertical infiltration 
into underlying bedrock material. To show similar horizontal groundwater discharge 
in Skellock Draw, Jack Creek, and Yoss Creek Meadow, similarities must exist among 
the areas in hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic gradient, and area. 
The hydraulic conductivity of the pyroclastic material (pyroclastic-fall and 
reworked pyroclastic-fall in Skellock Draw and Yoss Creek Meadow, and pyroclastic-
fall in Jack Creek) in these three areas based on observed characteristics in hand-
augered boreholes (Table 14) appears to be similar. 
The hydraulic gradient is the slope of the water surface and is based on the 
elevation of water levels in piezometers at the upper and lower ends of Jack Creek 
(Upper and Lower Jack Creek Piezometers, Table 19), Skellock Draw (Upper and 
Lower Skellock Draw Piezometers, Table 19), and Yoss Creek Meadow (Upper and 
Lower Yoss, Table 19). Elevation of each piezometer was estimated from topographic 
maps with a contour interval of 6 m. Error associated with the estimation of 
piezometer elevation may limit the effectiveness of this evaluation. Where available, 
benchmarks were used to better estimate elevation. Average depth of water level 
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below ground surface was subtracted from the estimated elevation to yield an average 
water elevation at each piezometer. Water elevation of the lower piezometer in each 
area was subtracted from the upper piezometer to show the water level difference 
between the two piezometers. Distance between the upper and lower piezometers in 
each area was estimated using measuring function in ESRI Arcview. Water level 
difference was divided by distance between piezometers to yield a hydraulic gradient 
(Table 14) in Jack Creek, Skellock Draw, and Yoss Meadow. 
The area used in Darcy's law is the area over which discharge is being 
calculated. Width of each drainage was estimated using measuring functions in ESRI 
Arcinfo and was multiplied by thickness estimates from Conaway and Cummings (in 
press) to calculate cross-sectional area for Skellock Draw (844 m2, Table 14), Jack 
Creek (929 m2, Table 14), and Yoss Creek Meadow (887 m2, Table 14). 
Table 14 - Parameters used to estimate hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic gradient, and 
cross-sectional area similarities among Jack Creek, Skellock Draw, and 
Y oss Meadow. Observations of pumice characteristics were made 
during installation of piezometers. Hydraulic gradient was determined 
by using piezometers at the upper and lower ends of each area. 
Thickness approximation is based on Conaway and Cummings (in 
press). 
Hydraulic Conductivity (K) 
Jack Creek SkeUock Draw Voss Meadow 
Description of Medium lapillus sized Lapillus sized pumice Cleetwood eruption 
Pyroclastic Deposits pumice down to at down to at least 1.7 m pumice (lapillus) down 
least 2.2 m to at least 2.5 m 
Hydraulic Gradient (1) 
Distance between 3600m 5500m 1400m Piezometers 
Approximate Elevation 1399-1386 m 1408-1392 m 1383 -1377 m 
of Upper and Lower ~= 13m ~= 16m ~=6m Piezometer 
Average Water Level 
Difference Between 10.8m 15.0m 3.7m 
Piezometers 
Gradient (J) 0.003 0.0027 0.0026 
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Cross-sectional Area (A) 
Approximate 4.5m 4.5m 4.5m 
Thickness of Deposit 
Width of Paleo- 206m 187m 197m 
channel 
Area(A) 929mk 844m2 887mk 
-
With relative similarity (approximately 18% difference) established in 
groundwater discharge in the horizontal direction among these three areas, comparison 
of rates of water decline in piezometers in each area provides a method to relatively 
compare vertical infiltration rates of the underlying bedrock materials. Relatively high 
rates of water level decline indicate high vertical infiltration, with low rates of water 
level decline indicating low vertical infiltration. 
Rates of water decline in Skellock Draw piezometers ranged from 2.41 to 0.04 
cm/day with a mean of 0.35 cm/day (Table 15). Comparatively, these rates are 
relatively low, indicating that material underlying reworked pyroclastic-fall deposits in 
Skellock Draw likely have low infiltration rates. A low infiltration rate is consistent 
with the assertion that the tuff of Skellock Draw and the tuff of Meadow Creek underlie 
pyroclastic material in Skellock Draw. 
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Table 15 - Rates of water level rise and decline in piezometers in Skellock Draw, Jack 
Creek, and Y oss Creek Meadow. Location of piezometers are shown in 
Figure 21 with letters keyed to Map ID in this table. Rates are in cm 
day"l and indicate rate of water level change between dates shown at 
the top of each column. Negative values indicate a water level decline; 
positive values indicate water level was rising. N.D. = water level not 
determined. Dry = ' water level below bottom of piezometer. 
Area 2 - SkeUock Draw 
water level change rates in cmf day 
1-Apr-00 30-Apr- 3-Jun- 16-Jun-00 21-Jun-00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
Map ID - 30-Apr- 00 - 3- 00 - 16- - 21-Jun- - 12-Jul- - 19-Jul- - 14-
Location 00 Jun-OO Jun-OO 00 00 00 Aug-OO 
Upper Meadow Creek A 0.35 -0.30 -1.15 -0.21 0.91 -0.54 -0.73 
Lower Meadow Creek B N.D. N.D. N.D. -0.15 -0.69 -0.22 -0.59 
Upper Skellock C 0.32 -0.38 -1.01 -1.34 -1.16 -1.09 -0.82 
Clover Creek Meadow D 0.58 -0.10 -0.28 -2.41 -0.80 -0.98 -0.70 
Middle Skellock E N.D. -0.30 -0.38 -0.09 -0.51 -0.33 -0.35 
Skellock arm F N.D. N.D. N.D. 1.98 -1.34 -0.87 -0.82 
Lower Skellock G 0.21 -0.05 -0.26 0.06 -0.11 -0.44 -0.70 
14-Aug- 9-Sep-00 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan-01 17-Mar-
MapID 00 - 9- - 21-0ct- 00 - 18- 00 - 20- - 17-Mar- 01 - 27-
Location SeE-OO 00 Nov-OO Jan-01 01 AEr-Ol 
Upper Meadow Creek A -0.50 -0.36 -0.14 N.D. N.D. 0.19 
Lower Meadow Creek B -0.47 -0.18 0.00 N.D. N.D. 0.11 
Upper Skellock C -0.53 -1.05 1.14 N.D. N.D. 0.19 
Clover Creek Meadow D -0.29 -0.09 0.14 N.D. N.D. 0.11 
Middle Skellock E -0.23 -0.25 -0.49 N.D. N.D. 0.00 
Skellock arm F -0.32 -1 .00 0.00 N.D. N.D. -0.26 
Lower Skellock G -0.38 0.38 0.14 N.D. N.D. -0.04 
Area 3 - Jack Creek 
water level change rates in cmf day 
1-Apr-00 30-Apr- 3-Jun- 16-Jun-00 21-Jun-00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
Map ID - 30-Apr- 00 - 3- 00 - 16- - 21-Jun- - 12-Jul- - 19-Jul- - 14-
Location 00 Jun-OO Jun-OO 00 00 00 Aug-OO 
Lower Jack Creek J N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. -1.09 -1.09 
UPJ2er Jack Creek K N.D. -0.63 -0.82 -5.49 -2.14 -2.07 -1.00 
14-Aug- 9-Sep-00 21-0ct- 8-Nov-00 20-Jan-01 17-Mar-
MapID 00 - 9- - 21-0ct- 00 - 18- - 20-Jan- -17-Mar- 01 - 27-
Location SeE-OO 00 Nov-OO 01 01 AEr-Ol 
Lower Jack Creek J -0.56 -0.15 -0.11 N.D. N.D. Dry 
U22er Jack Creek K -1.88 -0.05 -0.30 N.D. N.D. Dry 
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Area 5 - Y oss Creek Meadow 
water level change rates in cm! day 
l-Apr-OO 30-Apr- 3-Jun- 16-Jun-00 21-Jun-00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
Map ID - 30-Apr- 00 - 3- 00 - 16- - 21-Jun- - 12-Jul- - 19-Jul- - 14-
Location 00 Jun-OO Jun-OO 00 00 00 Aug-OO 
Upper Voss Q 3.31 -0.59 -2.35 -2.29 -1.56 -1.96 -1.61 
Middle Voss R 1.63 0.01 -0.07 -0.31 -0.58 -0.76 -0.85 
Lower Voss S 2.79 -0.35 -2.70 -2.29 -1.56 -0.65 -0.88 
Voss North T N.D. N.D. N.D. -1.53 -1.42 -0.54 -0.88 
14-Aug- 9-Sep-00 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan-Ol 17-Mar-
MapID 00 - 9- - 21-0ct- 00 - 18- 00 - 20- - 17-Mar- 01 - 27-
Location Se~-OO 00 Nov-OO Jan-Ol 01 A~r-Ol 
UpperYoss Q -0.09 -1.09 -0.25 N.D. N.D. 0.33 
Middle Voss R -0.88 -0.69 -0.44 N.D. N.D. 0.19 
Lower Voss S -0.70 -0.18 0.33 N.D. N.D. -0.15 
Voss North T -0.65 0.04 0.16 N.D. N.D. -0.37 
Sugarpine Mountain (Area 3) 
Broad basalt shield volcanoes underlie areas north of Klamath Marsh~ the highest 
topographic feature is Sugarpine Mountain. The reconnaissance geologic observations, 
topography, and degree of incision of streams (God, Mosquito, Jack, and Three Creeks) 
suggest this area is underlain by shield volcanoes of different ages. Basalt flows directly 
overlie pyroclastic flows of Pliocene age at the north edge of the Wildhorse Ridge 
quadrangle (Cummings et al., in review), but how far north these Pliocene rocks extend 
is not known. Geologic information from water well logs indicates aquifers in interflow 
zones of basalt flows (burnt lava, Table 16). Relatively high recharge volume (Figure 
16) indicate high potential recharge for aquifers. 
As mentioned in the previous section, piezometers were installed is Skellock Draw 
in Area 2, Jack Creek in Area 3, and Y oss Creek Meadow in Area 5 to monitor water 
drainage patterns in perched aquifers in pyroclastic material to elicit information on 
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infiltration into underlying bedrock surfaces. Piezometers in pyroclastic air-fall deposits 
flanking Jack Creek, showed the greatest rate of water level decline (5.49 cm/day, Table 
15) within monitored basins, ranging from 5.49 to 0.03 cm/day (Table 15) with a mean 
of 1.24 cm/day. Thin, vesicular basalt flows in outcrops near Jack Creek are assumed to 
underlie the pumice filled paleovalleys, providing ample pathways for infiltration. 
Relatively high rates of decline in piezometers are consistent with this interpretation. 
Table 16 - S d 11 vields in Area 3 frech 
~ 
arg e, geology an 
~ 
Mean Precipitation Evapotranspiration Volume Recharge Volume 
Precipitation Volume 
71.7cm 489 million m j 13 2 million to 231 million m j 258 million to 357 million m3 
Geologic Summary: 
The geology in Area 3, surrounding Sugarpine Mountain has not been mapped; however, reconnaissance 
examination was conducted in this study. Sugarpine Mountain is built on broad basaltic shields that mark 
the northern extent of Klamath Marsh. The western extent of these basalt shields is cut by the WRMC 
fault zone with at least 30 m of displacement. Outcrops near Jack Creek indicate the basalt flows are thin 
(1-3 m) and vesicular. Surface deposits are dominated by pyroclastic-fall material from the climactic 
eruption of Mount Mazama. 
Well Yields: (Average yield = 188 gpm) 
OWRD well log # (Figure 20) Pump test yield Water-bearing unit 
Klam 11773 250 gpm with 0' drawdown after "Burnt" lava and lava rock 
Depth = 380' 3 hours 
I I Klam 52531 100 gpm (airlift test) Medium gray lava Depth = 203' 
Klam 11772 150 gpm (airlift test) Brown, black, and red lava 
Depth = 171' rock 
Klam562 250 gpm (drawdown unknown) "Burnt" lava and boulders 
Depth = 407' 
Additional information is available for each well in Appendix B. 
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Antelope Desert (Area 4) 
The bedrock geology beneath the Antelope Desert is interpreted from water well 
logs (Table 17) that indicate volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks interbedded with lava 
flows. Some of the sedimentary rocks are described as unlithified and some lava flows 
are fractured increasing permeability. Yields from pump tests during well construction 
are relatively high (average yield = 650 gpm, Table 17). The geology underlying the 
Cascades was not examined by this study and information is limited in water-well logs. 
Sherrod and Pickthom (1992) indicate the area is underlain by Pleistocene andesite, 
basaltic andesite, dacite, rhyolite, and rhyodacite volcanic rocks. 
Because of its proximity to the Cascade Crest sub-region, recharge to aquifers 
(Table 17) in this area is assumed to be the combination of the recharge from the 
Cascade Crest and the Antelope Desert. This combined volume ranks the highest 
among the five areas, with up to 998 million m3 (743 million + 245 million m3) of water 
potentially available for recharge. This area appears to display the highest permeability 
in geologic material and displays highest recharge potential. 
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Table 17 - S 
.I frech V-:;J Q- -,-,.I d wat 11 vields in Area 4 .I 
Cascade Crest 
Mean Precipitation Evapotranspiration Recharge Volume 
Precipitation Volume 
107.8 cm 831 million mJ 88 million to 154 million m j 677 million to 743 million m j 
Antelope Desert 
Mean Precipitation Evapotranspiration Recharge Volume 
Precipitation Volume 
55.7 cm 591 million mJ 346 million to 605 million m j -14 million to 245 million m3 
Geologic Summary: 
The geology from Klamath Marsh to the foothills of the Cascades is known only from driller's logs for 
water wells. Geologic logs indicate varying degrees of consolidation and thickness of sand, gravel, and 
clay, interbedded with fractured and unfractured lava flows. This area lies in the downthrown block of 
the WRMC fault zone. The deepest well (Klam 693; 195 m) penetrated interbedded sand, clay, and loose I I 
lava rock. Capping these materials northwest of Klamath Marsh is a thin (~ 4 m) basalt flow with a 
characteristic diktytaxitic texture (Melady and Cummings, in preparation). Surface units are primarily 
pyroclastic-flow deposits from Mount Mazama, with areas below 1402 m underlain by reworked 
deposits. 
Well Yields (This in only a partial list, average yield based on total of 51 wells = 650 gpm) 
OWRD well log # (Figure 20) Pump test yield Water bearing unit 
Klam 10819 75 gpm with 0' drawdown after Fine gravel and sand 
Depth = 75' 1 hour 
Klam666 120 gpm artesian flow Sand, gravel, pumice, and clay 
Depth =462' 
Klam667 12.5 gpm artesian flow Sand and gravel 
Depth = 131' 
Klam 11785 4000 gpm with 79' drawdown Sand, gravel, 'boulders, and 
Depth = 340' after 4 hours lava 
Klam670 3500 gpm with 55' drawdown Brown and grey lava 
Depth = 274' after 3 hours 
Klam 50590 3200 gpm with 12' drawdown Gray lava and black sand 
Depth =452' after 7 hours 
Klam 11478 2050 gpm with 117' drawdown Gray and brown basalt, 
Depth =498' after 8 hours broken 
Klam 10202 4000 gpm with 41' drawdown Gray and black lava 
Depth = 300' after 1 hour 
Additional information is available for each well in Appendix B. 
Williamson River Canyon (Area 5) 
The geology of Area 5 is the most diverse. Relatively low permeability Pliocene 
basalt hydrovolcanic deposits are exposed in the Williamson River Canyon and are 
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present for at least 1.5 km west and 5 km east of the canyon (Lee and Cummings, in 
press). These are locally overlain by early Pleistocene basalt flows. Sixty (60) m of 
fluvial and lacustrine deposits are overlain by basaltic andesite lava flows west of the 
canyon. These lava flows appear to' be part of a NNW trending flow field that extends 
toward Crater Lake. Area 5 is characterized by abundant normal faulting that may 
increase secondary permeability. Water wells in the area indicate moderate to high 
yields in some areas (Klam 713, Figure 20), with low yields (Klam 714, 758, 757, 
Figure 20) in other areas. This is consistent with areas of increased secondary 
permeability near faults (high yields), with permeability decreasing with distance, 
decreasing potential yields. Aquifer materials indicate possible sediment accumulation 
in grabens between bounding faults, which may have high permeablilty. Recharge is 
this area is relatively low (Table 18), ranking fifth among the six sub-areas. 
Piezometers installed in Y oss Creek Meadow in Area 5 provide relative 
comparison of infiltration into bedrock under reworked and pyroclastic-fall materials. 
Y oss Creek Meadow is a pumice filled wetland located in a fault bounded valley 
believed to be underlain by two Pliocene basaltic andesite flows (Conaway and 
Cummings, in press). Yoss Creek drains Yoss Creek Meadow, but flow during this 
study period only occurred in the upper reaches of the meadow, before sinking into the 
pumice. Four piezometers were installed and discharge on Yoss Creek was monitored 
to examine water movement in the pyroclastic material filling the valley. The 
piezometer located in the upper Y oss Meadow showed the highest rate of water level 
increase (I-April-OO - 30-April-00, 3.31 cm day-I, Table 15) noted throughout this 
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study. This period also coincided with the largest increase in discharge in nearby Y oss 
Creek (I-April-OO, 0.005 m3 S-l - 30-April-00, 0.025 m3 S-l, Table 24). Rates of decline 
in piezometers ranged from 2.70 - 0.09 cm dafl (Table 15) with a mean of 0.98 cm 
dafl. These values fall between rates of decline in Skellock Draw and Jack Creek. 
This likely indicates that Y oss Meadow is underlain by material with infiltration rates 
between those found in Skellock Draw and Jack Creek, probably faulted and fractured 
basaltic andesite. 
Table 18 - S frech d wat 11 vields in Area 5 
~ ..... ' ~ ~ 
Mean Precipitation Evapotranspiration Volume Recharge Volume 
Precipitation Volume 
55.4 cm 257 million mJ 168 million to 294 million mJ -37 million to 89 million mJ 
Geologic Summary: 
The geology of two quadrangles in Area 5 were mapped by Conaway and Cummings (in press) and Lee 
and Cummings (in press), material herein is a synthesis from these studies. The tuff of Skellock Draw is 
present on the eastern side of this area and is overlain by basaltic andesite flows. The central section is 
comprised of basaltic andesite erupted from Soloman Butte and several other small local volcanic centers 
overlain in areas by high alumina olivine thoeliitic basalt. On the western side of Area 5, approximately 
60 m of alluvial and lacustrine sedimentary rock is underlain by hydrovolcanics and basalt flows exposed 
in the Williamson River Canyon. A dominant feature of this area is the presence of northwest striking 
normal faults. Surficial deposits in topographically low areas are dominated by pyroclastic-flow 
materials from the climactic eruption of Mount Mazama, with areas below 1402 m reworked by the wave 
action of the backflooded Klamath Marsh. Surface deposits in topographically high areas are dominated 
by pyroclastic-fall deposits from the eruptions of Mount Mazama. 
Well Yields (Average yield = 557 gpm) 
OWRD well log # (Figure 20) Pump test yield Water bearing unit 
Klam 713 1950 gpm with 29' drawdown Lava, sand, and gravel 
Depth = 105' after 2 hours 
Klam 715 775 gpm with 95' drawdown Sand and gravel 
Depth = 301' after 4 hours 
Klam 714 20 gpm with 49' drawdown after Lava rock 
Depth = 300' 1 hour 
Klam 758 20 gpm with 65' drawdown after Black and brown lava rock 
Depth = 265' 1 hour 
Klam 757 20 gpm (airlift test) Unknown 
Depth = 355' 
Additional information is available for each well in Appendix B. 
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Hydrogeologic Observations 
Hydrogeology can be described as the relationship that exists between the 
geology, surface water, and groundwater in the area of interest. This section presents 
water levels from near surface piezometers, discharge data for eleven streams or rivers, 
and deuterium and oxygen isotope data used to trace water sources in the Williamson 
River basin during 2000-2001. 
Methods 
Groundwater Level Measurment: 
Twenty near surface piezometers (depth range 1-3 m) were installed at various 
locations near Klamath Marsh. Hand augered holes were drilled in chosen sites and 
PVC pipes were inserted, noting the total pipe length and the distance from the top of 
the pipe to the ground surface. Depth to water surface was measured at each piezometer 
at various times between April, 2000 and April, 2001 with a Fisher water lev~l indicator. 
Surface Water Discharge: 
Surface water discharge was calculated for 13 locations at various times between 
April, 2000 and April, 2001. Discharge was calculated at each location by measurement 
of water velocity with a Swoffer hand-held current velocity meter and depth at regular 
intervals across the stream, measurements were input into the following equation: 
Q= LVixWixDi 
Where Q is Discharge (volume/time), Vi is the water velocity in the interval 
(length/time), Wi is the width of the interval (length), and Di is the water depth in the 
interval (length). 
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Groundwater levels 
Piezometers were placed in locations (Figure 21) where groundwater levels were 
interpreted to be within pyroclastic deposits from Mount Mazama, where hydrogeologic 
parameters for bedrock units were desired, and where near surface water levels were 
believed to represent the regional water table. From the data obtained through field 
measurements (Table 19), the daily rate of decline of water levels between 
measurements were estimated. Rates of water level change in piezometers in Skellock 
00 
Voss Inset Skellocklnset 
Legend 
Piezometer Locations 
Figure 21 -Location of piezometers monitored by this study. Identification letters in 
green are keyed to piezometer measurements in Table 19. 
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Table 19 - Water level below local ground surface in piezometers installed and 
monitored during 2000-2001. Map ID indicates location of 
piezometers keyed to Figure 21. Negative values indicate water level 
above ground surface. (N.D. = water level not determined). 
Area 2 - Skellock Draw Piezometers 
Depth to water in meters below ground surface, negative value indicates above ground surface 
30-Apr- 16-Jun- 21-Jun-
Location MaE ID l-AEr-OO 00 3-Jun-00 00 00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
Upper Meadow Creek A 0.14 0.04 0.23 0.38 0.39 0.58 0.62 
Lower Meadow Creek B N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.42 0.43 0.57 0.59 
Upper Skellock C 0.02 -0.08 0.17 0.30 0.37 0.61 0.69 
Clover Creek Meadow D 0.03 -0.14 -0.07 -0 .04 0.08 0.25 0.32 
Middle Skellock E N.D. 0.34 0.53 0.58 0.59 0.69 0.72 
Skellock arm F N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.91 0.82 1.10 1.16 
Lower Skellock G 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.13 
Corral Springs H N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.83 
East Millitary Crossing N.D. 0.73 0.90 0.98 1.04 1.14 1.18 
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17-Mar- 27-Apr-
Location MaEID 00 00 00 00 00 01 01 
Upper Meadow Creek A 0.81 0.94 1.09 1.13 N.D. 1.16 1.08 
Lower Meadow Creek B 0.74 0.86 0.94 0.94 N.D. 0.94 0.89 
Upper Skellock C 0.90 1.04 1.48 1.16 N.D. 1.08 1.01 
Clover Creek Meadow D 0.50 0.58 0.62 0.58 N.D. 0.72 0.67 
Middle Skellock E 0.81 0.87 0.98 1.11 N.D. 1.34 1.34 
Skellock arm F 1.37 1.46 1.87 1.87 N.D. 1.52 1.63 
Lower Skellock G 0.31 0.41 0.25 0.21 N.D. 0.06 0.08 
Corral Springs H 0.83 0.84 0.94 1.08 N.D. N.D. N.D. 
East Millitary Crossing 1.31 1.49 1.62 1.73 N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Area 3 - Sugar pine Mountain Piezometers 
Depth to water in meters below ground surface, negative value indicates above ground surface 
30-Apr- 16-Jun- 21-Jun-
Location MaE ID l-AEr-OO 00 3-Jun-00 00 00 II-Jul-OO 19-Jul-00 
Lower Jack Creek J N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.05 0.13 
Upper Jack Creek K N.D. -0.02 0.40 0.50 0.78 1.23 1.37 
Mosquito Creek L N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.16 0.19 
God Creek M N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 1.06 1.49 1.62 
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17-Mar- 27-Apr-
Location MapID 00 00 00 00 01 01 01 
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Lower Jack Creek J 0.41 0.56 0.62 0.65 N.D. N.D. Dry 
Upper Jack Creek K 1.63 2.12 2.14 2.23 N.D. N.D. Dry 
Mosquito Creek L 0.47 0.71 0.80 0.81 N.D. N.D. N.D. 
God Creek M 1.73 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Area 4 - Pumice Plain Piezometers 
Depth to water in meters below ground surface, negative value indicates above ground surface 
30-Apr- 16-Jun- 21-Jun-
Location MaE ID 1-AEr-00 00 3-Jun-00 00 00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
3CR N N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.39 0.36 0.42 0.47 
MXRQuarry 0 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 1.28 
Big SErings P N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.37 0.38 0.41 0.43 
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17-Mar- 27-Apr-
Location MaEID 00 00 00 00 01 01 01 
3CR N 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.75 N.D. N.D. 0.98 
MXRQuarry 0 1.25 1.28 - 1.33 1.36 N.D. 1.52 1.60 
Big SErings P 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.47 N.D. 0.43 0.49 
Area 5 - Lower Williamson River Piezometers 
Depth to water in meters below ground surface, negative value indicates above ground surface 
30-Apr- 16-Jun- 21-Jun-
Location MaE ID 1-AEr-00 00 3-Jun-00 00 00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
1. 
UpperYoss Q 1.50 0.54 0.92 1.23 3 1.67 1.81 
Middle Yoss R 0.44 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 0.11 0.16 
Lower Yoss S 0.72 -0.09 0.14 0.49 0.60 0.93 0.98 
Yoss North T N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.96 1.04 1.33 1.37 
Yoss Quarry U 0.32 0.26 0.29 0.49 0.55 0.82 0.88 
Hog Creek V N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17-Mar- 27-Apr-
Location MapID 00 00 00 00 01 01 01 
UpperYoss Q 2.23 2.25 2.71 2.77 N.D. 2.97 2.83 
Middle Yoss R 0.38 0.61 0.90 1.02 N.D. 1.30 1.22 
Lower Yoss S 1.20 1.39 1.46 1.37 N.D. 1.30 1.36 
Yoss North T 1.60 1.77 1.75 1.71 N.D. 1.54 1.69 
Yoss Quarry U 1.07 1.22 1.10 1.02 N.D. 0.64 0.78 
Hog Creek V 0.15 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Draw in Area 2, Jack Creek in Area 3, and Y oss Creek Meadow in Area 5 were 
discussed in a previous section. Here, data for two piezometers and a small quarry pond 
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in Area 4 and northwest of Klamath Marsh are reported (Table 20). Water levels in 
3CR piezometer, Big Springs piezometer, and MXR quarry pond showed the lowest 
rates of decline (0.00 - 0.76 cm daft, mean = 0.20 cm day-I) among all areas. Water 
wells near these piezometers indicate the regional water table approaches the ground 
surface and at times artesian flow has been present. Three wells near Big Springs 
Table 20 - Rate of water level change in Area 4 - Antelope Desert piezometers in cm 
dafi. Map ID keyed to location on Figure 21. (N.D. = water level not 
determined) 
Location 
Area 4 - Antelope Desert 
Piezometer rate of change in cm dai I 
Map 1-Apr-00 - 30-Apr-00 3-Jun-00 - 16-Jun-00 - 21-Jun-00 - 12-Jul-00 - 19-Jul-00-
ID 30-Apr-00 - 3-Jun-00 16-Jun-00 21-Jun-00 12-Jul-00 19-Jul:Q0 _ 14-Aug-00 
3CR N N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.67 -0.29 -0.76 -0.47 
MXRQuarry 0 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.12 
Big S,erings P N.D. N.D. N.D. -0.15 -0.15 -0.22 -0.18 
14-Aug-00 9-Sep-00 - 21-0ct-00 - 18-Nov-00 20-Jan-01 - 17-Mar-01 
- 9-SeE-00 21-0ct-00 18-Nov-00 - 20-Jan-01 17-Mar-01 - 27-A.er-01 
3CR N -0.21 -0.13 -0.19 N.D. N.D. N.D. 
MXRQuarry 0 -0.12 -0.11 -0.11 N.D. N.D. -0.19 
Big S£rings P 0.06 0.00 -0.05 N.D. N.D. -0.15 
(Klam 10819, Klam 11478, and Klam 10202, Figure 20) indicate static water levels 
from 2.4 to 3.2 m (8 to 10.5 ft) below ground surface between 1990 - 1995. Water well 
Klam 11478 and Klam 10202 have completed depths of 152 m and 91 m, respectively. 
Water wells Klam 666 (completed depth = 141 m) and Klam 667 (completed depth = 40 
m), also located near Big Springs (Figure 20), maintained artesian flow between 1961 -
1967 based on water well reports (Appendix B). 
Water levels in these water wells historically have shown that the regional water 
table resides at or near the ground surface in this portion of Area 4 and probably indicate 
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that the water levels in the piezometers are representative of the regional water table. 
Based 'on the depth of the regional water table in this area, Big Springs is believed to be 
a discharge point for groundwater in the aquifer tapped by these water wells mentioned 
above. Discharge on Big Springs Creek, which flows from Big Springs, is believed to 
fluctuate with water levels in this aquifer underlying Area 4. Figure 22 shows discharge 
on Big Springs Creek (USGS gaging station # 11492400) during the gaging station 
operation period from May 1992 to September 1995. Big Springs Creek had a peak 
discharge over this period on March 21 , 1993 of2.69 m3 sec-1 and had zero discharge 
from 10-Dec-1992 to 14-Mar-1993, 19-June-1994 tol-Dec-1994, and 14-July-1995 to at 
least 3 O-Sept -1995. In the six months prior to the peak discharge, precipitation was 
significantly higher (Figure 22) than mean monthly precipitation over that period, and 
may suggest precipitation recharges the aquifer, increasing groundwater levels and flow 
from Big Springs. Alternatively and more likely, the timing of the peak discharge 
coincided with peak snowmelt and is likely the source for the elevated discharge. 
Conversely, periods of no flow appear to follow several months of below normal 
precipitation (Figure 22) and may indicate that lower recharge to the aquifer drops 
groundwater levels below Big Springs, causing flow to cease. 
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Figure 22 - Discharge over the period of operation (5/1992 - 9/1995) of USGS gaging 
station # 11492400 on Big Springs Creek (USGS, 2000) with measured 
monthly and mean monthly precipitation at Chiloquin (USDA, 2000). 
Surface Water 
The headwaters of the Williamson River lie at a group of springs at the southern 
flank of Yamsay Mountain. Springs and streams discharging from the western flank of 
Yamsay Mountain contribute to the flow of the Williamson River along its course in 
Area 1 (Figure 23). From south to north: Sand, Deep, Aspen, Sheep, Modoc, Hoyt, and 
Jackson Creeks empty onto pyroclastic and alluvial deposits flanking the Williamson 
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River. An intermittently operated USGS gaging station (gaging station #11491400) 
~ 
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~
Figure 23 - Gaging locations monitored by this study. Identification numbers in red 
are keyed to discharge Tables 21, 22, 23, 24 and water level Table 25. 
and, in this study, a gaging point at a privately owned foot bridge were used to monitor 
discharge on the Williamson River in Area 1 (Table 21). 
Table 21 - Discharge (m3 S-l) measurements in Area 1 - Upper Williamson River from 
2000-2001 (N.D. = Discharge Not Determined). Location of gaging 
point is Map ill keyed toFigure 23 . 
Area 1 - Upper Williamson Discharge 
Discharge (m3s-1) 
l-Apr- 30-Apr- 3-Jun- 16-Jun- 21-Jun- 12-JuI-
Location 
USGS Gaging Station # 11491400 
Upper Williamson at Foot Bridge 
MapID 
2 
00 
N.D. 
N.D. 
00 00 . 
2.66 N.D. 
3.68 2.50 
00 00 00 
N.D. N.D. N.D. 
2.10 1.96 1.70 
19-
Jul-OO 
N.D. 
1.75 
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27-
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17- Apr-
Location MapID 00 00 Oct-OO 00 01 Mar-01 01 
USGS Gaging Station # 11491400 1 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
U.22e_r Williamson at Foot Bridge 2 1.61 1.74 1.80 1.86 N.D. N.D. 1.11 
After flowing north for approximately 37 km, the Williamson River bends to the 
west and through Area 2 (discharge in Area 2 in Table 22). Jack Creek discharges 
toward the Williamson River from Area 3, with additional streams in Area 3 (Table 22) 
flowing into the northern section of Klamath Marsh. 
Table 22 - Discharge (m3 S-l) measurements in Area 2 - Skellock Upland and Area 3 -
Sugarpine Mountain during 2000-2001 (N.D. = Discharge Not 
Determined). Location of gaging point is Map ID keyed to Figure 23. 
Area 2 - Skellock Draw Discharge 
Discharge (m~s- l) 
1-Apr- 30- 3-Jun- 16-Jun- 21-Jun- 12-Jul- 19-Jul-
Location MapID 00 Apr-OO 00 00 00 00 00 
Meadow Creek 3 0.012 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17-Mar- 27-
Location MapID 00 00 00 00 01 01 Apr-01 
Meadow Creek 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N.D. 0.00 0.00 
Area 3 - Sugarpine Mountain Discharge 
Discharge (m3s- 1) 
1-Apr- 30- 3-Jun- 16-Jun- 21-Jun- 12-Jul- 19-Jul-
Location MapID 00 A£r-OO 00 00 00 00 00 
Jack Creek 4 N.D. 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Mosquito Creek 5 N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.004 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Three Creek 6 N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.01 0.01 0.008 0.008 
14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17-Mar- 27-
Location MapID 00 00 00 00 01 01 Apr-01 
Jack Creek 3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N.D. 0.00 0.00 
Mosquito Creek 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 N.D. 0.00 N.D. 
Three Creek 5 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.001 N.D. N.D. 0.003 
The Williamson River flows in irrigation channels in Area 2 for roughly 14 km 
before entering the Klamath Marsh in Area 4. In Klamath Marsh no discemable 
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channel exists, but flow moves generally in a southerly direction. Discharge of water 
moving through the Klamath Marsh was gaged at two bridges at the north end of the 
marsh (Military Crossing) and two bridges in the middle of the marsh (Silver Lake 
Highway). 
In addition to the Williamson River, water enters Klamath Marsh directly from 
streams or indirectly from streams that apparently sink into pyroclastic-fall and -flow 
deposits before entering the marsh. From the west, flow from Scott, Sand, Big Springs, 
and Cow (not gaged) Creeks (Table 22) either flow directly into the marsh or sink into 
pumice deposits recharging the local water table which presumably discharges 
groundwater to the marsh. These streams flow across privately owned land before they 
discharge into the marsh, so field observations could not be made to discern how water 
is discharged. Topographic maps indicate that only Big Springs Creek discharges 
directly into Klamath Marsh, with the other streams becoming ephemeral or 
disappearing west of the marsh. From the east and southeast, Skellock Creek (not 
gaged) drains surface and shallow groundwater from Skellock Draw in Area 2 into the 
marsh and Y oss Creek (Table 24) drains surface and groundwater in Voss Creek 
Meadow in Area 5 into Klamath Marsh. 
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Table 23 - Discharge (m3 S-I) measurements in Area 4 - Antelope Desert during 2000-
2001 (N.D. = Discharge Not Determined). Location of gagng point is 
Map ID keyed to Figure 23. 
Area 4 - Antelope Desert Discharge 
Discharge (m3s- 1) 
Map l-Apr- 30-Apr- 3-Jun- 21-
Location ID 00 00 00 16-Jun-00 Jun-OO 12-Jul-00 19-Jul-00 
Military Crossing - East Bridge 7 1.62 2.61 1.75 1.29 1.08 1.10 0.86 
Military Crossing - East Culvert 7 0.33 0.43 0.25 0.12 0.15 0.05 0.00 
0.000 
Military Crossing - West Bridge 8 0.64 0.85 89 -0.24 -0.21 -0.29 -0.26 
Military Crossing - West Culvert 8 N.D. 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Silver Lake Hwy - East Bridge 9 4.95 4.08 1.99 0.75 0.16 0.09 0.09 
Silver Lake Hwy - West Bridge 10 1.85 1.70 0.19 0.77 0.45 0.23 0.15 
Silver Lake Hwy - Culvert 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.08 0.07 
Big Springs Creek 11 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Scott Creek 12 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.41 0.41 0.35 0.33 
Sand Creek 13 0.22 0.27 0.35 0.47 0.45 0.41 0.36 
Map 14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20- 17-Mar- 27-Apr-
Location ID 00 00 00 00 Jan-Ol 01 01 
Military Crossing - East Bridge 7 0.76 0.82 0.59 0.49 0.00 1.53 0.93 
Military Crossing - East Culvert 7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 '0.25 0.12 
Military Crossing - West Bridge 8 -0.33 -0.33 0.0063 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.11 
Military Crossing - West Culvert 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Silver Lake Hwy - East Bridge 9 0.00 0.06 0.01 0.00 N.D. 4.81 1.99 
Silver Lake Hwy - West Bridge 10 0.01 0.05 0.0048 0.00 N.D. 2.75 1.26 
Silver Lake Hwy - Culvert 10 0.004 0.003 0.0001 0.00 N.D. 0.00 0.00 
Big Springs Creek 11 N.D. N.D. N.D. 1.57 N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Scott Creek 12 0.282 0.267 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 
Sand Creek 13 0.298 0.243 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 
After traveling through the marsh for approximately 16 km, channelized flow 
resumes in the Williamson River. For approximately 10 km the Williamson River 
meanders in a southwesterly direction, being joined by Hog Creek (no surface channel, 
Table 24), crossing a bedrock high near Kirk at the southern extent of Klamath Marsh. 
From this point, the Williamson River enters a 100 m deep canyon in Area 5, where it 
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flows for roughly 3 km. USGS gaging station number 11493500 (Kirk, Table 24) at the 
upper end of the canyon and a gaging point maintained by this study downstream from 
the lower end of the canyon (Bridge 9730, Table 24) were used to monitor discharge. 
South of the Williamson River Canyon, the Williamson River converges with Spring 
Creek (Table 24). The confluence of the Williamson River and Spring Creek was the 
most southern monitoring point in this study. Beyond this point, the Williamson River 
I I [ 
converges with the Sprague River and eventually discharges into Upper Klamath Lake. 
[ 
Table 24 - Discharge (m3 S-l) measurements in Area 5 - Lower Williamson River 
during 2000-2001 (N.D. = Discharge Not Determined). Location of 
gaging point is Map ID keyed to Figure 23. 
Area 5 - Lower Williamson River Discharge 
Discharge (m3s- 1) 
Map 1-Apr- 30-Apr- 3-Jun- 16-Jun- 21-Jun- 12-Jul- 19-Jul-
Location ID 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 
Yoss Creek 14 0.005 0.025 0.014 0.012 0.003 0.0025 0.002 
Hog Creek 15 0.35 0.28 0.04 0.02 0.008 , 0.002 0.00 
USGS gaging station at Kirk 16 16.54 12.21 7.25 5.55 4.19 1.13 0.82 
Lower Williamson at Bridge 9730 17 19.88 15.78 12.46 8.38 6.1 2.36 1.9 
S2ring Creek 18 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 
Map 14-Aug- 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17- 27-Apr-
Location ID 00 00 00 00 01 Mar-01 01 
Yoss Creek 14 0.001 0.00 0.00068 0.00 N.D. 0.00 0.00 
Hog Creek 15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.02 
USGS gaging station at Kirk 16 0.27 0.02 1.81 3.31 3.96 10.00 NA 
Lower Williamson at Bridge 9730 17 1.07 1.02 3.24 5.58 4.94 11.36 7.87 
S2ring Creek 18 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 5.82 5.32 
Discharge was measured at six locations along the coarse of the Williamson River 
during 2000 - 2001 , as well as other locations on nine streams that flow into Klamath 
Marsh or the Williamson River. Additionally, distance from the bridge top down to the 
water surface was measured at the footbridge in Area 1, East and West bridges of 
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Military Crossing, East and West bridges of Silver Lake Highway, and at Forest Service 
Bridge 9730 below the Williamson River Canyon. 
Peak discharge of streams in the Williamson River basin during the spring of 2000 
occurred in April on the eastern side of the basin and occurred in mid-June on the 
western side. Discharge of the Williamson River at footbridge peaked near the end of 
April (30-April-00, 3.68 m3s-1) and based on field observations, appears to coincide with 
peak snowmelt from Yamsay Mountain. Discharge was only observed at Jack Creek on 
April 30, 2000 (0.56 m3s-1). This discharge based on field observations of snow patches 
appears to be almost exclusively contributed by snowmelt from surrounding highlands 
and Sugarpine Mountain. Peak flows for 2000 occured during April at Military 
Crossing (30-April-00, 3.91 m3s-1), Silver Lake Highway (l-April-OO, 6.80 m3s-1), and 
the Williamson River at Bridge 9730 (l-April-OO, 19.88 m3s-1). Peak spring discharge 
for Scott Creek (21-June-00, 0.41 m3s-1) and Sand Creek (l6-June-00, 0.47 ~3S-1) occurs 
during mid-June. These two streams are located on the western side of the basin and 
originate in the Cascades. This delay in peak discharge relative to other streams in the 
basin may be attributed to the higher elevation of the source of the streams, leading to a 
later peak snowmelt than snow on the lower volcanic centers and highlands to the east. 
Man-made diversions on Sand Creek transfer flow over to Scott Creek upstream 
from where discharge is gaged on these streams, discussion about the validity of flow 
measurements on these streams is warranted here. A portion of flow from Sand Creek is 
diverted into a small channel approximately 2 km downstream from where it passes 
under Sun Mountain Road (Figure 13). This channel diverts flow north for 
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approximately 3 km to a confluence with Scott Creek. Once this diverted flow joins 
Scott Creek, flow continues in a easterly direction toward Klamath Marsh in Scott 
Creek. The distribution of flow between Sand and Scott Creek caused by this diversion 
produces flow in each individual stream after the diversion that is unnatural, but in a 
combined sense, the flow is still the same. Therefore making interpretations on flow in 
these streams in regard to timing of peak discharge and base-flow is valid. Surface water 
discharge in early September is assumed to be contributed exclusively by groundwater 
or base-flow conditions. This assumption is validated by observation of little if any 
snow cover on surrounding topography and minimal runoff generated by precipitation 
(Figure 3), along with minimal discharge for the study period (Tables 21, 22, 23, 24). 
Discharge measurements on the upper Williamson River at the footbridge gaging point 
indicate a base-flow of approximately 1.7 m3s-1 (60 ft3s,-I) in 2000. Surface discharge in 
the Skellock Upland and Sugarpine Mountain areas during September, 2000 was nearly 
zero. Three Creek is the only surface water source within these areas that maintained 
flow in September, 2000 (0.003 m3s-l~ 0.1 ft3s-I). In the Antelope Desert (Area 4) area 
surface discharge is maintained through the fall. Discharge in Sand and Scott Creeks 
during September, 2000 was 0.2 m3s-1 (8.6 ft3s-l) and 0.3 m3s-1 (9.4 fes- l), respectively. 
In the Williamson River Canyon area, Hog Creek, and Y oss Creek failed to maintain 
flow in September, 2000. Flow of the Williamson River at Kirk approached zero (0.001 
m
3 
sec-I), although flow on the Williamson River at the southern end of the canyon is 
maintained throughout the year. Flow of the Williamson River at Kirk went to zero 
during 14 of the 27 years (52%) between 1973 - 2000 (USGS Gaging Station # 
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11493500). Figure 24 shows the discharge from April, 2000 to April, 2001 on the 
Williamson River at Kirk, located at the northern end of the canyon and at Forest 
Service Bridge 9730, located at the southern end of the canyon. No additional surface 
water enters the Williamson River through the canyon, and it is postulated by Conaway 
(2000) that this additional flow must be supplied by groundwater. The difference in 
discharge between the north and south ends of the canyon is approximately 1.0 m3s-1 (30 
tt?S-l) during base-flow conditions, which is assumed to be the additional discharge 
added by groundwater in the canyon, similar to estimations by Conaway (2000) during 
1999 (0.87 m3 S-l). It should be noted that during periods of high flow, velocity 
measurement was difficult at the Forest Service Bridge gaging point and may have 
introduced error into the calculation of discharge. This may account for the deviation of 
discharge shown in Figure 24, between the twQ gaging points particularly between May 
and June, 2000. 
The relative elevation of the water surface was monitored at gaging locations on 
the Williamson River at Footbridge, Military Crossing (east and west bridges), Silver 
Lake Highway (east and west bridges), and Williamson River at Forest Service Bridge 
9730 by measurement of the water surface from the top of the bridges (Table 25, Figure 
25). 
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WIlliamson River Discharge at Kirk and Forest Service Bridge 9730 
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Figure 24 - Discharge on the Williamson River at Forest Service Bridge 9730 and 
USGS gaging station at Kirk. Discharge measured on the same day 
. (USGS, 2000). 
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Table 25 - Water level measured from bridge tops at several locations on the 
Williamson River and Klamath Marsh. Map ID location is keyed to 
Figure 23. (N.D. = water level not determined). 
Map 3-Jun- 16-Jun- 21-Jun- 12-Jul- 19-Jul- 14-Aug-
Location 10 00 00 00 00 00 00 
Williamson River @ Footbridge 2 N.D. N.D. 1.22 1.23 1.19 1.20 
Military Crossing - East Bridge 7 1.10 1.14 1.14 1.16 1.20 1.20 
Military Crossing - West Bridge 8 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.34 1.34 1.39 
Silver Lake Highway - East Bridge 9 2.68 2.71 2.74 2.77 2.79 2.82 
Silver Lake Highway - West Bridge 10 N.D. 2.35 2.35 2.38 2.39 2.42 
Williamson River @ FS Bridge 9730 17 2.38 2.59 2.59 2.89 2.91 2.99 
Map 9-Sep- 21-0ct- 18-Nov- 20-Jan- 17- 27-Apr-
Location 10 00 00 00 01 Mar-01 01 
Williamson River @ Footbridge 2 1.19 1.26 1.24 N.D. N.D. 1.37 
Military Crossing - East Bridge 7 1.20 1.17 1.17 1.13 1.14 1.25 
Military Crossing - West Bridge 8 1.37 1.34 1.28 1.26 1.28 1.36 
Silver Lake Highway - East Bridge 9 2.80 2.71 2.70 2.53 2.48 2.68 
Silver Lake Highway - West Bridge 10 2.42 2.62 2.32 N.D. 2.09 2.32 
Williamson River @ FS Bridge 9730 17 2.99 2.79 2.71 2.67 2.42 2.44 
From field observations, surface flow from the Williamson River empties into 
Klamath Marsh, moves through the east bridge at Military Crossing and flow generally 
moves west. At the west bridge, flow from the east bridge combines with flow from a 
small marshy area to the north and together moves in a southerly direction. It should be 
noted that flow at the west bridge reversed direction starting sometime between June 3 
and June 16,2000 and flow to the north continued until at least September 9,2000. 
This reversal is interpreted as a drop in head in the marshy area north of the west bridge, 
most likely as a result of evapotranspiration, causing the gradient to switch from north-
south to south-north. At Silver Lake Highway east and west bridges, water moving 
through the marsh is not confined to any channel and moves under the bridges, 
continuing to flow in a southerly direction. Water level changes in the marsh appear to 
be related to the rate of evapotranspiration. Figure 26 shows water levels at the four 
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gaging points in Klamath Marsh from June 16,2000 through April 27, 2001. Water 
levels at both Silver Lake Highway bridges dropped from June 16, 2000 through 
September 9,2000, coinciding with the highest evapotranspiration rates (Figure 26). 
From September 9 to October 21 , water levels rose 91 mm and 107 mm at the east and 
west bridges, respectively. This represents the largest rise in water level over the study 
period at these locations. Over this same period, evapotranspiration dropped from 3.1 to 
1.9 mm day"l. Only 1 mm of precipitation fell in Skellock Draw over this period and 
discharge of the Williamson River entering the marsh at Military Crossing east bridge 
decreased from 0.82 to 0.59 m3 sec-I, suggesting that this increase in water level in the 
marsh is related to the reduction in evapotranspiration. This effect may be muted 
Water Level fluctuation in Klamath Marsh 
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Figure 26 - Water Levels and Evapotranspiration in Klamath Marsh. Water levels are 
shown as a deviation from the original measurement on 3-June-00. 
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at Military Crossing by the flow of the Williamson River entering the marsh, in part 
controlling the water level of the marsh, particularly at the east bridge. 
Relative In and Out Flow in Klamath Marsh 
Examination of the volume otwater moving into and out of Klamath Marsh 
provides insight into the relative contribution of surface and groundwater sources. The 
purpose of this analysis is to estimate groundwater discharge to the marsh. This is done 
by evaluating volumetric contribution of streams that enter the marsh and comparing 
that volume to the volume of water that exits the marsh. The difference between the 
volume of water that flows out of the marsh and the volume of water added to the marsh 
from surface water is assumed to be groundwater. 
Mathematically, this evaluation is achieved by multiplying discharge (m3 sec-I) at 
a gaging point by time (sec) between measuring periods, then summing over the entire 
study period (April 30, 2000 - April 27, 2001), yielding a volumetric (m3) estimation of 
water moving past that particular point over the study period. The USGS gaging point 
on the Williamson River at Kirk is used as the outflow point of surface water from the 
marsh (Table 26). Inflows are from the Williamson River at the east bridge at Military 
Crossing, Sand and Scott Creeks combined, Y oss and Hog Creeks combined, and an 
unknown quantity of groundwater discharge (Table 26). Topographic maps indicate 
that Sand and Scott Creeks do not flow directly into Klamath Marsh. How their flow is 
transmitted to the marsh could not be determined due to land access. It is assumed that 
some flow may discharge into the marsh, but that most water sinks into pyroclastic-flow 
deposits near the marsh to recharge the unconfmed aquifer that discharges to the marsh. 
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When water volume at each inflow gaging location is summed and compared with 
outflow at Kirk, the difference is assumed to be discharge from groundwater west and 
northwest of the marsh. 
Table 26 - Volume of water flow into and out of Klamath Marsh from April 30, 2000 
to April 27, 2001. Negative value for evapotranspiration indicates that 
the volume of water was removed from Klamath Marsh. 
Contribution to Klamath Marsh 
Location 
East Military Crossing 
Sand and Scott Creeks 
Y oss and Hog Creeks 
Groundwater (assumed) 
Evapotranspiration 
Kirk 
Volume of Water 
(m3) 
32,000,000 
10,000,000 
2,000,000 
280,000,000 
(-180,000,000) 
144,000,000 
Percentage of 
Kirk Dischar.&e 
10% 
3% 
1% 
86% 
Approximately 180,000,000 m3 of water was removed from Klamath Marsh 
during the summer of 2000 based on evapotranspiration rates calculated at Skellock 
Draw. This is calculated by using an estimate for the size of the marsh of approximately 
346 km2 and evapotranspiration of 0.52 m estimated by this study. This volume 
underestimates the actual volume because evapotranspiration was only calculated from 
mid-June through October of2000, not the entire growing season. Evapotranspiration 
takes place in the open water body and surrounding wetland of Klamath Marsh and is a 
withdrawal from the outflow at Kirk. Total volume leaving the marsh is estimated by 
combining the volume of flow at Kirk with the volume removed by evapotranspiration 
for a total of 324 million m3. The combined volume of inflow into the marsh is 44 
million m3 (14 % of flow at Kirk), leaving an additional 280 million m3 unaccounted. 
This residual volume (280,000,000 m3 or 86% of flow at Kirk) of water is assumed to be 
groundwater. Percentage of flow from each source is indicated in Table 26 and is 
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illustrated in Figure 27. Removal of water from the marsh by evapotranspiration is 
significant in volume, accounting for more volume (180 million m3) than the amount 
flowing past Kirk (144 million m3). Groundwater also appears to contribute significant 
(86% of inflow) volume to the marsh. 
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Figure 27 - Relative in and out flow at Klamath Marsh with evapotranspiration 
withdrawn from the discharge of the marsh. 
Stable Isotopes 
Deuterium and oxygen isotopes were used to trace groundwater flow paths in the 
Williamson River basin. Water molecules are composed of hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms. Hydrogen is present naturally as either common hydrogen eH; one proton), 
deuterium eH; one proton + one neutron), or tritium eH; one proton + two neutrons). 
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Oxygen isotopes are present as either oxygen (160 ; eight protons + eight neutrons), 
heavy (very rare) oxygen (170; eight protons + nine neutrons), or heavy oxygen (180 ; 
eight protons + ten neutrons). Many molecular combinations can occur in water, but the 
most common are 1H2 160 (common), 1H 2H 160 (rare), and 1H2 180 (rare) (Mazor, 
1997). During evaporation, water changes from the liquid phase to the vapor phase. 
Isotopically light water molecules evaporate more efficiently than heavier ones. As a 
result, water vapor is enriched in light water molecules in regards to the evaporating 
liquid. During precipitation, the reverse is true, heavy water molecules condense more 
efficiently, leaving residual moisture in clouds depleted of deuterium and 180 (Mazor, 
1997). Additionally, precipitation becomes more depleted in deuterium and 180 with 
increasing altitude (Dansgaard, 1964; Siegenthaler and Oeschger, 1980). This altitude 
effect imprints a signature on precipitation falling from high elevations along the crest 
of the Cascades on the west side of the basin to lower elevations along northern and 
eastern margins of the basin, potentially allowing groundwater to be traced. 
Isotopic composition of water is expressed in comparison to Standard Mean 
Ocean Water (SMOW) (Craig, 1961a, 1961b). For this study, the isotopic composition 
of several water samples was determined by mass spectrometry at Geochron 
Laboratories in Cambridge, Massachusetts and are expressed as per mil deviations from 
the SMOW standard. These deviations are expressed as 8D for the deuterium, and 8180 
for 180 : 
aD = (D / H)sample - (D / H)SMOW x 1000 
(D/ H)SMOW 
and 
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a180 = C80 j 160)sample - C80 j 160)SMOW X 1000 
C80 j160)SMOW 
Samples were collected during April, June, and October of2000 and January, 
200 1 at Klamath Marsh, as well as springs and streams that recharge the marsh and the 
Williamson River on the western and eastern sides of the basin (Figure 28). The data 
for each site are presented in Table 27. 
Legend 3 0 3 6 Kilometers 
-. 
3 0 3 6 Miles - _____ 16. Isotope Sample Locations 
Figure 28 - Location of isotope samples near Klamath Marsh. Numbers on map are 
. keyed to Map ID column in Table 27. 
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Table 27 - 8D and 8180 stable isotopes at selected springs and streams near Klamath 
Marsh. Analysis completed by Geochron Laboratories in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. 
Sam~le Site Ma~ID Sam~le Date 018 0 oD 
Upper Williamson River @ Footbridge 1 4/29/2000 -15.3 -115 
1 4/29/2000 -15.3 -116 
1 10122/2000 -15.4 -113 
Corral S,Qrings 2 10/21/2000 -15 .3 -112 
Jack Creek 3 4129/2001 -14.8 -111 
Bedpan Springs 4 6/3/2000 -15.8 -118 
4 10/22/2000 -15.6 -115 
Three Creek 5 10/22/2000 -15.3 -115 
5 1119/2001 -15.3 -113 
5 1119/2001 -15.5 -113 
Big Springs 6 6/16/2000 -14.4 -108 
6 6/16/2000 -14.4 -108 
Klamath Marsh @ East Bridge Silver Lake Hwy 7 6/412000 -13.4 -105 
7 6/4/2000 -13.4 -106 
7 1012112000 -11 .8 -92 
7 1119/2001 -15.4 -115 
7 1119/2001 -15.4 -115 
Scott Creek @ H wy 97 8 6/4/2000 -14.8 -108 
8 10/2112000 -14.4 -102 
Sand Creek @ H wy 97 9 6/4/2000 -14.8 -109 
9 6/4/2000 -14.9 -109 
9 1012112000 -14.5 -103 
9 1012112000 -14.5 -103 
Dice Crane S,Qring . 10 1012112000 -15.1 -113 
Spring Creek @ H wy 97 11 4129/2000 -14.5 -110 
11 1012112000 -14.3 -106 
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Deuterium and oxygen stable isotopes suggest source waters in the basin have 
distinguishable signatures. Figure 29 shows isotopic composition of samples collected 
near Klamath Marsh split by their location relative to being east or west of the WRMC 
fault zone. Sources to the west of WRMC fault zone are believed to originate in 
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Figure 29 - Deuterium and oxygen isotopes showing apparent split between sample 
location relative to WRMC Fault Zone. 
the Cascades and should have a heavier (more positive) isotopic signature from 
preferential fractionation from the relatively high elevation at which precipitation 
occurred. Samples collected east of WRMC fault zone are believed to originate on 
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Sugarpine Mountain, Yamsay Mountain, and highlands around the marsh. These areas 
are relatively lower in elevation compared to the Cascades and lie in the rain shadow 
produced by the mountain range, both of which should result in fractionated 
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precipitation that is relatively light (more negative) isotopically. The imprint of 
fractionation induced by the rain shadow effect and differing elevations where 
precipitation is taking place on the isotopic composition of precipitation appears to be 
responsible for the clustering of the deuterium and 0 18 isotope ratios of source waters. 
Several locations were sampled during the spring and in the fall of 2000 to 
examine the change in isotopic composition from peak discharge to base flow 
conditions. Evaporation preferentially removes light isotopes causing ratios in the 
melting snowpack to become enriched in deuterium and 0 18 isotopes (more positive). 
Figure 30 shows the shift in deuterium and oxygen ratios at locations where multiple 
samples were analyzed. These shifts are within the analytical error, so any 
interpretation of the shift is potentially unfounded. 
Isotopic ratios of water in Klamath Marsh were examined in the spring, fall, and 
winter to determine contribution of water to the marsh by western and eastern sources. 
Figure 31 shows the isotopic shift of water in Klamath Marsh sampled at the east bridge 
of Silver Lake Highway (SLH East). On 14-June-2000, water in the marsh displays 
isotopic ratios similar to sources west ofWRMC fault zone, with an additional slightly 
evaporative component. From 14-June-2000 to 21-0ctober-2000, water in the marsh 
displays an evaporative trend, becoming enriched in deuterium and 0 18 isotopes. From 
21-0ctober-2000 to 19-January-2001, water in the marsh becomes significantly more 
depleted in deuterium and 0 18 isotopes (more negative). 
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Figure 30 - Evaporation trends in deuterium and oxygen isotopic ratios. Isotopic shifts 
indicated by arrow. 
Interpretation of this observation is unclear. By January, water in the marsh appears to 
become similar to isotopic ratios of sources east of WRMC fault zone. Samples were 
not obtained for eastern and western sources on 19-January-2001, so interpretation in 
regards to source water is not plausible. Additional data are needed from sources 
entering the marsh in winter to determine the cause of the shift in deuterium and 0 18 
isotopic ratios. 
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Chapter 3 - Discussion 
Locations of ground and surface water recharge and discharge areas in the 
Williamson River basin are controlled by spatial variability in precipitation, patterns in 
evapotranspiration, infiltration characteristics of surface geologic units, and penneability 
of bedrock geologic units. The aim of this discussion is to integrate key hydrogeologic 
observations to examine ground and surface water flow paths in the Williamson River 
basin. 
Recharge Infiltration 
Precipitation and evapotranspiration control the amount of water available to 
recharge aquifers in a drainage basin. In the Williamson River basin, distribution of 
precipitation varies spatially (Figure 9); regions along the Cascade crest (mean = 107.8 
cm y(l, total volume = 831 million m3 y(l), Sugarpine Mountain area (mean 7= 71.7 cm 
y(l, total volume = 488.5 million m3 y(l), and Yamsay Mountain area (mean = 66.5 cm 
y(l, total volume = 362 million m3 y(l) receiving the highest amounts of precipitation. 
Evapotranspiration estimates by this study, Bidlake (1997), and Bidlake and Payne 
(1998) indicate rates in the range of 67.4 to 91.1 cm per summer growing season. When 
evapotranspiration is removed from precipitation, the residual amount is the volume 
available to recharge aquifers. Recharge is the highest (Table 8) along the Cascade crest 
(Area 4 - Cascades), Sugarpine Mountain (Area 3), and Yamsay Mountain (Area 1). 
Pyroclastic-fall and -flow deposits ~onned during the climactic eruption of Mount 
Mazama exhibit differing water infiltration characteristics. Pyroclastic-fall deposits 
mantle topography to the north, east and south of Klamath Marsh, while pyroclastic-
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flow deposits underlie parts of the marsh and west to the Cascade foothills. Analysis of 
pyroclastic-fall materials indicate grain size ranges from lapillus (64 mm-2 mm) to fine 
ash «0.675 mm). The water content in the pumice is replenished by winter snow melt 
and spring precipitation. The holding capacity of the pyroclastic-fall deposits is a 
function of grain size distribution and thickness of the deposits, with the highest water 
weight in the lapillus sized clasts. Data from piezometers in Skellock Draw suggest that 
the precipitation received during the winter of 2000-200 1 was not adequate to exceed 
the water holding capacity of the pyroclastic-fall deposits. The estimated precipitation 
for that winter was 24 cm. 
It is suggest~d, based on these observations, that the recharge over much of the 
basin may have been near the values estimated in this study for the winter of 1999-
2000, but that in the winter of2000 - 2001 the recharge may have been near zero. 
Likewise, the infiltration rate of the pyroclastic-flow deposits based on discharge 
data for Sand Creek is estimated to be 10-6 - 10-5 m S-l. This low infiltration rate, 
coupled with low annual precipitation (Figure 9) and high evapotranspiration in the 
areas underlain by pyroclastic-flow deposits suggests that the recharge in areas 
underlain by these deposits is also low. 
The highest recharge occurs in Area 4, Area 3, and Area 1 as a result of higher 
precipitation over these regions. Precipitation that falls on pyroclastic-fall material 
infiltrates readily, with the lapillus size pumice holding infiltrating water, limiting 
recharge to the local water table. Water trapped in the pumice supplies water to stands 
of Ponderosa, Lodgepole, Sugar Pine, as well as other shrubs and grasses surrounding 
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Klamath Marsh, removing water from the basin by transpiration. Precipitation falling 
on pyroclastic-flow deposits also infiltrates into the subsurface, but at a lower rate than 
in the pyroclastic-fall deposits. Pyroclastic-flow material likely acts as a semi-confining 
unit for aquifers under Area 4. The majority of recharge from the Cascade crest likely is 
transmitted to the aquifers underlying Area 4. 
Bedrock Geology and Hydrogeologic Observations 
Variability in the hydrodynamic properties of bedrock units surrounding Klamath 
Marsh controls groundwater flow paths in the Williamson River basin. Indurated and 
partially welded pyroclastic tuffs and dense lava flows underlie the eastern and southern 
side of the Williamson River basin. Yamsay Mountain in Area 1 is underlain by 
basaltic andesite lava flows, several dacite domes, and pyroclastic flows (Hering, 1981). 
These materials appear to transmit limited amounts of groundwater to springs at the 
head of the Williamson River and several other springs along its course in Area 1. 
Water wells in this area indicate moderate yields in unconsolidated and consolidated 
sediments. Base-flow conditions indicate approximately 1.7 m3 sec-I of the flow of the 
Williamson River is from groundwater in Area 1. Overall, Area 1 is considered 
moderate in its volumetric contribution of surface and groundwater to the system. 
The tuff of Skellock Draw and tuff of Meadow Creek, two highly lithified, 
partially welded tuffs underlie Area 2 (Cummings et aI., in review). Based on estimates 
using piezometers in Skellock Draw, the infiltration rate of the tuff of Skellock Draw is 
between 8.9 x 10-8 and 3.7 x 10-8 m sec-I. The tuff of Meadow Creek is a highly 
indurated, alkali-rich pyroclastic flow with characteristic trachyandesite pumice blocks 
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that onlaps the tuff of Skellock Draw in the eastern half of Area 2 (Cummings et ai., in 
review). Transmisive characteristics of this unit are unknown, but observation in 
outcrop indicates low permeability. Overlying these tuffs are basaltic andesite flows 
that form Wildhorse Ridge (Cummings et al., in review). Water wells in the northern 
section of Area 2 tap lava flows under the tuff of Skellock Draw for low yields. 
Although geologic mapping has not been completed north of Klamath Marsh in 
Area 3, information about the geology gathered during this study indicate thin basalt 
flows are the prominent geologic unit. Based on rates of water decline in piezometers in 
the Jack Creek area, these vesicular basalt flows appear to be relatively permeable. 
Spring snowmelt in 2000, likely from Sugarpine Mountain, produced surface water 
discharge (0.56 m3 sec-I) in Jack Creek that decreased to zero by early June. After 
surface flow ceases, flow continues in the subsurface through pyroclastic-fall deposits 
draining toward the Williamson River where it flows through the northern section of 
Area 2. Surface water flow (Table 22) was observed only on the first visit to Mosquito 
Creek, was not observed in God Creek, and was observed throughout the study period at 
Three Creek. These streams and likely groundwater from this area flow into the 
northern detached segment of Klamath Marsh, likely supplying the water that fills this 
section of the marsh. 
The down-dropped block of the WRMC fault zone underlying Area 4 has 
accumulated at least 195 m of clastic sedimentary rocks and lava flows. Water well 
driller's logs indicate artesian flow and yields up to 4000 gpm from wells drilled in this 
area. Big Springs appears to be a discharge point for groundwater in the aquifer, 
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discharging 1.57 m3 sec-1 in November of2000. Newcomb and Hart (1958) and 
Leonard and Harris (1974) also indicate that Big Springs appears to be an overflow 
point of this aquifer. Potentiometeric surface maps generated by both studies indicate 
that groundwater in the aquifer tapped by water wells in this region flows from the 
northern section of Area 4 in a southeasterly direction toward Klamath Marsh. It is 
likely that Klamath Marsh is in direct connection with this aquifer and water level in the 
marsh is controlled primarily by water levels in this aquifer. Volumeteric analysis of 
water flowing through Klamath Marsh indicates that approximately 86% of inflowing 
water is groundwater, most likely from this aquifer underlying Area 4. This area 
contributes the most significant amount of water to the system and is of foremost 
importance in terms of recharge to the Williamson River basin. 
The geology of the area south of Klamath Marsh in Area 5 is characterized by 
faulted basaltic lava flows, hydrovolcanics, and sedimentary rocks. Water wells in this 
area indicate low to high yields ranging from 20 gpm to 1950 gpm. This indicates a vast 
range of permeability, likely as a result of fracturing of brittle volcanic flows during 
faulting, increasing permeability and complex stratagraphic relations among lava flows 
and sedimentary rock. Observation of surface water discharge in Area 5 indicates Y oss 
Creek and Hog Creek do not contribute significant amounts of flow to the marsh or 
Williamson River. Groundwater flow equating to approximately 1 m3 sec-1 is added to 
discharge through the Williamson River canyon. The source of this groundwater is 
unknown, but additional isotope analysis of this water after flow has ceased at Kirk may 
indicate potential sources within the basin. Below the Williamson River canyon, Spring 
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Creekjoins the Williamson River and contributed 34% of the combined flow below 
their confluence in March of2001, and 40 % of the combined flow in April of2001, 
based on discharge shown in Table 24. The source for water flowing from the spring 
that feeds Spring Creek is unknown and based on its large contribution to water leaving 
the Williamson River basin requires additional study. 
Hydrogeologic Summary 
Water flow in Klamath Marsh is characterized by two distinct hydrogeologic 
regimes, spatial variability in recharge, groundwater dominated inflow, and 
evapotranspiration-dominated outflow. Over the course of observation during 2000 -
2001, several key interpretations have been made regarding the flow of water into and 
out of Klamath Marsh. 
Infiltration into bedrock units east of WRMC fault zone in Areas 1, 2, and 3 
appears to be inhibited by several ash flow tuffs and lava flows, while west of the fault 
zone sedimentary rock and thin fractured basalt flows readily transmit water. The water 
level in Klamath Marsh is primarily controlled by a transmissive aquifer located west 
and northwest of the marsh that receives recharge from the Cascades. 
Evapotranspiration in the marsh appears to remove more water volumetrically than 
water flowing out of the marsh in the Williamson River over the study period. Isotopic 
composition of water from locations around the marsh display groupings that apparently 
are related to regions of similar precipitation, potentially allowing surface and 
groundwater flow paths in the basin to be traced. 
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Conceptual flow models synthesize information gathered during this study and 
provide visualization of water flow in the basin. Ground and surface water flow paths 
display differing magnitudes during peak and base flow conditions. Because of this 
difference, two conceptual models are proposed, one for flow in the spring and another 
for flow in the fall. 
During Peak flow conditions in the spring (Figure 32), surface water flow moves 
Ground and Surface Water Flow Paths in M 
7 0 7 14 Miles 
i A Flow Paths Groundwater Surface Water 
Figure 32 - Conceptual model of ground and surface water flow paths near Klamath 
Marsh in May. 
to the north from the source of the Williamson River, receiving additional flow from 
streams draining Yamsay Mountain and potentially gaining flow from groundwater 
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discharge. At Klamath Marsh, the Williamson River combines with groundwater 
moving in from the west and northwest. At the southern end of Klamath Marsh, surface 
water rechannelizes, flows over the bedrock ridge at Kirk and enters the Williamson 
River Canyon. In the canyon, additional flow is added by groundwater. 
During the Fall (Figure 33), surface water again flows north from the headwaters 
of the Williamson River, gaining limited flow from surface water and groundwater 
originating from Yamsay Mountain. Surface water flow at the north end of Klamath 
Marsh splits, with some flowing into a small marshy area north of Military Crossing and 
Ground and Surface Water Flow Paths in Seotember 
7 0 7 14 Miles 
e::=: A Flow Paths Groundwater Surface Water 
Figure 33 - Conceptual model of ground and surface water flow paths near Klamath 
Marsh in September. 
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the remainder flowing south. At the southern end of the marsh, water level, lowered by 
evaporation and reduced inflow, drops below ground-surface elevation at Kirk, causing 
flow of the Williamson River to stop. Below Kirk in the Williamson River Canyon, 
groundwater discharge returns flow to the Williamson River. 
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Chapter 4 - Conclusions 
Precipitation distribution analysis, evapotranspiration calculation and application 
over the basin, consolidation of geologic information, and hydrologic observations 
during 2000-2001 in the Williamson River basin near Klamath Marsh provide a detailed 
examination of the hydrogeologic character of this region. The rain shadow effect from 
the Cascades creates preferential recharge zones in regions of elevated topography, with 
lowlands receiving barely more precipitation than evapotranspiration. Additionally, the 
Williamson River basin is dissected by the WRMC fault zone which divides geology 
east of the zone from vastly different geology in a hydrogeologic sense to the west. 
Precipitation patterns and evapotranspiration indicate that the Cascade crest along 
the western border of the basin in Area 4 - Cascades supplies the most voluminous 
recharge to the basin. Sugarpine Mountain (Area 3) and Yamsay Mountain (Area 1) 
receive elevated precipitation, but because of their relatively small areas are not 
significant volumetrically. During years of below normal precipitation, 
evapotranspiration in regions referred to in this study as Area 2, Area 4 - Antelope 
Desert, and Area 5 likely exceeds precipitation. 
Geologic mapping and assimilation of previously acquired geologic information 
indicates the eastern side of the WRMC fault zone is underlain by highly indurated 
pyroclastic tuffs and low permeability lava flows that inhibit groundwater flow to 
Klamath Marsh. West of the WRMC fault zone, thick deposits of medium to coarse 
grained sedimentary rocks and brecciated and vesiculated lava flows are host to an 
aquifer that supplies large volumes of water to local water wells and potentially controls 
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the water level of Klamath Marsh. Faulting south of the marsh (Area 5) has increased 
local permeability, but most likely does not increase groundwater discharge to Klamath 
Marsh from this region. 
The Williamson River above Klamath Marsh receives surface water during 
snowmelt and perennial groundwater supplied by the Yamsay Mountain volcanic 
complex. Klamath Marsh is dominated by groundwater recharge presumably from 
precipitation falling on the Cascade crest, with additional flow from the Upper 
Williamson River and other small streams entering the marsh. The Williamson River 
below Klamath Marsh during periods of high flow is dominated by flow from the marsh 
and during periods of low flow is dominated by groundwater discharge in the 
Williamson River canyon. 
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Appendix A - Calculation of Evapotranspiration 
Snyder and Pruitt (1992) suggest the use of a modified Penman equation for the 
calculation of evapotranspiration with hourly meteorological observations to calculate 
hourly reference evaptranspiration. Equation 2 is used during daylight hours and 
Equation 3 is used during night hours. 
ETo= LEi for hour i = 1 to 24 
Ei = Wi x Rn + (1- Wi) x (eai - edi) x Fdi forRn> 0 
Ei = Wi X Rn + (1- Wi) x (eai - edi) x Fni for Rn ::;; 0 
(in mm) (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Variables that are used in equations 2 and 3 are measured or computed for the, ith hour of 
each day as shown in the following sections: 
Measured Variables: 
Ii = mean air temperature in °C 
Pb = Barometric pressure in kPa 
edi = mean vapor pressure in kPa 
Ui = mean wind speed in m S-l 
Rs = mean solar radiation in W m-2 
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Computed Variables: 
Rn = net radiation = f(Rs, T D mm 
Wi = ~d(~i + y,) 
where, 
• ~i = (eadTKi) x ((6790.4985/TKi)-5.02808) kPa °C 
where, 
• eai = 0.6108 x exp[(17.27 x Ti)/(Ti + 237.3)] kPa 
where, 
• TKi = 273.16 + Ti Kelvin 
• y, = 0.000646 x (1 + 0.000946 x Ti) x Ph kPa oC-1 
Fdi = 0.038 + 0.0576 x Vi 
Fni = 0.125 + 0.0439 x Vi 
mm kPa-1 
mm kPa-1 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Net radiation in W m-2 (Rn) is calculated by the method described by Dong et al. (1992). 
Rn is then divided by the latent heat of vaporization (A) for the equivalent millimeters of 
evaporation. 
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A = 694.5(1- .000946 x Ti) W -2 -1 m mm 
Rn = 0.89[(1- a)Rs + &(O)(1-C)O"T,:i + cO" T,di - 0.980" 'lid ] 
where, 
• a = 0.001588 + 0.386exp( -0.01888) Rs when- < 0.375 
1 
• a = 0.26 
• c = (1.33 -1.33 Rs ) 0.294 
Ra 
where, 
• 
Ra = (0.79 _ 3.75)1 
8 
where, 
Rs 
when- > 0.375 
1 
if c > 1 then c = 1 ,if c < 0 then c = 1 
where 8 = solar altitude 
• 1 = 10 cos Z where 10 = 1370 W m -2 & Z = solar zenith angle 
where, 
• cos(Z) = sin(8) = (sin ¢)(sin 5) + (cos ¢)( cos 5)( cos H) 
where 
8 = solar altitude 
<t> = latitude of site 
8 = solar declination 
(7) 
(8) 
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H = hour angle 
[
360((1 + 10)] . 8 = -23.45 cos where tj = Juhan date 
365 
ca( 0) = 1.08[1- exp( e~:i /2016 )] where edi is expressed in millibars and T ki in Kelvin (10) 
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Appendix B - Selected Water Well Logs
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sri
Area 1 Well Logs 
I 
~ ;;: ;~ ~ r: ~"71E nl' 1/ \ Q(Y\ ['; l5 ~ !iF ~ \W ~ fft . !rf;:= l:.1 ~ .W 'V II a f: I u-{"".: ~ ~ .. 'V U 
fii JU L :] 196~'_':"RwA~~R\ELL ~~~&\If ~ G 1962£i!/(' won N,.~il1::_~?=:_ ....... . File Orlglnol nnd 
First Copy with the 
STATE ENGINEER, 
SALEM, OREGON '~~~ ::. ~'-~ :':" I~ :~ . ~ ~~~:~~;;.; STATE o~ OR~~~r~~ 1.- ~~~~~mr~atc ?ermJt No .................... __ ........ _ .................. . 
~'2,O~~~lUlQY~ 
::tJ:::::;;!i -: 7t ftt ~ dLL)!~ 
~----------~--~-
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well !iii. Deepening 0 Reconditioning 0 Abandon 0 
.iIIiii~onment, describe maierlal and procedUre In Item 11. 
(1)PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL: 
Domestic JBt Industrial 0 Municipal 0 Rotary 0 Driven 0 
Cable ~ Jettcd 0 
Irrlgntton 0 Test Well 0 Other 0 Dug 0 Bored 0 
(6) CASING INSTALLED: 'rhreaded 0 Welded,M 
:: : ::::::~::::: : : :: ~:::: :: ::::::::~:::::::: : :: :: : .... ::.r/..::::: ::: ~::: :::: :<: :~~::: 
...................... Dlam. from ........................ ft . to ............. _._. __ it. Gage . 
(7) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? 0 Yes .. No 
Typo of perforntor used 
SIZE 01 perforations In. by In. 
....................... _ ...... perforations from ................................ 1t. to ._ ................ _ ... _ .. fl . 
................................ per10rntions from _ .............................. ft. to ........ .. ...................... ft . 
............... _ ............... perforntlons from .......................... .. ... ft. to ............... _ ............... 1t. 
:111:: ..... . ::: ::::::~::: :::: : ........... ............... ::: ::: : :: ::::~ : ::::::~ :: : :::: :::::~ : ~~ 
(8) SCREENS: Well screen Installed DYes )!INo 
(11) WELL TESTS: Drawdown I. nmount wator level is lowerec:l below statle level 
~_s...!! pump test ~ade? 0 Yes R!! No 11 yos, by whom? -
Ylold : got/min. with ft. drawdown nfter. hr8. 
Baller-test /,,... gal./min. with ;1 Su. drawdown aite; /..i£. hra, 
Artesian flow g,p.m. Date 
Temperature of wotor ,.8 Was a chemical analysis made? 0 Yes 11L.No 
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well .......... 1.:. .............. _ inches. 
Depth drilled ll2 ft. Depth of completed well 112..L~ 
~~~~~f~~n.Ps~·gr~g,~ye~~I~~d c~~:~I~eJ' as:.z: ~t~~tr;;j~~~~l::l~~U{:·a~~~ 
.tTatum penetrated, with at (oast one cnlrtl fOT each change 01 formatfon. 
------
FROM TO 
-~~--I----I--
--· 3~-
--1---'-.--
- - - ------_ .. _---,---,---i ii"'~~'"·";~:;~:::~:;,:~~~~:~·~~::~f::~"~=;~:~~ 19J..Uom~ Work started ~~ 19i.2. 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: (13) PUMP: 
1 
L 
Was wcll gravel pacl,ed? 0 Yes Oil No Size of gravel: .' 
Gravel placed from ................................ ft. to .~ : ................... __ ... ft. 
Was a surtace sen I provided? iii. Yes Dloro To what depth? .1 ................ 1t. 
Material used In seaI- Cl -e 711 ·m e nr Sa ~d ____ _ 
Did any stmta "ontaln unusable water? 0 Y'7 ,[IiI No 
Manufacturer's Name 
Typo: .... 
. Well Driller's Statement: 
.. ................. H.P ............ _ ...... _ ...... . 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the best X! ~ ... ~9tledge and belief. . ( ( : . 
NAME ~~"~l ./ .... ... ~j~;O-.~.. . ..~.::i1 ~.J1'!::~. ;.c:::1..:: ... _ ..... ~ o ., n, ",'J., 0 rpzploi{:f {T:Yp. or ~nt) 
Address{Jrtjf.·I.:b. ........ .f.L--){ .. ~:.t..{~ ....... :L.??:: .. ~.~.~~ 
Type of water? Depth of ~trnta 
Method of scaling str'!ta oH 
it. below land surface Date ttf~ 
I ~.s I gned] . ... ~J./..~ ..................... __ ............. _ ..... _ ........ _ .... _ ..... _ ............. . Ibs. per squ~~ne~;~ ~r.iller's well num. /b~~D .. [);~.~~~~~'-.== ................ ...... -...........  ..  J It. (Well UrUler) 
.... . -.l!.~ .. 'r-. . ., 19b. . License No . .. . .;;..: ... I..Q ............ __ Date ~~ ... tf..., 19£.?---
(USE ADn'mONAL SHJ:ETS IF NECF;SSARYI V - / 
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i 
~.~ ::: ;) 2f :: ~/! r~' ~ -.~ . ,. ~ \o"vY\ fi:~ .. ~A~~ ~ ~ :J~,6~~O~~:~WO~L~R:=::RT loLlD State WeI! No . ...... ~.~{J.:= .. '?.'f .. ~ ..... File Original and First COpy with the STATE ENGINEER, 
SALEM, OREGON 
(1) OWNER: 
Name mV.a.rat.t ..... R ...... D~e.Iln.IlnLJ.1~el--___ _ 
Address 5300 So I Etna 
.Klamath Fa" Ii1 or~ 
(2) LOCATION OF WELL: 
CountylO..am..ath Owner's number, If any-
__ .-Sw....x~_n \~ Section 24 T·;O S ~ W.M. 
Beadn!! and distance from section or subdivision corner 
'-=-------
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well)t{ Deepening 0 Recond!tlonlng 0 Abandon 0 
.-andonment, daserlbe material and procedure In Item 11. 
W PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL: 
Domestic M,. Industdal 0 Municipal 0 ~~~~~y ~ ~;~:: 8 
Irrl!latlon 0 Tcst Well 0 Other 0 Dug 0 Bored 0 
(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Wclded '5'( 
.... .. '3.. ......... Dlam. from .............. 0 .... ft . to ........ 8:..t!. .... ft. Gage ...... .. .1..8..3: 
........... .... Dtam. from ........................ Lt. to .... ... .. .. ............. ft. Gage ....................... . 
..................... Dlam. from ........................ ft . to ...................... ft. Gage 
(7) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? 0 Yes }if No 
Type of perforator useel 
SIZI!: of perforations in. by in. 
........ pertorations ({om ...... . ... .. .. _. tt. to . .. .................. tt. 
................................ pertorattons from ............ _ ............... _. ft. to ...................... .......... ft. 
.. .. ............ .............. perforationa from ................................ ft. to ... .. ......... .. .............. 1t. 
41:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::: :: : :: :. : ::::~:::::: : : : ::: : ::~: ::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: 
(8) SCREENS: WeU sere on Installed 0 Yes Ll\ No 
Manulac lurer's Name . 
Type ......................................................................... __ Model No ....................................... .. 
it: ::::: :: ::::: ::: :::.: :::::::::::::::::: ::: ~;:: ::::.~::::::~:~:=:: ~~: : :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
Was well gravel packed9 0 Yes ~o Size of flravel : .... _ ............................ .. 
Gravel plueed from ............ ............ ........ !to to .. .. ....... i t. 
Wus a suriaee senl pi'ovlded? :'!B Yes 0 No '1'0 what dePth?;;:;;;!." .. .. ft . 
Material used In seal- e e '"M1~'-~ (:) • . ... 
Stale Permit No ............................. _ ...................... .. 
(11) WELL TESTS: ~~~~g\b~I~~R~~tt~\e~~ter level is 
Wa" a pump test made? 0 Yes 0 No If yes, by whom? 
Yield: !lal./mIn, with it. drnwdown after hra . 
Bnlleu£st :2 0 gal./mln. with J \~~t. drawdo~ afle-;' --;Y hrs" 
Artesian !low t!. l>.m. Date 
Temperature of water 
(12) WELL LOG: Dlometer nf weU ........... 8. ................ Inches. 
Depth drllled 'J L.B: Depth of complcted ... w_~l!._ . .6_~J~· 
f,:'~~~~fc~in~.;sgr:gu~yc~'~~d °rha:~~~. as;,7; ~~t:;'r~t~~h~'~cfl~~iU[:'e~~~ 
stratum penetrated, with at (eu.<' one entrv faT each chanae Of jOTlllation 
MATERIAt. FROM TO 
brown sand and ptum~ce '--r-- cr-' ---ZZ-
brown sana.-stOne i.::!i.::! i.::!ts. 
Black san<r and graver---- ~~ 
brown sana s tone ~~~ -,-g--
-----crack s and and gravel -~-:;-g-r-44 
brown sa.na-~one 44 41 
cemented gravel . . if 60 
grey sand stone ... - - 'O(J·--- 07 
water bear~ng 'OIiiClC eand b1. -W 
conglomera te brown -'7'0- 90-
red conglomerate .22. --:rnr-
brown tl, ITo -150;-
wa.ter bear~ngoo.nd stone l5O- nu 
brown congTomera~-- T7o-IB~ 
bl'ack sand and pumice -re;-~ 
red cinders and pumice 205 ~ 
sand stone (brown) _ 215 218 
grey besalt-- 218 228 
gravel loose corse WLI:3 228 231 
---------------------------------I~~ 
I--
Wor k st~rled? /12 ---~ .. <:,ompJeled 71 20 10 62 
(13) PUMP: 
Manufacturer's Name 
Type: .. . ........................ ....... ... ... . .. ........... H.P . .......... _ ..... ........... .. 
Well Driller's statement: 
Did any strata conta in unusable water? 0 Yes [J No This well w as driLled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
Type of water? Depth of strata true to the best of my. knowledge and bellef. 
Method of sealing strata ou ' NAME ... ~~:.; 'j-~ ?..~~..r4:l!?~~':!..~ ........ (?cr~~in~;/~~!t{t:\~ (Typo or j,-/r£l···, ~~~c :!TER7~VELS:ft. below land surtace Dote 7):<' () ~ddress ~l~·'!y~~· .. ~·!.lt ...... .. 
Artesian pressure lb •. per square Inch Date Driller's well nU~ber .. .4 ... 11.1l: .............................. .. 
Log A~eePted P. • [Signed] .m~/~ .. I~ ..... _ .... _ .................... . 
... <::> / 0 L fJl'?A _ (won Drlllo.) 
[Slgne .. .... .. Date ...... a .. /-..... £J. ............ 19~ .. ~ . ~ . 
.... o • ... /2 .. 0... .. ___ .... D.t • .. fA ......... .... .. , 196.:::<., 
(USB ADDITIONAL. ESSARY) 
, 
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~lo..rY\ 
- ~TATEOFOREGON 5 14'73 
LATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT 
,/fYY f (II rcquiIOd by ORS 537.765) (START CARD) II 11 (/ ~ ( 
.111,11.1 WII.UU1':'t lUI \:unl 'C"I~""3 1~I'Ut' ~,t: UII un: .A:U 11"1::" VI "1'1" •• UIII. 
(1) OWNER: WelDlumber t.. / ~O(,'L (9) LOCA nON 0 F WELL by legal description: 
Name ~~ &. -il fA ~ rt2t.L County l{4A 'kaTA Lalitude Longitude 
Address . I & ~ 2. L Township' 3D N or S Range 1* F. orW. WM. 
Cil~~~t 7'1 11.~1 '-L~/ Slate ClA.... Zil! or lfC7 Section I Lf kt£ 1/4 ~tZ.. .1/4 
(2) TYPE OF WORK . Tax Lot ~Lot ___ Block ___ Subdivision 
---
gNew Well 0 Dccpening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) 0 Abandonment Street Address of Well (ornearcst uddress) 
(3) DRILL METHOD: 
MRotaryAir o Rotary Mud OCablc OAuger (10) STATIC WATER LEVEL: 
OOlher i5 ft . below land surface. Dale '2- 2~ q£ 
(4) PROPOSED USE: Artesian pTC6surc lb. per square inch. Dale 
~Do,"estic o Community o Industrial Olrris·tiun (11) WATER HEARING ZONES: 
r 
o Thermal o Injc:ction o Liveslock OOther 115 (5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION: Depth at which waler WHS first found 
Special Construction approval DYes OCI No Dcpth of Compleled WeU~(t. 
Explosives used DYes @No Type Amount From To Estimaled How Rate SWL 
HOLE SEAL I1S Iv ~ V/J """'" ( 55 
Dllmeler From To Malerla l From To SICks ur puund& 
~~ I-~·r~ I .l"&M!MJI ~ IlO I ~ 13 (12) WELL LOG: r 
How was seal placed: Method OA OJ] DC OD DE Ground Elevalion 
0 Olher ~ &I.ol'~,( tlf2.l-:£ 12!~1 
J]ackfill placed from __ ft. to __ ft . Malerial 
------
Material From To SWL 
G ravel placed f 10m ft . to ft. Size o( gravel 1/", ~/ ... ,~ ~ ,) if 
(6) CASING/LINER: r.rot..- ;f (' rC:I(.--<" f/ ,;/,'5 
~mcter From To GaUR" Steel Pl .-lie W.lded Threaded _~\.I t::;2i:! ....--(. )~ S$ 1/ J..I liJ 1St!> ~ 0 ~ 0 f Y"P ..... -1 SrtflJA.-( I'). <-, 90 Casing ' 
0 0 0 0 V"'i. CG-( C. t.<c:.....e. ~o /(!)O 
0 0 0 0 IJ ~ t:;1<f j..., 1; ..... il.t:1CL( /d() ! I.~o t...../3 
0 0 0 0 l'r"I1~"" ~ -
Liner: .... '-j l'-1j I~~ D ® 0 0 c! rt;.(,./~ k "T~ C i..-'...,v t' /)6 't/S l;..6 
0 0 0 0 
rin.llocation of shoots) 
(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: --, -
o Perforations Method .. _-_ .... _-
" I '. r o Screens Type Material --
/1,5 
Siol Tole/pipe 
ftll(, 1 n 100a From 3~tl ~b<r Dlameler slu CaslnR Un., 
-y 0 ~ nvv - v 'vvv Ut 03 19qR 
0 0 ........... ,."nl ,nnrl' "",n"T' 
0 0 ~AI j;U rn.ll'l· [IN IVVAJ~~.F ESOURC ES nr=PT r 
0 D "'''L ;IVI,UHt;t ,ON 
0 0 
(II) WELL TESTS: MinImum testing time Is 1 hour Date sl aned 2 - 2 - ! L- Completed Z 2:- f~ 
Flowing (unbondcd) Water Well Constructor CcrtlnclllJon: 
o Pump o Dailer ~Air o Artesian I certify that the worle I pcrfonned on the construction, alteration, or abandonment 
of Ihis well is in compliance with Oregon waler supply well conslruction siandards. Videl ~. i/nlin Unwc10wn Drill 51rm al Time Malerials used and infonnation reported above arc true 10 the best of my knowledge ¥o 1:'7 
1 
17'i 1 
I 
@ and bctief. 
WWCNumber 
Signed Date 
Temperalure of water If,'-L Deplh Artes ian Flow Found (bonded) Wilier Well Constructor CerUncallun: 
Was a waler analysis done'! o Yes By whom I accept responsibililY for the construction, alteration, or abandonment worle 
Did any slrata conlain water not suitable for intended usc? o Toolitlle performed on this well during Ihe construction dales reported above. All worle performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well o Salty 0 Muddy o Odor o Colored OOlhcr conslruction standards. This rcport is true to the be&! of my knowledge IIIId belief. 
Depth of suala: 
'-7/ ....£ WWC Number 16 5 '-( Signed L) ~ Dale z- 2 '"1-~ :J} 
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NOTICE '1'0 WATER WELL CONTHACTOR It E C ~ I V E D 
The orh:lnal and £\r5t copy of this r~port . - " ~ , 
are to be filed with the C E ~ 't; R WELL REPO . . 
WATER. nE50lJ~CES DEPARTlt.i.: '. rlslITE OF OREGON :..; r~ p 0 ~ 1900te Well No. ~ . .If!.!::..:fk.rf: tv,' 
, • SALEM. OREGON 97310 AU 0 198 (Please type or print) with~nf ~~C~~~!::I~I~hn~ date G 4 ~DO not write above thls'«.1lER RESOURCE§iatlilia.'tlt No. .............................. .................. . 
WATER RESOURCES nl:PT SALEM. OREGON I< \Q.,W\ 
(1) OWNER: SALEM. OREGON (10) LOCATION OF WELL: l..e q l 
County IO.amath DrUler's well number 
Name Jahn-Lawer~~n~G~B-------------------------­
AddreSS_~:LeUa.----M-.--QriBtia. QaJ.if i 911 :5~3 
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well Q( Deepening 0 Reconditioning 0 Abondon 0 
If abandonment. descrl~e mat~rial nnd I'lrocedure In Item 12. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
• 
0 Driven 0 
~ Jetted 0 
? 0 Bored 0 
Domestic 0 Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Irrigation Test Well 0 other o 
(5).ttfASING INSTA~IJED: Threa~d 0 Welded 0 
.. _ .... _ .......... Dlom. from ....................... {to t04.4.4 ................ ft. Gaec .... .2.50 .. 
:-::.~:;: ~:::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::.::::: ~:: :: :: : : :: ~:::: :::~::: ::: :: :~: :::: : ................ ...... . 
(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? m Yes 0 No. 
Type of periorator used factory 
Sl2e of perforations 3/16 In. by 21- in . 
............. perforations from ............ ?? ............ ft. to ............. ?g4. ........ ft . 
....... pertoraUons from ............................... (t . to ................................ ft . 
....... ...... pertoratioM from ................................ (t. to ................................ ft. 
(7) SCREENS: Well screen Installed? 0 Yes C( No 
Manufacturer's Name .... .. ..................................................................... ..................... . 
Type ................................................................................ Model No. .. .......... .. .. ......... .. 
Dlam ...... ........... Slot ~i7.e ................ Set from ........................ rt. to ........... .. ........... ft. 
nlom ................. Slot :lize ................ Set from ........................ It. to ........................ n . 
(8) WELL TESTS: Po';~~~"{,'!l~~ o;raWer1le~e~ter level Is 
~mp test made? ,j Yes 0 No 11 yes. by whom? Va~l(;p 
~d: i~-gal./mln. with71 ft. drawdown after 2t hrs. 
··.er test gal./mln. with ft . drawdown after hrs. 
'oslnn flow g.p.m . 
'rcmperoture 01 woter56 Depth IIrtesian flow encountered .... , ............... ft. 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
Wen seal-M3terlal used .. . c .... e ... m ..... e ... n ..t ........ : ............................................ _ ... .. ....................... .. 
Well sealed from lund surface 10 it. 
Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal ..... 2O'~! ................ in. 
Diameter of well bore below senl . J.~ .... ..... _._ ... In. 
Number of saeles of cement used in weIr s-eal ..... ... lJ ... .. .. ................ ... ..... sacks 
How \th~~~egh gt~~~~i~? pi .PQ:t:J:~~tJ'r91Jl .top 
. .. .... ............ ... . -....... ~-... .. ........ ....... . 
Wns a drive shoe used? XJ Yes 0 No Plugs ........ .... SI7.Q: locotion . ......... . fl. 
Old Imy stratn contain unusable water? 0 Yes [K. No 
:rype of water? deEth of strota 
Method of sealing .trata off 
Was wcll gravel packed? g Yes Kl No SIze of Bravel : .................... .......... .. 
Gravel placed from . ft. to . !t .. 
N.E.I~ S.E,\~ Section ~OS n. 10E, 
Bearing and .dlstance from section or subdivision corner 
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well. 
Depth at which woter wos first found 39 
stolle level 39 
Artesian pressure 
ft . bel~w land surtacc. Date 
Ibs. per square Inch. Date 
W.M. 
ft . 
z/J.!l/J3_o 
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing ......... 12 .......... .. 
Depth dr1lJed 290 It. Depth of completed well 290 ft. 
Formation : Describe color, texture. grain size and structure 01 materials; 
and show thlQlmess and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetratod, 
with at least one entry for euch change of formation. Report each chango In 
position of Static Watet Level and Indicate prIncipal water-bearing strata. 
To SWL 
Work started61l0 19 SQCompleted 7h2--_._~8.o 
Date well drilling mochlne moved oU of well 7/2S 19 So 
Drilling Machine Operator's Certltloatlon: 
. This well was construe ed under my direct supervision. 
Materials use d infor tion reported above are true to my 
best knowle d belie:y ~ ~
[Signed] .f.~ h! . . '4tVJ.~ -!~!... Date .. 7.!fJ.!~Q -19 ....... (D'mlt;g Behina o~i.or) 
Drllling acWne Operator's License No. .. ..... J:~~ ............................ . 
water Well Contractor's Cer'Ulcatlon: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Name . .J..Q!:m ... A .•.. .Y.M.J1.~:l!.~.+.' ............................................................... . (Person, finn or corporaUon) (Typo or print) 
Address ... ~.~.!.9.' .. J? .. 2.Q~(9,Ul'l'.'''' :1:'6·4"" 116-32 ................. . 
[Signed} .... .. ,-".t2~ar.rJ~ , ......................................... .. 
(Wllter U Con actor) 
Contractor's License No . .... 1-2.Q .... Date ........... 1./2.'} .............. 19.8Q 
(USB ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SP'4W5e-1l9 
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NOTIOt TO WATEn WELL CONTRACTOR 
T~~ ~:~~;~~I;~r~~ ~~.;y WATER WELL REPORT 
stato Well No . .. :O.Q.$./.tQ .. ~ ... ~3..4 fob ilied with the . Dec E I V EsATE OF OREGON ~ I" _~\CJ 
STATF: ENGINEER. SALEM, OREG~~O Mease type or prJnt) \fUn 
within 30 dllYS from. the date fJ. 51977. , II 
of well completion. U G 1 ~DO 110t wrlto abovo this line) I I '1 Stote Permit No. .. .......... .. ...................... .. .. .. .. . 
(1) OWNER: .. ···-SALEM,-ORECON--·.. I (10) LOCATION OF WELL: 
Name Terfred Ranch . . . County Klalpath Driller's well number 
Address Chemult! Oregon 9773[ ' . I IW \:Jw \~ Section 36 T. 30 E R. 10E W.M: 
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well~ Deepentna CJ Reconditloninll 0 Abandon 0 
Tf abandonment. describe material and 'procedure in Item 12. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (chcclt): 
Rotary tJ Driven 0 
Cable 0 .Tetted 0 
DIlP. 0 Bored 0 
Domestic 'fi Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Irrigatton 0 Test Well 0 Other 0 
CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Welded ~ 
........... §.,5./§lam. from ............... 9. ...... ft. to .......... 7..~ ....... ft. Goge ..... ?..5.Q ....... .. 
~:::.:::::: ....... " Dlam. from .... .-::.:::::::::.~ tt. to -~.:-:-.::: .:-:-.... It. Goge .. 
-:.::.::::::.::::::""Dlnm. from --:.::.::::::::::.~ ... ft. to ........ ::.:-:-.:::.:-:-.:::1r. Goge 
_ PERFORATIONS: Perforated? 0 Yes ~ No. 
Type of pel'forntor used 
Size of perforations in. by --------in. 
........ ::.::::.~.~ ....... perforations from ..... :-:".~.':":'.~.~.::: ....... it . fo ._ ..... ~':".:.~_-:: .:-!t .. 
.. .. .. .. :::.::::::.:::::: ....... perforations from ........ : .::-.:.::-.-:::.::: It. to .................... :::.~.:::.':" it. 
...... :~::~ .. -::.::::.:'.:::. ... porforations trom .... .. :::.::-.:::.::::::.-::. ... ft . fo .. ........ ::::::.-::.:::.:-:-:::::-n. 
(7) SCREENS: Well "ereen Installed? 0 Yes fi(J No 
Manufacturer's Name ........ ::::.: .::::::.:::.:-:-.:::.: .::::::.:::.::.:::::: .... .................................. _ .. 
Typo . -------:::::::::.::-.: ..... ................... . _ ._ Model No . .... :::.::.::::::.: .. .... .......... .. 
Dlam .... :::::.:: .. Slot size :::.::.:::.::': Set from ........... ::: .. ::.:: .. tt. 10 ........... . ::::::-.:::.-:-ft. 
Dlarn ...... :-:'.:::.:-:' .. Slot size ......... :::.: Set from ... :.:::::~.::::::.:. Lt. to .:::':::.:.:::::::::':: ft. 
(8) WELL TESTS: Dfawdown Is amount water level Is lowered below static level 
Was a pump test made? 0 Yes 19 No If yes, by whom? ------
-~:ir -~~-;~e;W;;~ ~~O f~:~~~;t;.;:~. ---hl'S. 
;for two hours. 
Baller test ----- lIal./min. with -n:- drnwdown ufler -Ill'll. 
eslan!low -------- g"".po:,: • .:.:m:;,.. ___ _______ -
Bearing nnd distance from section or ~UbdlvJs10n corner Approx. 
~t South and 1200 feet East of the North 
west corner of S 36 T 30 R 10E . 
(11) WATER LEVEL: Comp1ete4&'.:ell. 
Depth at which water was first found ~X 78 ft. 
static level 31 it. below land surfnce. Daa75177 
Arteslnn pressure lbs. per square Inch. Date 
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casinll ....... 6 
Depth drilled 110 ft. Depth of completed well 110 ft. 
..JI'.ormation: Deserlbo eo\or. texture, groin size and structure ot muterlol.; 
and show thickness and noture of each stratum and aquifer penetrated. 
with at least one entry for each change of formation. Repo,t each change In 
position of Static Water Level and Indicate principal woter·bearlng strata . 
MATERIAL From To SW'L 
Black top soil 0 :3 
Pumice J b 
Brown clay 7 b 2U 
Sand gravel 20 ')0 
hla"K "lav ")0 60 
~y.~Lrl'l"K ~11 colors bU '1~ 
-U Broken lava rock 7t1 90 
.Lava conu.lomerata 90 110 31 
._- f--- --
pernture of water 41 Depth arteslon flow encoWltered ..... :::.:'.::::::.:-n:-- I Worlt started 19 Completed 19 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
Well seal-Material used .............. g.~!'l.~nt .. _ . ___ .... ...... ........................... ....... . 
Well scaled from Jand surlaeo to ........... ==:;. .. 7.9. ....................... ............................ It. 
. 10 ~::::::: :: :: I;:~e t~e~::o:a;! .. ~~~(:=~::: .. ·;~· ..... ·· .. · .. · in. 
Number of sacks of cement used In well seal .................. ~.~2 ...... _!5. ..... sacks 
Number of sacks of benton!te used In well seol ............. :::.::::.::.::::::.::::::::: sacks 
Brnnd Ilome of bentonite ................... .... .. - .... ~::..-:-.:::.::.:::.::.::::::.::::::.:::::: ... - ...... ......... :., 
Numbor of pounds ot bentonite per 10oJit.lIons 
ot water . ..................... ....... ::::.:::.::.::.::::..: .::.::: .. .............. ,................ Ibs./IOO galB. 
Was a drive shoe used? 0 Yes G No .. !,lugs .. ... :::: SlzI!: location ... :~ ..:::.-:-It. 
Did any strata contain unusable water? Q Yes Il!l No 
Type of water? =-------- depth 01 stratn 
Method of sealing strata oU 
.Wns well gravel packed? 0 Yes'b No Size of gravel: :::.':.::::::.::::::.:. ::: .:::~ 
Gravel placed from .. ... ::::.-:"_':'.:::_. 1t. to ....... :.:::.::::.:_ ~t. 
Date well drilling machine moved oU of well 19 
DrilUng Machine Operator's Certification: 
This well was constructed under my direct superVISIon. 
Materials used and information reported above are true to my 
best knO\~.!;dge a~eli~ . J 
[Signed] ~t:Zr.1 ... : ... :I.d:: .. 'ZfArL~ .... DatlY /5 ............... , .197.7 .. (DrUllng Machlrie Operator) 
Drilling Machine Operator's License No. .. ........ 201 ............. , .......... .. 
Water Well Contractor's Certulcatlon: 
This well wall drilled under my jurllldletion and this report is 
true to the best of my ltnowledge an4 bellef. 
Name .W:;\'.l1?9.n ... P.B.in.tDgJ~.9.nt*~9.t.+'.9. .. );X\9., ........................ .. . 
(Person. finn or corporation) (Typo or print) 
:::J iJ~;~!:ii;&d~~~~§}=-~: 
(WRler ~:~ontr4Qtor) 
Contractor's License No;t§.9. ... :: .. ... Date o!.~~.:r. .. .5. .. , ................. , 197.7.. 
«(ISE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSAIlY) SP·4~6~6·119 
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Area 2 Well Logs 
File Original and 
mt~ol&~&~, 
SALEM, OREGON 
(1) OWNER: , . 
Nam~ 0 y a S 4 :>rt -n'" ~ 
Add~CSB iJ.1' t G!---" ,1" . 
o:L(.: 
Owner's number, If any-
.'~ SecU~ • . ~._.:r:~_~l!,-~£ .. !I"~:. 
BelInn« and <llstence from section or subdivision corner 
..----- -
~ .. -----. . _--- -
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well 0 D_eepenlng 0 R,;!,ondltlonlng.Jlit Abandon 0 
bandonmcnt. describe materhol ond procedure In nem 11. 
PROPOSED USE (check): 
Dome8t1c ~ IndU8tr1al 0 Mun1clpal 0 
IrrIgation 0 'reat Well 0 other 0 
(5) TYPE OF WELL: 
Rotary 0 Driven 0 
Cable 2. .retted 0 
Dug 0 Bored 0 
~~~.~.~~~~~. ~:~~~~:tt. to .:~~~_D!t. ::;~ .. ~ff.Z. 
....... _ ....... --'~ Dlom. from ............ ....... _ .. Lt. to ..... _ ....... __ ... ft. Ga,o ...................... . 
.............. __ .. Diam. trom ................... _ ... il 10 ....... __ ..... _ ... it. Gage ............. _._ ... .. 
(7) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? 0 Yes ~o 
~crlor.tor used 
SIZE ot perforatlon8 In. by In . 
.............. _ .......... _ .... perforations from ._ ............................. ft. to ........... _. __ ... _._ ft. 
_._ .. .. _._._. __ ... _. pertoratl~ns t~m .... _ .. _..:: ___ .. __ ._. It. to .... _ ... __ ... _ .. _ ... ~ .... ft . 
....................... _. _ _ . perforlltions from ._ ...... _ ... ___ ft. to __ ... ___ ft. 
'_"._"' ___ perforations from ._ ....... __ . ____ It. to· .... __ ._._ ......... _ ..... ft. e ........... ... ..  perforations from ................ ----- {t. to ......................... --... ft. 
(8) SCREENS: Well screen Installed 0 Yes }a..No 
Manufacturer's Name ............. , ..... ___ ._ .... __ . ~~." . ...... -...... - .. _ ........... -.-.... --. 
Type .... _ .... _ .... __ ._ .......... _____ •. AC :· Model. No. _ ..... _ ...... __ ._ ... _._ ... .. 
(11) WELL ·TESTS·ii'i ... ~i1UWdown is amount \Voter level Is 
• lowered below .tatle level 
Was a pump tcat mode? 0 Yea 3.No If yea, by whom' -
Yield : aa1./mln. with {t. drowdown alter Jtr.. 
Baller teat :z Q gol./mln. with t:' () ft. drawdown alter:l. hrll. 
Artesian now g.p.m. Dole 
Temperature of water .r-twas 1\ chemIcal analYsis made? 0 Yes .'a:No . 
(12) WELL LOG: __ Diameter of well ................ ii .......... ~he8. 
Depth drtU"d 7 .;I.) {t. Depth at completed wcJJ La is ft. 
;h~~~~rc'}in~:·gr~~~ye~~lg~d crha;~~~J'::'7f ~t:r'r~t';,1~h~~:t::t~\U{:, e~~ 
stratum penetrated, with, at lorut ane entrv Jar aa<:h. chana" 01 formatia~ 
TO. 
------- I----j----
-------·---- 1- -,·--
----------'-------1---- '---
----- -------1- -,--
II :::::::::::::::: ::: :::: ~~:~:~:~::::. =: ::: ::::~::::~:: : :: ::::::: ::: : ~:=~=:::= ::. Work etarted ~ 19~1eted / -- ~ . .... . . . ~~2. 5-- ID6~ ._. 
(9) CONSTRUCTION:. . 
Wal well gravel packed? 0 Yes ~ No . Slr.e 01 ,ravel: .... _._._ .. _ .... _ ............. . 
Gravel placed lrom ................... ~ ............ ft. to ............ _ .... ~_ ...... __ .ft. . 
Was II surface seal provIded? ~'Y8II · 0 No To what depth? ..... &..t;L_ ... It. 
Mat"rlal used In seal- S(-'/1 c/ ~' ..e -n,., ", --..r. 
Did any Btrata rontaln unusable water? ~cs ~ No 
(13) PUMP: 
Manufacturer's Name 
'l'ype: . 
Wen DrUler's statement: 
_____ ....... _ H.P. ____ ._. _ 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report Is 
true to the best of my knowle~e and belief. 
NAME .. .Il.lJjh..~.e . .J2r?_.~iS..<J.~ ... ___ ..... __ ... _.,~_ .. 
( ;:tenon, £1nn, Or corporat11) (Type or p .. '(nt) 
(10) WATERZ LEVELS: :-= .}.. . z/26t I Address .. 6fe. .. ?£'.:2f?..I.~.r..q .... /i. .... £.a.«.;,.~-'y._?. static level I. ft. below land surface Date 
ArtcBIan preS.8 ure . lbs. l!~lIare InC .. h ~ate . j Driller's well number ~~ .. ~r.6.:r.:.~.<1..y. .. I?t;! ... I:'!:!..dJ-
Log Accepted by. () .. . ~ . ._ [Signed] .... _~/.d'.,/..&.f._ .. ~_a&.~_ .... ___ _ ~ ~~ . CWeIlDr1l1er) sfgnedJ ~.. . . .. ........... n ate·· ..... .2; .... ,i9 . .(d. . • cJ r. V. ( wnerl . ,~ . License No . ... .P.Z..L .................. _. Date .. - .. %/z ... ~.............. .'1-
. - 7 . . di ~ ~ 19 ItA/L...rti! )t:i 
.. • • . • (U8J:ADDlTIONALSHEltTSiFNE~RY) ' . ,t.Arr:;r- /~ 
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e 
STATE ENGINEER 
Salem. Oregon 
v G'{{~ \'~~ Well Record 
MAILING 
STATE WELL NO . .... -30/9-25P-l .. 
COUNTY .. Kla.llla:th ......... _ ........ _ .... . 
APPLICATION NO . .... ..................... . 
OWNER: ....... 9.r.r.~~ ... ~~.r~ ............................. _ .................. ADDRESS: ............................................................................... .. 
CITY AND 
LOCATION OF WELL: Owner's No ......... .. _ .. _ ............ _ STATE: ...................... - .-..... -..... --.... ----.... --................. - ..... ..... . 
N. E. I ' 
............ ¥4 ............ ~ Sec ....... _ .... T . ............ . S .• R ............. W .• W.M. I 
Bearing and distance from section or subdivision 
corner .......................................................................... ..... _ ............ _ ..... .. 
Altitude at well .......... ~.I.5~ ............ _ ....... _ .. _ ........................ _ ... . 
TYPE OF WELL: .. ]killed ... Date Constructed ................. _ 
Depth drilled ... .£9.Q. ___ ... _ .. _._ Depth cased ....... _ .............. _ ...... . 
. I ' 
-----[---T --- t---
! 
I , 
I 
1 ; 
._----"1-- ---
I · , 
! 
I 
i 
1 , 
_____ L.. ___ _ 
I 
I 
I 
Section ....... _ ..... __ . __ ..... 
e CASING RECORD: 
e 
.e 
6 inoh 
FINISH: 
AQUIFERS: 
"Conglomerate" i'rom 12 to Ih-2 
WATER LEVEL: 
4 feet below land surface 
PUMPING E~IPMENT: Type ......... ?:Y.r.Q1n~ ... __ ............ _ ........... __ .......................... _. __ ......... H.P ........ _ .......... _ .. . 
Capacity ..... 5 ..... _ ............... G.P.M. 
WELL TESTS: 
Drawdown ..... _ .. _ .. _ ........... ft. after ....... ___ . __ .. __ hours .... --_._ .. _ ....... _ ... _._ ... _ ....... _ .. ___ ... G.P.M. 
Drawdown ............ _._ ... _. __ ft. after ....... __ ................. hours ... _ .. _ . __ . ___ ............ _._ ..... __ ....... _........ G.P.M. 
USE OF WATER D.Q1U~stic.+ .. .8tock .......... -.-... - ..... Temp . ...... _ OF ... __ ............ _ ........... __ . __ ....... _. 19 ....... . 
SOURCE OF INFORMATION ........... ..llS.GS ........................ _ ... ___ . __ ........ _ ......... _ ....... __ . ______ ...... _ ...... __ ......... _ .......... . 
DRILLER or DIGGER ............ _ ......... _._ .................. _ ........... __ ..... _ .. _ __ .. ___ ... _ ... _._ ....... __ ._ ......... _ ........ __ ._ ......... .. 
ADDITIONAL DATA: 
Log .............. _ Water Level Measurements ................ _ Chemical Analysis .. .. _ __ .. _._._ Aquifer Test ""'_'_""_" 
REMARKS: 
Well penetrated pumice above aqUifer and entered basalt at 142 ft.; owner bas 
similar well 200 ft. west. 
Btllle Prlntlnl OU1S 
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Area 3 Well Logs 
oa ---
File Original lind 
Dupltcate with Ute 
STATE ENGINEER, 
SALEM, OREGON 
~ • I I :,,' ~ = :';': ":r, . ; Ji'.ATER WELL REPORT II L A'M 
. :. ' I ~ . rrL 
_. : . .. ' .' STATE OF OREGON :lW?---
Slale W"ll No . ....... ~r.r~ ... ~!..7..L_ .. 
<:::T!':.'":"'::" 
(1) OWNER: . . . . ~'- -- " ,,:, . 1 
Name Weyerhaeuser "Timber ComPany 
Addre •• P.O. Box 6'5T';I<lama~ Fails'!--9r~e~~ 
(2) LOCATION OF WELl,,: -IF .~a Owner's number._ll any-:- . .!.. 
.N.W_J~ s'E !. Section &7 '1'. 28 5 R . # E. W.M. 
Bearing and ,Uslance from section or subdivision corner . , 
N--:J!J{ijo"W·--Z4 7L6-~ t ;:;4;;; 5.?'v~. 
~~--S:ec. _2.L>· ri.irsJl·~Wg 
~================== 
• TYPE OF WORK (check): 
NeW Well V Deepening 0 Reconditioning 0 Abandon 0 
II ubandonment. dc.~crlbc materlnl and procedure in Item 11. 
:. PROPOSED USE (check): 
'IIIIIIIiIIiI/,nestlc 0 Indu8trlal V,'.1unJelpal 0 
" gnUon 0 Test Well 0 Other 0 
(5) TYPE OF WELL: 
~~:;;~y V~:~~ee: ~ 
DUll 0 Bored 0 
.~.~ .. tJ~~~:~. :r~:~~~~:ft. to .~T/A~"!t..~ \;~::~.~.~.:g. 
................. Diam. Irom .................. __ (t. 10 ._._ ... ___ ft. Gage .... _ ... _._, . ..,.. 
............ " ........ Diam. from ........................ ft. to .. _. ____ it. q!lge .. .. . 
(7) PERFORATIONS: Perforuted? ~os 0 No 
Type of perforAtor used .,._~_~~. -u . _ _ . ~. 
SIZE at pet'for"Uolls . _11:/ In. by . ~ In. . 
....... _: ........... __ perlorlltions Irom .03 ... c. ... p. ........ _ .. ft. to .. 4t.o ... 7 ......... ft. 
_._ .......................... perforations trom ....... ....... __ ......... it. to ......................... ,,_ It. 
...... _ ........... _ ..... _. per[oratioIUI from ........ _._._. ___ It. to ..... , ..... , ............ _ ft: 
...... _._._ .... _. __ neriorations from ........... _ .. __ . it. 10 ...................... ___ It. 
C~i~~;;:·":·-·-'~~::-~~~~~~~:·_ 
Type .......... __ .... ___ . __ • Mqd!') N.\' . "~' ''.''~'-:: : 
Dlnm ................. Slot stze ................ Set £rpm ................ __ It. to _ .... _ .. _ .•. _ ft. 
.. ~.... .. .... Slot size ................ _ Sot irom ................ ft. to _ ...................... !to 
. ~-------------------------------
.  CONSTRUCTION: ,!' 
WIia well gravcl pnelced? ~e. 0 No SIze ot grnvel: ..... .J.~ .. .. .... - .. --
Gravel placed from ..... ;;J .. a.?'. ... -... - !to to .... 4. .. f) ... 7 ....... ·ft . 
Wos a 'surfac" seal provided? ~cs 0 No To what depth? .&t..t...I2 .. Lt. 
Mnterlal used In seal-
Type of wllter? 
Method of scaling strata. oU 
G-- 6'18 state Permit No. :" ... (;.::::.6../£. ...................... _ 
(ll) WELL TESTS: 
Yield: £<It&:J gaL/mln. with "'~'-~WiitXifll-nil"'" rua. 
4?'h,,,.,_p_ rl"~ ;l-d$ lK . 
Baller test gaL/min. with tLo drawdown alter hra~ _ .... .. 
Artesian flow g.Il.In. DIl!e 
Temperature of waler No 
(12) WELL LOG: Dlumeter of well!:? - .. 1t;JJ1; 1487 
Depth drHled 11 b t:7 ft. Depth of compleled well fI'(} ~ 
Formation: Describe b~ colo'T, ch{lracter,. size o/1naLcriat and :Jtructurc, and 
sit ow title/me" of aqul ers and tlto_ /<lnd and natuTe of tTt" material In each. 
stratum penetrated, w th at lealt onc entl1l for each chango oj formation . . 
... 
- MATEnIAL mOM TO 
-- ,d-"»-V rl1 ~~ 0 'X-""<' !l..~ ~. - ~ . _--- /~1/ .LA. ' 'X 1_ L..At . .a~ 
~ ~ ...A.~~.J'P I~ ...32:,. ~ 111 L. ~ G,. ",j) L P..o~~ .~.J2.. 3' ~ ~ J .J_ .~ ~ .. .I-/-
kC> 
- - -~l:3:l~ a~:d" ~---. 
-
.-~?JLi1J~j/1 r--
WV'&.-:t...l!!~44.-I- ! -~t. 40. -
-
. .. 
- - -
r--
-
--
.. 
Worlc SIRrt~ I ~;:s"i~~ctcd~;In% 
(13) PUMP: 
Manufncturer'e Name 
'l'ype: . ................................... _ .. _ ...... -.;.. ..... _ .. __ - .. - ... -.-,. H.P. ___ ... _._ . 
WeU Dl'lIIcr's statement: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the besl of my knowledge and belief. 
NAME ... \Y.:l.~! .. -/:!..O'.2'_t..(~_"Y ...... 1 ..... S.~ .. T.J. ............. . 
(10) WATER LEVELS: If<- -:.r~n~ r:n. _e~:rpo .... t!o;;~.... (Type or prJnt) 
Static level . . fl bcl~~Y 14~<!. 8.urtaco Dilte Address ·tj~·1....4- ·~·······~··· .. I.1...~· 
Artesian preslJU~~rr lb • . per square Ineh Dnle Driller's well numbel' .. _ ... A.O,. ... t:t ........... _ ...... _ ............... _: ...... ___ . 
Log AccePted~' , . /J../ f /j .4-/~ Si ned ,., Vvn ~'f' J"'tJ [Signed] /.p-" .. ~.-4.a:-~ . ..................... .. _ .. _-._ ....... . 
[ g ~ ..... .. . ...... _... . ......... "Jfate ................ !1.. ......... _ ... , 19._ .. _ J I, 
License No ...... _ ....... 1 ......... _ ....... Da c . ~ .. ~.~ .• L9~~ 
(USE ADDITIONAl. SHEETS Il" NECESSARY) 
.... 
112 
.. 
I·~ ~~:~r;:;~al, Bnd t~·:j.· '7: .;\-~ i- 1~)~t ~l~ER WELL DRILLERS REPORT I Do Not S~te Well No . ..... ?:.Y.J. .... :!.. ... ~I(L .... .. Dupllcllfe wllh lhe '., . ' '" . . . STATE ENG~EER,._ .' :'. - :-:::- , .. , - iii.fi:::' ;J -STATE OF O¥EGON l qo FfU In c;., / 'C-. SALEM. OREGON .', _ ..... : . . , . , .• _ q ·.ks ' .,. . '. Gt I) State Permit No . .. _ ............ _-';?.Ui! ........ _ ..... _ .... . 
I (1) O~R: C,-,: . . :::;:. C.-~;:;.G ~.lN I' (10) WELLTESTS: 
Name ~~rl2j',;Iev';tt'r &~,6tfi:::. ~ , . Was a pump test made? fB'yes 0 No 11 yes. by whom? 
~,.,., to' ~ It ;:=-4-'/ IJ , tfJ r ~ Yield : /lat/mln. with ft. draw down after 
~LPr((\ 11,/3 
Mil. 
(2) LOCATION OF WELL: 
County ,h7A"~V M o\~er's number. It uny- g 
R. F. D . or Streot No. 
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): a. well J;Y' Deepening 0 Reconditioning 0 . Abandon 0 
. ~'donrnent, doscrlbe malerl"l nnd procedure In Item 11. 
(4) 'PROPOSED USE (check): (5) EQUIPMENT: 
Domest1c 0 rndustrlal/tf Municipal 0 Rotary .~ 
Cable ~ 
Artesian !low ........ _ ..................... _ ....... _ g.p.m. 
Shut-In pressure .... __ ... __ .. ____ __ lbs. pel' squllre Inch . 
Baller tesl ...................................... g.p .m. wUh ... : .. ... ~:-.... -... -.. .. -... -.... -... -.... -.. !-t,-dr-a,-"d-'-o-w-n' 
Temperaturo of water Was a chemical analysis made? 0 Yes 0 No 
Was electric lo~ made of well? fl?Yes DNo 
(11) WELI~ LOG: 
Dla mlltllr of well, ...... . l _ ... .. .. Inches. 
Tolal depth J..C.. () n. Depth of completed well 3Lo ft . 
Formation : Describe b~ color, charactC?T, siZe? of material and .t .. "dUTIl, and 
~how thleleno •• of aQul or. and the kInd and natura Of tile material tn each 
.tmtum penetrated, IJJ til. at least one "-n!1'lI for each changs of fOTmaticm. 
ft. to ft. 
o· 17~ , 
IrrIgation 0 Test Well 0 Other 0 Dug Well 0 
~ASING INSTAI.lLED: U gravel packed 
Je'aded 0 Welded ~ 
4f=--fj ~l:':!iJ:i ~ 1!t--32g- Sftr 
____ ~·I~~ ~-S~=~--~ ~_ .. 310" ,J.i.r Guge ur I Diameter FROM ft. to It. Dlurn. Wall ~ from ft. 
.. 
Size of gravel : 
Describe joint 
(7) PERFORATIONS: 
Type of perforator used 
~ SIZE, of pe.r!oratlons 'W- In.: length, by . If In. 
FROM ft. to J 5 0 It. ?7~ [ler foot .:J. No. of rows 
.." .. tJj; 
~ 
SCREENS: 
Give Manufacturer's Name. Model No. and Sizo 
~ 
Was a aurtace sani tary seal provided? \if1'es 0 No To whllt depth 
Were any sLrata sealed agaInst pollutIon? tJ YC8~o 
11 yes, nole depth at sLrata 
FROM fl. to It. . 
METHOD OF SEALING 
(9) WATER LEVELS: • 
Depth at which water was !lrst found . ., ;J../;" q _ , .. 
Standing level before llerforatlng ~ D 
Stnndlng level acter perforating :r 1..' 0 
· I l ' 
it. 
fl. 
!~ 
CL 
Log Accepted by: 
[Signed) .w..r--?e;>, c:" 7~~-' ",,,, •. ",-~!'£t, 19 • .£.1 
Work started 196-7 
Well Drlller's lItatemcnt: 
ThIs well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the best of my knowledge and belle!. 
NAME 'WI L, v':2J::r...t L ~ 0/ J- ,$'¢9 ~ ~ , or corporallon) (Typed or prln1O) 
Address d~ ...".... :e~"......" .. 
Driller'switlt~ ... ;!. .. ~ .............. _ ................. . 
WeU DrIlle!! 
License No . . / .. L .. {.. ............ _ ... DatedA~ .... I..~ ...... ., l'd.s.~.'l 
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") 
STATE OF OREGON 
WATER SUPPLY WELL REPORT 
(u required by ORS 537 .76S) 
InstructJoos for cODlDletioll tbis report are 00 tbe lulpall.e of tbis form. 
(1) OWNER: 
Name LI~A/AI.IJ?fi A"JI 
Well Number ____ _ 
AddreSS~ /)k £;V~ 
City C State Zw:??Zl3 
( TYPE OF WORK 
New Well 0 Deepening DAlteralioo (repair/rccondilion) 0 Abandonment 
() R MOD: 
dRotary Air DRotar)' Mud o Cable 
OOlher 
DAuger 
(4) PROPOSED USE: 
i8f0meslic 0 Community 0 Induslrial 0 Irrigation 
OThennai Olnjeclion OLivestoclt OOther 
(JflIORE-IlU[ECOll[STRU-C·IIps: I 
KLAM 52531 
WELL I.D. H L a?=U': <' 
STARTCARDH ___ ~~~~~~~ ______ __ 
(9) LOCATION OF WELL by leaal descriptloo: 
COlUlty ~ Latitude Longitude, ____ _ 
TownShip , ~ N ol(SJRange r ~ or W. WM. 
Section 17X ~I/ 1/4 ~ 1/4 
Tax Lot~Lot Block Subdivision 
StrcelAddress of Well (or nearest addr~)  ~f----
/"'f?j~~.J-'~~ 
(10) STATIf WATER LEVEL: 
/q~ ft. below land slUface. 
..ttcsian preSSlae a lb. per square inch. 
(11) WATER BEARING ZONES: 
Date ud~A DaIe~ 
--r--T 
Depth aI which Wilier was fll'st found __ ",/.",-"n~~£.-I _______ _ 
Special Corutruction approval OYe~No Depth of Completed We~ft. 
Explosives used 0 Yes ~No 1YJle ArnOlUlt Prom I To I Estimated Plow Rate I S WL I 
HOLE SEAL li(' . ~ . /~~4i!'f .1£1. 
~~~1~1~f1i~ 
1I0wwu~ ~olhod OA DB ~OC DD DE 
t1\lJ Other 1~""".....JUllU.1:, rfll:.Jl ~U placed from -=:::-tt. I~ __ ft. Mate..faJ ____ _ 
Gravel placed from - i I. 10 ---ft. Sizo of gravel 
(6) CASING/LINER: 
DI .... Ie." From To O .. g, Sleel PI.sll< W .... ed Tb'eaded 
o t 0 Casing' V I rt W l-#'I~ o 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Liner: ~. I J,~ l~lIij( I~ 0 Ii{. 0 
0 0 0 
Final location of shoe{s) 
('7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
..&h'Perforations Method _~..L~",-",~..,'r/L-.. ____ _ 
~OSaeens .~ Material __ _ 
Slot Tell/pipe 
);Jr~1 i;rI~f71 
(8) WELL TESTS: Mloimum testiog time is 1 bour 
OPump 0 Dailer 
.4iAir Flowing o Artesian 
DrUIittmII Time 
~ 1 hr. 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Temperature of waler 1../'1 - Depth Artesian Flow Found ___ _ 
Was a water analysis dooo? • 0 Yes By whom _______ _ 
Did any .lrw contain waler not suitable for intended use? o Tooliltle 
OSaity 0 Muddy o Odor Oeolored 0 Other _______ _ 
Depth of strala; 
(ll) WELL LOG: 
Ground Elevation ____________ _ 
Material From To SWL 
· ~-·---;;;;: .. ~~r~ b 16.1' 
MITiA ~AJ ZiW~ 7 ~'" In:1' 
~";"'-.LJ7~.- • /Z. _~_ ijz"i rJ~ ~ 
..... A. .... . j"'" -r 
?3'~ ~~ ~IJIl /r9 t,.:4;~ ~ 
-z 7 
........ ~lIiiinlll:n 
---
UlJ r -J U IlOU[f 
"WA'fERRESOUACESDRil· 
~,OR~GON 
Dale started .Ar/</H Completed /A I/. IA" 
(uobooded) witlr Well Constructor CertlllcatlOP: 7 7 
I certify that the work I perfonnod on the construction, a1tera1ion, or abandonment 
of this well iJ in compliance with Oregon wilier supply well conltruction standards. 
Materials used .JIId)~mn.yiPJl ~pve 8IC true 10 the best of my koowledge 
and belief. ~"'U/"t> ,,~ 
1\. WWC Number ____ _ 
Signed ntlLlIiII4 11((7- 4?1t7 Date 
(bonded) Water Weft Cooslructor CertiflcaUon: 
~=~~~:u~~~i~g~e,:.:u~~=~~~~V~~"t:o~ 
performed during thil time is in compliance with Oregon wa1er supply weU 
construction standalds~ThiS . the best of my knowledge and belief. 
~' WWCNumber Mq" 
Signed • ~ Dale A:..j~ 
ORIGINAL - WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT FIRST COPY - CONSTRUcrOR SECOND ~CUS?oMER 
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I 
I STATE OF OREGON WATER WELL REPORT I (as required b y ORS 537.1611) 
. .. 
- -It 1 " ~ I V iA U 
SEP 1119134 
. WA=f~ft Rs§6UftCII CIPT ~ --_·<2.t.7f tCJb.&b 
! 
--- I AYMiEfm. JlRINT IN INK 
• . I ...... · .... ·(·r~~·~·iii~i~i · ~·~;;iy) .... ·· .... ··· 
(1) OWNER: 
Name Mark Nicoll Nicol 'Land '& Cattle Co; 
Addrcsa P , 0, Box 5106 
Cily Klama th Falls, Stale OR, 97601 
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
NcwWell~ Deepening 0 Heconditlolling 0 Abandon 0 
If ubnndonment., describe malerial and procooure in Item l2. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
HIll Ary Air IX! Ilrivon 0 Domestic 0 Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Th,rmal, 
RotaI)' Mild 0 Du, 0 ~~~:'iOIl 0 :i~~al 0 lleinj<ction 0 
o !Jored 0 Piezometric 0 Gl<)undinll 0 Te.1 0 
(5) CASING INSTALLED: Sleel ~ Plnslic - 0 
Threaded 0 Welded m 
......... § .... . Dlam. from ..... " .. . 9 .......... n. LD .J.?t.. ...... n. CBuge .... .. ... . ?5Q .. . 
.. . . """". ,, ,,: Diam, from ""'""" ..... ,, ... .. fl. to ........ _ .......... fI.. Gallge " ................ ............. " 
• 
none LINER INSTALLED: Sleel 0 
" Threaded 0 
Plastic 0 
Welded. 0 
.............. : Diam. from ................... .... Ct , to ......... , ........... n. GBuge ....... .... ............. ""."."" .. "" ... ,," 
(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforaled'! 0 Ve. Qi:No 
S ile of perforaUons in, by In. 
..... perforations rrorn ......... .. ... n. 10 """." .. .......... fl . 
............. ... " .. .. " ..... , ..... ... .......... " .. ... " .... .. ...... , . .. perforation. from ............ "" .. " ..... fI.. to ................ ". ft. 
." .... " ....... "."."." .... .. .. .... _ .• " ....... "." .... ", ..... ' .... perforations from .. .... ............ ..... fI.. LD ... ft. 
(7) SCREENS: Well screen inslalled? 0 'ieB C!I No 
Manufocture,·, Nnme ................... _ ............ , .. _ ............... _ .... .... ....... _ .......... _ .. . _ .... . 
'lype , ... , ... " ..... , .... , .... ,., ....... , ........... ...... ,., ....... ", ... " ... ,", ...... ', ... " .. , ..... "." ..... Model No, " ... , ... "" .... ......... ", .. 
mom, ." ... " ......... _."" ......... "_ ._ Slot Size ................ " Set from ...... .. ..n. Lo ............... ". ft. 
J)[Qm ... " .. . .. ,." .... " .......... " .. ....... Slot Sir", ...... ...: .... _ ScHrom " ... " .. " .. .. " ....... ft. 10 " .",,,,,,,,,,,,,,, n. 
(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdowll ie IlmounL wnler level is lowered below .talic level 
W .. u pump test IUade? 0 Ve. D -No If ye • • by whom? driller 
-'-d: gol./min. with ft. drawdown nner hr •. 
Air test 150 gal./min. wilh drillstcm at 70 ft. 1 I,,". 
Bailer lest gal./mill. wiU. n. drnwdown after bra. 
Artesian now g.p.m, 
'peralure of water 46 Deptb artesian flow encountered ." ... "" ... ,, .. .... n. 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: Speciel sI8ndard.: Yes 0 No OJ 
Well seal-Material used ....... .ce.ment"" ..... """ ................ ""." .. "."" .......... " ........ ,, ... """ ....... ".",, .. . 
WeU sealed from land surface LD .......... .31 ..... .. ............................ .. " .... .. .." ......................... ft. 
Dlametor ofwoll bore 10 boltom of seal ..... 12 ....... " .." .. .. " ... " .. in, 
Dlumel"r of well bore below sea l ......... .8 .. " .... ....... " ... in. 
Amounl of .. alin~ malerial ........ 12 ...... " ....... " .. " .... .......... ", ... " ...... " ... ".". Backa!XI pound! 0 
How we. cement grout plnced? .. ...... P.umped .... :trom ... bo.ttom ... of .... s.eal. .... .. 
.,Up.._t .o .... the".ground""s.ur£ac.a .... .. e ...... .............. " " .. , .. " .... " .............. .. ..... " " .... . .. .. . 
... ............ , ..... ........ _-_ .......... _-- .. __ .................... -........ ~ ..... ............... ........... -.............. -......•.... 
W., ,,um,, Inslnlled? .. ....... no ....... .. .......... _ .. 'Y'ypi!.: .... .......... HP ........ _ _ Deplh .. .... " ..... ft , 
Wos. driye shoe used? 0 VCJI ct No_ --J;hij',6 ............ " ... Si.e, location ...... _ ...... : .. ft. 
Did any atrata contain unusable waler? 0 'les- .52 No 
Type of Wa"'r? nona depth of ," rata 
Method of scaling strata off 
W .. well gravel packed? 0 Yes iJ No Siu of grovel: ........ .......... : ..... " ..... . 
Grovel placoo from ".... .... .. .• n. to __ ~~~ (\.,,, . 
NOTICE TO W A'l'ER WELT. CONSTRUCTOR 
Th. originnl and RIOt copy of thl' report 
ore 10 be mod with lhe 
il:. 
(10) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
County llamath !!i...v, ml \4ofSectiGn~ 
Township 29 south . HanKe 9 east 
(Township i, North ur South) (nan~ I, g",t or Wet t) 
of 
WM, 
1'u l.oL __ l.o' __ ntock __ gubdivielon ________ _ 
MAILING ADDRESS OF WELL (or n • .,..'. ;wh ... ) Kl a rna tb Marsh 
(11) WATER LEVEL of CO:MPLETED WELL: 
Deplh at which watar WHO Unit found 32 ft. 
Stallc level 28 ft, below land surface. Dal8 , 24 , 84 
Artesian prC58Uro lb •. per square Inch. Oat. 
(12) WELL LOG: Diamal.rofweU below ""sing ........... 8 .... 1n.cb .... " ..... , 
Depth drilled 171 ft . Depth of completed well 173 n. 
Formation: Dj!lcribe color. lextwe, grain~i •• and ftlnJcture ofmaillriala; IInd.how thickne .. 
and naluIe of each stralum and aquifer penelrated. with nt le .. ton. entry for each change of 
formation. Report each change In position of Static Water Leyel and indicato principal 
water-bearing .trata. 
MATERIAL From To SIYL 
Tau soil & boulders 0 2 
Brown sandstone 2 4 
Brown lava rock 4 10 
Brown sandstone 10 11 
Black sand rock 13 21 
~ab<:lt oriwb c!say ! 21 24 
Black lava r.o..cjt 24 12 
~ 1 :WR. -rn~k 'I'f/b 12 4(, ?R' 
J~lack rQck 46 <;(1 ?A' 
B~Qwn 19,Y£!, ;t:QQk '10 74 28' 
Jll.~J,ava r~ck 74 79 28' 
Brown -lava. rock 79 112 28' 
Red lava ~QQk 112 120 ~ 
B~Qk J.gva rQck 120 119 28' 
Red l.<l.va -rn nk 139 1615 2S' 
Brown lava rock 166 t 21 ~ 
Dale work started H 21. e4 comole/"" e m R4 
Dale IYell drilling IMchin. moved off of well S! 24 , 19-51J:' 
(unbondcd) Water Well Constructor Ccrtlficatlon (if applicable): 
This well was constructed under my direct supervision, Malerials used and 
information reported above aro true to my best knowlodgc and belief. 
[Signed) ...... ....... .. ... " ...... ......... , ... , .................... _ ", .. ,"" .. " .... .... . , ... ,. Dat . .... " ... .. ... " .. " .......... 19 ......... .. 
(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification: 
Bond 208(n~Lt YL Issued by; WABt%"S?ty b!).!p:ew.m.Po 
O~ behaIt of Norm Sevey ~{ell :P~llling" Inc, 
(lype c"Ir print nun. ofW4tn Well CoruLructor) 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this rcport is true to the 
best of my knowledge and belief: 
::~:~ ::=:=~~:::~:=."= :::'= 
WA'rER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT. SP'468G6 ,600 
SAWM. OREGON ii7310 
wlehin 30 day. from the da'" of well completion. 
,, ~ 
I 
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• 
Area 4 Well Logs 
§\IX. 
STATBOFOREGON QM/J'~;i':) 
WATER WELL REPORT ~O~·{J ij 
(u-.ulrcdbyOR8537,7651 qvr'/ 
(1) O~ER: .".... tb" WcUNumber. 
Name ;> n n " , a i '"' 
Ad<iree. p () ~" V .t.J ~/ 6:,'Y.f IZliim o·'f{, Staw 0 f. . Zip ,y   
(2) TYPE OF WORK: 
rirNew Well 0 Deepen 0 Rerondillon 0 'Abamlun 
(3) DRILL METHOD 
o Rolary Air 0 Rol4ry Mud ~blc 
o Othr 
(4) PROPOSED USE: 
o VomPltic 0 Community 0 IndUIIlruu ~iIt.liUII 
o TMrmAl 0 Injection 0 Other 
(5) BORE HOLE CONSTRUCTION: ...., 
Spedal Conltruction approval Y e. ~ /'" I)'pth of Completed wen .3Q.Q... [l-
Y.a No 0 ~ 
~:xpJoaiv ... used OOType AmuWll _____ _ 
HOLE SEAL 
How ..,/1.11_1 placed: Method 0 1\ 0 B n;:r{ 0 u 0 E o Otber ________________ _ _ 
Backmlplocedfrom ___ ft.to __ n. MateriAl ______ _ 
Gravel placed from ___ flto __ ft. Size of gravel 
(6) CASING{LINER: 
DIameter I From I (,'!..o 
Cuing: 18 t / 70 oau'!l/8tocl PlAatic .250 rn--" 0 Welded Tbnadlld UY" 0 
o 0 o 0 
o 0 o 0 
o 0 o 0 
Lrner. ____ ~-_+-~~~ o 0 o 0 
o 0 o 0 
Finall_twnofohoehJ ~ 
(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
o Perforations Method ______ --:;-____ _ 
o Screens Type ~riai'_-.. _--
910t ..-/'Tele/plpe 
'~1~1::fJ~'~I"R II' 
(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing timeia 1 hour 
[I(~p 0 Bailer 0 Air 0 ~:::! 
YleJdsaJ,lmJa Urawdown DrlUslemal Tim .. 
...dMll 42 I C~ 
J 
1 
Temperature of water ~ Depth Amaian flow ~'oWld ___ _ 
WM a wateranalyaisdone?}.jO DYe. Hywhom ________ . 
Did any atrata contain watarnot 8uitabl. for intam;d uu'! 0 '1'00 little 
o Salty 0 Muddy 0 Odor 0 CoIoI9d IE' Uther S LIe t rA-C~ 
Depth ofatral4: --11l 
I 
I; . I 
-,L " . ( i 
(START CARD) H 23 SIB 
(9) LOCATIO~F WELL by legal description: 
County KI01»_ Latitude •• l-on!rltude _ ___ _ 
Towruobip~ NorS, R.tnllo ,Bg EorW, WM. 
Section 14/ ~';' :iJJ 1'0 
Tu Lot ___ Lot ___ Block ~iviiion 
Su.o~,,~ofW~{Ornear .. tadd~l'O.~f:VtyICr--= ttlrl~'1 ~r()Sfi/n,-! t;:.~ 
(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL: 
~ 1\. below land surface, Dow 4, /llb/ ; ) 
Arle1situop ..... ure Ib, per IKjUBrC inch. Dota 
(11) W A'fER BEARING ZONES: 
Depth 01 which water..,o fint found 
F'rom Tn F .... tlmated Flow Rate SWL 
/0 SB _.1)(1 LLC1,5 
LlJiJ .':100 .J-/660 I(),S 
(12) WELL LOG: Ground elevation 
I M,.,"' I From ±~:rWL L- . °10 - 'll ~-
_flN? 11: rem ,,, .. (:" Z 115 
CcJA1se __ :>lktld I SB T~7 
~V'J!I1,f ~h +- 5A-t1.d I!-.I I 71 
.... K't,.,I"WY\ SA-t1d < t~n 12.. I 7/ ITtI 
Cn" r:w. C J t41A 1 7 J.I 1 9'2 
R IT< S l+Y1.d I 1RZl8.5' 
(:! I k ----c v'-W 1r 1 ~~ I / R2 
Rlk ~ P.:J.t'1 ElNbbr. .. kJh/& 1 ISZI2?l 
Q{lAlA LAVA * c.l~1 1..??71?~~ 
--.I . B\K __ LBV~_ I /28'51197 
RIK~f2.2CJ C'lnoJiet"· <.~lI\l1lA 12911 '~M 
--
nate darted JJ /;;Z 0 / rJ I ("A1mpleted fa /1/ / r / 
(unbonded) Water Well ('.onstructor Ceditiaatiuu; 
1 certify that the work 1 performed on the construction, alteration, or 
abandonmenl of UUe well is in compliance with Oregon well construction 
standarda. Materials IIRed Rnd InformAtion reported llbov~ ttre true to my beet 
knowledp and belief. 
WWC Number ___ _ 
Signed Date 
(bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification: 
I accept l'elponaibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment 
work performed on this well during the construction dates reported above, all 
work performed during this time it in compliance with Oregon well 
conetruction standards. This IT1 true to the beet o. f my kno~1 e d
belief, £~ tJ 'wwc NUly~r . 
Signed IIVV-f x. Yur\ Date" LI..2 . 
ORIGINAL &: FIRST COPY · WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT SECOND COPY· CONSTRUCTOR THIRD COPY. CUSTOMER 98me3/1111 
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• 
• • r , 1 I l' \ I ' I' I I 1 • : I " I 'r I ' I ~ , 
0" '" ~ STATEOFORIWON 
WATER WELL REPORT 0 , 
RECEIVED 
SEP 201993 
, _ ' _, __ __ _ , _ . _ ' . • ". [ I K 
iSTART~r;( 2roca6 
(1) OWNE~: 'I"" WoIINumhor: .. .t:\.,I:;,r\ n:t:.::'\~~6PIUO~ON OF WELL by legal description: 
;\.me C!,£efl ..s-f;9-F't6£b SALEM, ORE~Q(IN,..dAA2!i#) L.LiLlale , . Longitude '. 
Add,." -pl]. ~)/ ,.3'9c". . , Tn"'n;.hir~$_ Nn@Rn ge~rW'WM' _ 
City ~l'tl6/1 ';:Au He Stnte o,e' Zip 9?~ Sectinn c-::2IA :&al. I/,· .L1.!..C.-." -
(2) TYPE OF WORK: Tn. Ln l~ ___ Blork ___ Subdivision __ _ 
o ~o\\'\\'.i1 DOe.p;n g'Rccundilion 0 " bandun SICOOIAddr.ss of:\·.U(urnonrc".ddrc .. l .... '"5?<# c£m.,i .. ~?' 
(3) DRILL METHOD .t!./&JS's/¥<J ~e:ul . 
IJ HUI.~· "' i r 0 Hulnry~lud ):8'<'/lhl, (10) STATIC \VATER LEVEL: r:' 1/"t 
o Olh"r - , .. a fl. beluw Innd . urf.('e, Dale r ~c)..:3 
(4) PROPOSED USE: Arlosianpressure lb. per , quare inch, Oato 
)(. ~nume'lir 0 Cummunil)' 0 Industrial q ...!.rri~.lion (11) WATER BEARING ZONES: 
o Tllt'rmftl 0 Injecli"" 0 ()Ih.r - .. 
5) BORE HO LE CONSTR UCTION: ~D~ep~lh:::.~I ':W~hi~d~' \l~' a~1e~f\~vn~.~n n;~I:..:r:::Cll~,"~d -===:::;:=======:;=::::::::; 
1'" ,,,,1 ( 'on,I"l(' lio" appru,'.1 Yes ~ Ol'plh ul'Co mpleled \\,.II~. fl. Fnom To t;;.limulcd Flnw Rate SWL 
Y., ~" 0,1'>.( .r......q '73 ....;?7)c2 6.eJ?l ~ 
xplw.:,j\,f':-' u:;('d 0.% Typt" Amount _ _ _ __ _ • HOLE SEAL Amount 
liaj,nptpr F;~ To I ;\Inlerinl ,From) TQ sacllOorpound. 
(/7 II /x 7..:5:. /,'-7:;-1- /. v '.....'5'7':2 ,0'/'.,. 
, (12) WELL LOG: Groundole\'ution 
Malerinl From To SWL 
, ... ',p". ,u~ Y-i(I71.1'a/:: -<4:? I~ 13 
Howwu" •• lpl",'ed: \lelhud 0 A 0 B 0 l 0 o D E ~ >~aJN a/A-;;; 1.....Ls;-1~ 
o Olh,'r 1- ~..4l"t,t< <A-A'),A ~ L<:"1"l 3'7' 
B,1<'k lill pl.red from ___ fl . 10 -- re. \la,ori. 1 1-'; 'nJ.l2J,(/ r? / A ¢.I • ,/) I~~ 
(;ra\'elplaredfrUln fLtt> fr. Si,""uf~ra"el.. ) ,11 ..... ~r»-u~) ...L....".~BA /~)A 1...:5.~~ ~~ ;::;) 
(6) CASING/LINER: -. -- -- 'J ~ r.ob.d ~ I~':" ---?Ji l'7..r 
Dinmc;? Fro!)1 ~o.., Gauge Sleel Plaslic Welded ThreBdcd 1" ; il1~ : '4 '7 -r ,~~.f"L? % 0 j(1" 0 ., ~.M.a. ~/) ~/" :1/ 0 ,0 0 q 
o ,._ 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 
Liner: I 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
~f i l1al lllrnt in n IIr sho~I~1 
, 7) PERFORATIONS/SCREENS: 
o Perfilmtiom. ~tethm.l _ _ _______ ___ _ 
o St'reens T)'pe Mn(crial _____ _ 
Siol Tele/plpe 
From To size :-.lumber Diameter size Caslug Liner 
I I I I I ~ _II 0 •• ' ."00 ~-7-W ~,,'~ro ~/7~/Q~ 
(unhonded) Water Well Constructor ~rhncahon: 
(8) WELL TESTS: Minimum testing time is 1 hour, I certify that the' work I perrormed on the construction, alteration, or 
r-gI 0' 0 . 0 Flowl~g abandonment of this well is in co mpliance with Oregon well c~nstruction 
r Pump B8,ler Air ArUlS1!ln standards. Materials used and information reported above arc 'true to my best 
• 
' , WWC Number ~ Yield gal/min DrawdowD Drillslem at Time knowledge and belief, L 
'75. rJ: .dQ/ : 1 hr. Signed tr)~X {Lo Date R-/fs-Cf.3 
I 1 (bonded) Water Well Constructor Certification: 
m 0 , , I accept responsibility for the construction, alteration, or abandonment T.mp~ralureorwater _ D.epth ArteslDll How Found ---- wori< performed on this well during the construction dales reported above . all 
Wasawaleranaly.i.don~? Dyes ,BY,whom work performed during this time is in compliance with Oregon well 
o S81ly 0 Muddy 0 Odor 0 Co~~cd ~ Other Ehew/-,;.u" J!MQW belief. ( , - II WWC Number ~ Did any . 1 rata rontain waUlr not suitRbl. ror inlA!nrlrd us.? 0 Too little co;~struction tandnrds . This re~10F is true to the best of my knowledge and 
Deplhor.tral4: t,J.' +0 4S-' PJ4.,NIIC.~ Si ed AAA/'1JJA (',1)" Date g~ n3"~q3 
____ A . _ _ ~ __ _ __ .1. __ _ 1.1 
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S~'ATEOFOREGON @,V RfC!:1V£D 3 <::,/ 
Wt\TERSUPPLYWELLREPORT )II-t 0 AUG17199S o~ 0"8G"/'Z,4Bc.. 
In~tructions for comlllclina this rennrlnrc on the Inst pnae of this fOl~M\IER RESUURl..E.S UE.P.lS.TART CARD) # 7'3162 las lC'Iwrcd by DRS 537765) 
(1) OWNER: Well Number ____ _ 
Name Glenn l1athis 
Address P.O. Box 4 Jl 
State OR zi£2.Z626 Citr Fort lQamath 
(2) TYPE OF WORK 
~New WeU ODeepening 0 Alteration (repair/recondition) 0 AbandoJUnent 
(3) DIULL METHOD: 
o Rotary Air ~ Rotary Mud 0 Cable o Auger 
OOther __ _ 
(4) PROPOSED USE: 
o DOlllestic oCommunily o Indumial ~Irrigalion 
o Thennal Ofnjection . DLivcstock O-Other .. _: 
_ (5) BOlm HOLE CONSTRUCTION: 
Special Conslnlction approval 0 Yes I!I No Deplh of Compleled Well ~~ft . 
ExplosivcslIsed DYes ONo Type . _____ A!"OU.11~ ___ _ 
HOLE SEAL 
Diameter From To _ Malerlal From To Sack. or pounds 
22 cement 0 . ££ 
. How was seal placed: Method OA DB []c oD _DE 
D Olher _____ ______________ _ 
Backfill pi seed from __ fL. to_ _ fl. 
Gravel placed from _ _ [l. to ft . 
(6) CASINGlLINER: 
Dlameler From To Gouge Sleel 
Cas ing· 18 1.1. 1 751·25Q !R1 2 
0 
0 
0 
Liner: 10 
D 
Finallocntion of shoe(s) Z 5' 
_(7) PERFORATIONS/SCREl':NS: 
o Perforations Method 
Material ___ ---
Si.7",_ofgmvel 
I'Ja. tlc Welded Threaded 
0 lKl 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 -- 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
o Screens Type - .. Malerial __ _ 
.~ To 1 ~:~ 1"0··"1 .... "·'" ~l 
(8) WELL TESTS: MInimum testing lime Is 1 hour 
!2iPump QUailer ONr 
Hawing o Artcsi.!'11 
Time 
GVJ\J J..L1 1 8 XlX)Jr. 
Was a water analysis done? 
Liner 
o 
.0 
o 
o 
o 
Did any strata contain woter not suitable for intended usc') 119 Too Iiltle 
DSalty DMud<ly __ DOdo!.._OColorcd DOlher _____ _ 
Dcptltofstrata: 0-70 . . 
--->.-<=-=-=-------
(9) LOCATION OF WELL by legal description: 
County Klamath I...atiIudeN4205~Longitude W121 °43.5' 
Townshil' JOS N _ o.r S Range ~ __ _ E or W .. WM . . 
Section 24 ~ __ 1/4 NW 1/4 
Tax Lot ___ L~ ___ I3Icx:k Subdivision ___ _ 
Street Address ufWell (or nearest address) ___________ _ 
(10) STATIC WATER LEVEL: 
~ ft. below land surface. Date 6/16/95 __ 
Artesian pressure Ill. per square inch. Date 
(11) WATER llEAJUNG ZOlliES: 
Depth at which water was first found 
To E~timated How Rate I SWL 
100 112 
20S0 110 
(12) WELL LOG: 
Ground Elevation _____________ _ 
Malerial From To SWL 
'ropsoil 0 1 
.Pink pumice 1 '4 
Coarse sand 54 ~o 
Gray & brn basalt 70 4'6 
.-
Broken gray basalt 456 4(0 
Black sand 490 491 
Brn c1av 491 !t9B.. f----
Dale started 5/1/95 Completed 7/17/95 
(unhonded) Water Well Constructor Certincotllln: 
I certify that the work I perfomned Otl the constnlction, alteration, or abandonment 
of thi s well is in compliance with Oregon water supply well collstructinn standards. 
Materials used and infomnation reported above arc tme to the best of my knowledge 
and belief. 
WWC Number ____ _ 
Signed Dale 
(bonded) Water Well Constructor CcrtlticaUon: 
I accept responsibility for the constmction, alteration, or abandonment work 
perfomned on lIus well during the construction d.tc.~ reported above. All work 
perfomned during this time is in compliance with Oregon water supply well 
COIISlnlClioo..5landards. This fe(l<]rt is lrue 10 the besl of my knowledge and belief. 
WWC Number Jf Z f 
Signed d-..ll 11. '1 f'{ 1.. I (M,,()1..tl'\_ Da~l1. /.. - -
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r:-· ':-; ." ~ f.41~ ~ ,7 ~ fft ;~1: ~!. ::,," .' \~I !~ IUl ' . J l ~ :'., \'~, ~ ;' ~ ' .1961 _'i~TER WE.LL REPORT \\ ~ State Wcll NO . .. ?.\~~.~:: .. l. .... 
. ,- : 'STATE OF OREGON ~ ~ "-r Flle OrIginal and g!fxtT<fu°~t-~l~hE~~, 
SALEM. OREGON State Permit No ...... .............. ................................. . 
(1) OWNER: 
Nnm~S.avanab Land G.oJ . _ _________ _ 
Address p 0 --'B.l1uAX---L1..l..OLl,8.1..;9:z-________ __ _ 
Klamaih...Jl'..a.l.ls--.Or....eg .. O.Jl _ _ 
(2) LOCATION OF WELL: 
County Kl ama th Owner's number. If any~-..,.,......-__ _ 
, .. l!" 'EJLJH ~i'"Seetion 1 T.3l S R.BE W.M. 
Benrlng and dlstnnce £rom scction or subdivision cor:.:n:.::e:...r _ _ ___ _ 
• (3) TYPE OF WORI{ (check): 
New Weill@] Deepening 0 Reconditioning 0 Abnndon 0 
U abandonment, descrllie material and .procedure in Item 11. 
'PROPOSED USE (check): 
Domestic 0 Industrlnl 0 Municipal 0 
Irrlgation,fiJ Test Well 0 Othcr 0 
(5) TYPE OF WELL: 
IWtary 0 
Cable IiiI 
Dug Ll 
Driven 0 
Jetted 0 
Bored 0 
(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Welded 4Cl 
..... 1.2 ........ Dlam. Irom ..... O! ............ - ft. to .... 1.61 ........ ft. Gage ...... ·t 
.... .. 8 ......... :· Dlnm. from ..... 01 .............. !to to 4.3.6 .. ~ ...... 9 'It. Gage ..... 1.88 .... . 
.. .. .... " DJam. from .............. ,,_ ...... ft. to .. ... . It. Gage ... 
(7) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? =I'J Yes 0 No 
Type of perforator used t 9 l' on 
SIZE ot perforations i in . by 4 In. 
...... ~l'-.'.~ ...... perforations from .. .:t:.9.2 ................. U. to ..... .4.2.4 ..... : ......... ft. 
................................ perforations from ............................. !to to .............................. it. 
........ ........................ perforations from .......... ... _ ................ ft. to ................ ... .. ........... !to 
................................ perforation. trom .............................. ft. to ................ ... ............. !to 
................... perforations from ................................ ft. to ................................ it. 
(8) SCREENS: Well screen Installed 0 Yes ~ No 
Mooufacturcr's Name ...................................... _ .................................................................... . 
Type .. ........................ .. ........ ........ ......... Model No ............................ . 
(11) WELL TESTS: Po~~~~'b~I~~va:;n~ll~\;~~ler levcl is 
Was a pump test made? 0 Yes !jjI No l!.yes. by whom? 
Yicld: gat / min. with It. drawdown after hr • . 
Balle~ test 27 § lIal.{mln. with 3 ft. drawdown altor JOlB:i~'!: 
Arteslnn flow 1-60, g.p.m. Date 9/21/61 
Temperature of wllter 12 Was a chemical analysis made? 0 Yea [jj! No 
. 12 (12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well ................................ lnche;. 
Depth drillcd 462ft. Depth of completed~6 2 ft. 
Formation: Describe b~ color, character, sltA Of material and structuro. and 
sllow thicJ(neSB of aqul orB and the ldnd and nature of the material in eac~ 
stratUIl~ penetrated, w t'~ at least one enUII for each change of formation 
MATERIAL FROM TO 
-rrltl:Cl~ pea: t 0 5 
white Eeat r~ 1{--pumlce sana & 60ulders --- g~. brown guick sand & gravel 37 
course gravel & sana 83 103 
sano graveI & Eumice gravel 103 lIT 
6IacK sana ~ Eumlce gravel 114 lbO 
claCK sana & gray 6inaer ioo- TIl) 
green & gray mua & fine-sand l7b 197 
"layers 01 sanos'\;one & graymu d 197 280 
6rown clay 280 287 
Ol.ac.K qUl.c!< sana. 281 291 
' layers 01 sanOl& clay 291 Bb 6rown qUl.CK sano &Eumice gra v:eT29 19 ,§ray clay 31,L 27 yellow clay- seams of sana 327 353 
pumlce gravel & course~ 5,5 572 
yel.J.ow cl.ay wJ."tn streakS' 01' 
sana. & gravel 22 378 
BlaCK qU1CK sana & pumJ.ce 
278 'gravel 402 layers or Cl.ay & sana. 4TI2 439' 
'course sano, graveI & £umice 
-m-448 layers or clay &sanu /3t) 
gray clay 456 462 ~ .. ............ Slot sue .................. Set from ............... _ .... ft. to ........................ 1t. 
~ .............. Slot size .................. Set Irom ........................ ft. to ........................ it. I Worle startcd 8/31 / 1961 . Compieted qj21 19 61 . 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
Was well !ll'avel packed? 0 Yes l/iI No SJze ot gravel : .................. .. 
Gravel pluced from ................................. it. to .. - ............................ it. 
Was a surface seRl provided? III Yes 0 liP To what depth? ... ),.2.9 ...... ft. 
Materinl used in geal- drove in to clay 
Did :my strata contain unusable water? O;<....:.Yes~~jIL.!N~o:........ _ ____ _ 
'1')'pe o£ water? Depth of strata 
Mothod of seallnlZ strata oU 
(13) PUMP: 
MnnuIacturer's Name 
'rype : ........... .. .. ............................................... _ .... _ ................. ..H.P. .. .......................... .. 
Well Driller's statement: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
h'ue to the best of my knowledge and belief. . . 
NAME . ..J.ohn .. .. A~ ... ¥.an. ... M.e.t@.~ ................ , ........................ _ ........ . 
o(rQr,on, firm. or corporaUon) (Type or prlnt) 
Address :a!).l\ .. ..20.4 ... Malin.,.~ ... Qr.e.g.on ... .. ................................. . 
(16) WATER LEVELS,,, "",w,"", .:::~ n,m,,', w,n n?:~.a.,.sr.::~7..y.···.. # ~ .  :~:.1~~1 
"."0 '~cl 0 ,,. '" ~" [Slgn,d] ... ~&HI. ....... Dol, ............... . 
- --- ~."~ l:!, ,.'!.a........ . .... 
''''''' ... , 19 • • .. No ....... ,. ",. ______ 
pgA,=t,db" ........... D.t, .................................. ~=·~:~N~OARY> ~ .. _ J... . ~ (,gn"", .......... · ........ ·,0.,,,, > ,umADD'= : . . .. .. 
~ I ~ 
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NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTR~'dToR ~ (; ' , - 7 :..-., 1\ 'n IN'. 
T~~ ~l~I~:~0~1c;:~r~~ 'b0f~~ ~ v'.L 'v WATER WELL REPORT \\ u.,., r '-
State Well No . .. 9...V8...:::: ... 4:. .... .F. .... 
STATE ENG!N!~~ ;:~E~~ OnEG·~N_D73·lO· :~ •.. . _ •• " "' ,~ :;i'l'ATE OF. OREGON I -' ·1 
within 30 days from thc date (Pleusc type or prlllt) Wl.P 
of well completion. 
(1) OWNER: 
Namc H. W. Tompkins 
Address P. o. Box 578 
Chi1oquin~ ' Ore·~g=o=n=-----------~-----
(2) LOCATION OF WELL: 
~h.. Drlller 's well number 
S' e \~ Al w,' \~ Section ¥ 1', .11 $' n. f I: W.M. 
Beurlng and dlstunee from aeetion or aubdlvlslon corner 
---
(3) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
a. Well IX Dccpcnln~ 0 Reconditioning 0 
~ndonment, describe material and proceduro In Item 12, 
Abandon 0 
(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) TYPE OF WELL: 
Domestic 0 Industrinl 0 Municipal 0 Rotary 0 D.rlven 0 
Cable ~ .ret ted 0 Irrigation 0 Test Well Q.. other 0 
It.. Due Bored 0 
(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 welded£ 
,:~, .. ,~~:~,: :: ~:::. :~: ::: ::': :':g.::: : : .~: ::: :: : ::::!.:~;::::::: ::: ~::: "1;;:'::::::::::: 
(7) PERFORATIONS: 
Type of perforator used torch 
~Qr!Orntcd1f Yes 0 No 
Size or perforations t In. by 4 In . 
·A .... ·per. .. .. f.u"rforatlOl1s from ...... . 1.0.8 ........... ft, to ..... 1.28 .............. ft . 
................................ perforations from .. .. ... ft. to ......... .. .. ft. 
............. ........ ...... perforations from ........................ .. , .... !t. to ............................... ft , 
:~:::::: : ~:::::: : : :::~::::::~: ~::: :::::::::::::::::: : :::::~ :: : ::: ~~ :: ::: :: :::~: ~ :~ :::: : :: : :: : :: ::: ::: 
(8) SCREENS: Well screen Illstalled? 0 Yes 11 No 
Manutacturer'S Name .......... ... .... ................. =c .. _._ ..... _ ....... , ... .. .. _ .. ........................ . ..
• :::::~ : ::: :: :: .. ~;.~~ . ~~~~ .. :::::::::::::::: .. ~~~ .. ;::~: .. ~~~~~ .. ~.o~t: .. ~: .. :: :~::::: ::::::: ::: : :::·· ~;.· 
Dlam, ................ Slot size ................ Set fi'om ...................... .. It . to ........................ ft. 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
;:~::e:;::~I.~~~~.~~:;~.~.§~:f.~I .. :: .. ~:~.~¥~~:.~~:; .. ~~~~; .. :::::::::ii9.::::::::::::: :: ::: 
Diameter at well bore to bottom of selll .... ... l.Q ...... _ ......... Ill. 
Were any loose strota· cemented aU? 0 Yos 1EJ No Depth ....... .... ................... .. 
Was a drive shoe used? rtYes 0 No , 
Was wen gravel pne\<ed? 0 Ye.~ No Size of grav"l : ........ .. ...................... _ 
Gravel placed from ... . ....... . it. 10' .. : .............. ........ .... .. ft . 
Old any strata conta in unusable waterT b Yes .QcNo 
Type of water? deJl.oi 6f stratA 
Method of sealing strata aU 
(10) WATER LEVELS: 
Static level 
5 lb • . pe~squ~r~ .Inch DnterotO!07 ·Arteslan pressure 
(11) WELL TESTS: 
state Permit No, ............. , ..... , ................. . 
Drawdown is amount water level is 
lowered below static level 
Was a pump test made? 0 Yes 0 No If yes, by whom? 
Yield : ~al. /mln. with ft. drawdown aHer hrs. 
!Jailer test eal./mln, with ft . drawdown af\er hrs. 
Artesian flow 1 2t ~, p .m . Dille ] 0/6167 
Tcmpcralul'C of wntel' t;] Was a chem1eal analysis made? DYes rTNo 
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing .... . .. ':-:! . ~.~ ........ ...... . 
Depth drJlled 131 ft. Depth or completed well 12,1 it. 
Formation: Describe llV. colOr, c/taractar, size of material and st1'1wture, alld 
./.ow tille/mess of "/llllters and thc /~ind alld natu,.c of tllO matarial ill each 
stratum penetrated, w.tlt at te<U\t aile entry for each change of formation, 
- - - --
MATERIAL ' FROM TO 
Worle started W'Z6 
Date well drilling machine moved off of well 
(13) PUMP: 
Manufacturer's Name ...................... _ ...... ... ......................................................... ...... . 
Type: ....................................................... " ............ .. .. ......................... H .P ............................... .. 
Water Well Contraotor's CertUloaUon: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the. best of my knowledge and belief. 
NAME .~.!?b.!?: .. _.t!:!'; .. .. y.~~ .. ,.~~.~,~.~ ................................... .................. . (Person. firm or corporation) (Type or Ilclnt) 
Address Bo.x ... 204 ...... Malin.,. .... Qr.eg .. n .................................... . 
Drilling M~Chinzop .' tor's Licen!}E! No ......... ~ .. .......... ' ...... .. ...... . 
lZ..' ~ .\ [Signed]. .. 'W.,.,L¢ . ..&.11./. ." 1. ~ . <t-: .............. .. ...... . ator 'VeIl ~ o~;r) 
Contractor s License No . .. ,+.:7.2 .... Date ..... ~9l~9. ................. 19 .. .. ~.7 
._- . (USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSAltY) 
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r-"") ,....,. ,.. -, n 'J} P" .--I' } 1\ . . .. • ! W , ~ . -\ I 
r ; {~ ..... J _.:J L. q! ' ~ 
The orIginal and first copy W' , 
of th~:~P~I:hBf~eto bo ~:' . .. . -. .....:..- .: . __ . !~'!'~ !WE~L REPORT ~ 3 B - ~ NOTICE TO WATER WELL CONTRACTOR . _ . . ; ..:. ~ .v ~3 .: .. Y () 1M j 
STATE ENGINEER, SALEM 10, ORE(l.bN STATE OF OREGON { -1 0 Stute wen No . ........... ..1. _ ................... fR. ......... . 
With~ ~~~~~~~1~u1~~ date · (pleaso type or print) LQ State Permit No . ................................................. .. 
(1) OWNER: 
Name &AI AM I R 
'Rf:J.~ #: hP~ --.. -Address #43:C;JJ.s ~ tf e. 
7 
(2) LOCATION OF WELL: 
County KJ... AM ALh Dr1l1er'S well number 
AI £ l,~ AI /11/ \~ Sec lion " T . ..:j I S R. K E W.M. 
Bearing and dIstance from scctton or suodlvlslon comer 
• 
(:~) TYPE OF WORK (che(!k): 
:ttiJ/jJ,.w Well ~ Deepening 0 ReconditionIng 0 
~bandonment, descrIbe materIal and procedure in Itom 12. 
Abandon 0 
(4) PROPOSED USE (check): (5) T¥PEOFWELL: 
Domestic 0 Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Irrt/:Iltlon ~ Test Well 0 Other 0 
Rotary 0 DrIven 0 
Cable 'j:. .fetted 0 
Dug 0 Bored 0 
(6) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Welded)s" 
~/J.... _. _._" Dlom. irom ... :±.k.~'._ .. '" to ... ~.1...'b.. .~~ .. h. Gage . .:2.J:::ll ..... . 
tjII!!!II ..... _" Dlam. from .................... __ ft. to ..... _ ................. !t. Gage ... _. __ ............ . 
. j..(q, ........ " Dlam. from :1:::./. .......... _ ft. to ././rJZ ......... I t. Gage Qt.£P ....... .. . 
(7) PERFORATIONS: 
Type of perforator used 
Size of perforations '/ J..j In. by ,;z , In . 
:iij::7..~~::::~ ::~::::::: ~:: ::::iJ..""4:~ :?:~~ :::: : ~: ::LZ~:: : ::::::: : :: ~: : 
._._ ............ _ ............ perforations from ........... ............ _._ .... {to to .... _ .......................... it. 
~.:::~::::::: : :::::::: :::::::::: ;:: ::::: : ::::::::::: : :: : : :: ::~:~: ::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: 
(8) SCREENS: Well screen In.tolled? 0 Yes XNo 
Manufacturer's Name .................. _ ........................... _ ............... _._ ........................... ............. . 
-... .......................... ~.: .. ~;:~ .. ~;.~~ .. ~ ... ~: .• ~.: .. ~ ... :: .. ~~~ .. ~~.;;: .... ~~.~:.~ .. ~~~ .~.;: .. ~~ .. ::~.: .• ::::::: .• :: .• :::~:: .. ~~: 
Dtum ..... ............ Slot sIze ...............• Set from ................... _ ... it. to ................. _ ..... ft. 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
Well seal-Material used In seal ....... e.M..M.c./e ... 'Y.:::-lIf!d.?;ed..iZi.. 
Depth of seal ..... ~ .. ~ ..................... _ it. Was u pa,efer used? ... #...0.. .............. . 
Dlametcr of well bore to bottom of seal ... ,~ .... ~ ......... ..... In. 
Were any 10050 stratn cemented oll? r:i Yes )( No Depth ........ .. _ .... ... _ ....... .. 
Was a drIve shoe used?)(,.YeS 0 No "': :J 
WII. wuU 1I1'uvul vucked? ~cs 0 N.o .. Size ot eravcl: .Y..~.:~ ... :;I.¥.. ... 
Gravel placed from .. JIIIfi!J. .... CL .. ft. to ...... k .. £:. ....... n. 
(11) WELL TESTS: g;;~~a~~~;~~tl~tl:;~\er level Is 
:Vas a pump test made? .a Yes 0 No If yes, by whom? 
Yield: gal./mln. with ft. drawdown after 
.....:........"u-o <orr --.... ~ ... '--.J ' ..... .. . 
~oUer test llal./min. with it. drawdown after Ill'S. 
Artesian flow If.p.m. Date 
Temperature of water 113 Was n chemical analysIs made? 0 Yes ~ 
(12) WELL LOG: DIameter of. well below ca~lJ\g .... ..I..~ ............. . 
Depth. drilled ,;) L,>, it. Depth of completed well ~ 7~ 
FOlmatlon : Describe by color, character, sIze 01 materlal and strlletur<!, ana 
~~~ftL;~I~~~~~a~~:tq':.Ja~r~tare~r~,i~n:n~::: fn,,~~~~,~fc~~"n~~a~/rd,.:,~afj~C~~ 
PROM TO 
Work star ted 10 
19 
Manufacturer's Name ..................... _ ...... _ ............. _ ............................................................ . 
Type : .. . .. ,,~ .. ....... _ ... _ ..... _ .... _ ....... __ . H .P .............. __ ._ .... _ ..... . 
'Vater Well Contmctol"s CCl'Uficatlon: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to thl.'l hest of my knowledge Rnd belief. 
NAME ........ ?..4. ... :-!./..p/J...~.>!. ...................... _ .............................. . tB.N (Person. flIm or COl·pornUon) (Type or print) :~:ea:; :~::? contain unusable wn~~:!o:::ro~ 0 Address .!.f:.:t.I. .. !:!.r .. t:-......... t(11&..1.7.21...E.A./..6.{,; .. ~;f~ ( 
Method of sealing strata off Drilling Machine Opemtol"s.nLWense No, ...... !..Z£_ .... _ ..............  ... 
(10) WATER LEV~LS: ,-. . [Signed] ....... $. .. &.--~.~ .........  ~t::r. ........... ~ ........ .................................. . 
Static level it. below land surface Date 0/ ? (W'I>'" Well OC>l\trac r) 
Artesian pressure lbs. per squore Inch Date _ .ContrJ;lctol"S License No . ....... r. .... Date .. . ~ .. ;J. .. ?!. ak. 19 ....... . 
(USE ADD1T10NAL SHUTS IF NECESSAIW) /"1<"' 
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Area 5 Well Logs 
t ~ . ,- ~ • ;: ~ 1~ ~ IJ Nonc!!: TO WATER WELL CON'l,!{AC'l'OR 
Ttle original and first copy of this report 
arc to be ftled wllh the 
SALEM. ORf:GON 97310 (,VI . ) WATER RESOUnCES DEPAnTMENR' \1'1 If'I\ 
WATER WELL REPORT"' '' .J '-' ;. ill iIu ~ 
' : ~\: ' : -~~:-. ' . ""? STATE OF OREGON ', ' '. , . . ... l,:"ul.State Weil No .. ~: ... .... 9..t?. .. -:...I:J .......... 
within 30 days from the date (.. fl 
. of well completion. 1 d' \ (Please type or prWr. ·. . ". ~._ ._: ' ';' c r::s StQt~~Trmlt (Do not write above tills Ilne)~ . _"",i. 0REGON No .................................... .............. . 
(2) ~TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well 0 Deepening 0 ReeOndltlOnlng)( Abandon 0 
It abandonment. describe materl,,1 and procedure In Item 12. (11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: (4) PROPOSED USE (eheek): Depth at which water wos first found ft. 
Rotary V Driven 0 
e 1) Jetted 0 
o Bored 0 
Domestic IJ Industrlol 0 Municipal 0 
Irriglltion 0 Test Well 0 Other 0 
Sh\Ue. level !to below land surlaee. Date'lS?i\ l-(3'ty 
(5) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Welded 0 
.................. " Dfom. from . .... ft . to . ........ ft . Gage . 
II':::::: :: ~:::: ;:: : ... ft. to ...... ........... ft. Galle ft. to ............. ..... ...... ft. Gage . 
(6) PERFORATIONS: Perrorated? 0 Yes 0 No. 
'l'ype of perforator used 
Slz~ of perforlltions In. by In. 
_ ... .. perforations from ...... .. ... ft . to ................................ ft. 
........ perforations from ................................ ft. to ............... ............... ft . 
..... perforallons from .... .... .. ................ .. .... !to to ....... ....................... 1t. 
(7) SCREENS: Well screen Installed? 0 Yes 0 No 
Manufacturer's Name ................ ... ................................ .... .. ... ............ .. ... .......... = ............... c:: 
'/'yP" . .. .. .... .. ...................... .. .. ... . Moc1r.1 No . . 
Dlam. .. .. . Slot size ............ .. .. ~et from ........................ ft . to ........................ ft. 
Dlam. Slot "1%e ................ Set !rom .................... .. ft . to ........................ ft. 
(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdown Is amount water level Is lowered below stntle level 
&'!"pump teRt mode? 0 Yes Q..~o If yes, by whOln"'?'-____ . 
_do gal,!'.~In. with ft. drawdo\",~ after t .... 
!W> '.5< ()r'_L~l./mln. wlthUO::;;. ~down~ hru. 
lI·p·m. 
Artesian pressure 
(12) WELL LOG: 
Depth drilled 
lbs. per square inch. Date 
Diameter of well below coslng ...... b. .. ~~ .. ..... 
ft. Depth or completed well J 3' F ft . 
Formation: Describe color. texture. grllin size and structure of materJals; 
nnd show thicimess and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated, 
with at lells t one entry ror each change of {onnatlon. Il~port each change In 
position ot static Water Level and Indicate principal water-bearing straIn. 
To S\VL 
Temperature of water Depth artesian now encountered ...... -... ......... fl. I Work started J !7' CT W 9 I 
(9) CONSTRUCTION:. 
Well senl-Materlal used . 
Well scaled from land surfnce to ... .. ....... .:.::~ ... ..... _ .. ... __ ._ .......... _ ........ .. .. ... .... ft. 
Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal ....... in. 
Diameter of well bore below sl!ul ... jn. 
Number of sacks of cemenl used in well .enl .. ........................ sncles 
How was cement grout placed? .. 
Was a drive shoe used? 0 Yes 0 No l!l.ues Size : loc.,tion . ........ ft. 
Did any strata contain unusable woter? 0 Yes 0 No 
Type of waler? - depth of strata 
Method of sealing sir3ta off 
Wns well grllvel pociced? QJ!'csD ~o ' Size of gravel : 
Gravel placed from . . .... .. . ft. to .............. .. ... .. ft . 
Drilling Machine Operator's CerUtlcatlon: 
This w~ll was constructe(i under my direct supervision. 
Materials used and information reported above are true lo my 
best know~g1Jmd b~)f. tJ 11 '-:-11/ 
(Signed] .~~.C.t.Jt.;d:..l.'-z- Date .(£'.:.;2.:., ,19.1t.C' (Drilling Machine Op<!ratorl iT ..,-:;, 
Drilling Machine Operator's License No. .. .. OS .. v ... J: ................ . 
Water Well ContractOr's Certillcation: 
'fhis well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
~:~o.(:71I.i.&!J27f.rl7)jI.P1Jv.£z.. ............. . 
(~.on. linn o~o'Cn~') hA (/I ;e~tj I!' :~:ltJ%l:C!!··· .. :~::~==~~~~(!~PL 
(w ter Well Contrn~~l 
Contractor's License NoJ.'I.~L Date ....... 6. ... ::: 
(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SP'45G5G-lID 
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,-, 
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NOTICE TO WATER WELL CON'l'RAC'l'On 
are to b" lilod with the R. I' 'V'-'; . LL EP T The ol'il{lnal and first copy of th is rcp'fi E C E W..m~ R OR 
WA1'ER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT. STAT OF OREGON 1< It? l/V\ Stote Well NO.al ... v.i~~~ 
SALEM, OREGON 97310 S E P '1 5197o,le~sa type or print) l.(A' , ' 
w ithin 30 dnys from the date ' (~ . 0' . .. 
of well com~letion . \'! ATER RESOURe~ ~ot ~ft¥\fbOVe tllls line) 1 J 1./ Stote Permit No. """"""".".""""."."."" .•.• "_". 
. SAl EM , .... tl(,O!', (1) OWNER: ' . • • . ' . . 
Name ltovAJ: d [ /.5 E h1 A 1\1 W 
Addr~.J1iiYJ~CJi[!ji'OJ.liji~£J/(l..Il.jJL' __ _ 
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well Dl Deepenlnll 0 Reconditioning 0 Abandon 0 
If abandonment, describe material and procedure In Item 12. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: 
Rotnry ~ Driven 0 
Cnble 0 Jetted 0 
DUll 0 Bored 0 
(4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
Dome.tlc !lQ' Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Irrigation 0 Test Well 0 Dlher 0 
(10) LOCATION OF WELL: 
gounty kl A M Alb Orlller's well number 
f:lE' \~ $ i= l~ Section J. S T. ;,),8, R. q E W.M. 
Bearing and dJ.6tance from section or subdivision comer 
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well. , 
Depth at which water was first found _ 18 ft . .. . _ 
Stulle level i/.)./ ft . below land surface. Dato '1-zP...dff 
Arteslun pressure Ibs. per square Inch. Date 
_ CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Wclded ~l 5..0. I (12) WELL LOG: Dinmeter of well below casing ........ . b .. 1/ 
...... ~ ........ " Dinm. from .......... 0 ......... ft . to ..... 1..3; .... .... ft. Gage ""'"'''' .. ""'" Depth drilled ft. Depth of completed well !to 
....... " Dlam. fl'D!" ., ... :: .:::= .... " .... ft. "to. ,::: .... ;.:::._ ........ f! , .gage -"' ...... ,.:::-... ;":~, 
........ " Dtnm. from ............. : ......... it. to • ___ • _ __ . it . Gaee ...................... .. 
• PERFORATIONS: Perforated? 0 Yes ~ No. 
Type of perforutor used 
Size of \lerforatlons In. by in. 
................................ perforations from .................... _ ........ n. to ....... ................. _ It . 
.. ...... .. ... perforatloll9 from ........... ......... .... _ ... i L to .......................... _ . .rt. . 
..... perforations from .............................. ft . to .. ...... _ ............ _ it. 
(7) SCREENS: 
. Well screen installed? 0 Yes ~ No 
Manufacturer's Name _ ....... _ ............ , ..... .. ... , .................... -.:.:"..". __ ..... _ .... _·._ .... _ ........... _--'--_01 ' 
Type ........................ ........ _ ........ _ .. : ............ _._ ... ~. Model No ................................... .. 
Dlam . ............. Slot size ................ Set !rom .. ..................... it. to .. .. : .... ........... _ it. 
Plam ................. Slot size .............. Set from ............... . : ....... n. to ..... _ .. _ ......... it. 
(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdown Is amount water level Is lowered below static level 
Was a pump tcst made? 0 x.es .,,~ No U yos, by whom? 
,. . ~jmln. with ~_ CST" 'If it. drawdown after / Yield : t£m 
Baller test gq!.lmln. with ft. .d5e,wdown after 
g.p . .!!!. . 
hrs. 
hr •. , 
Forma tion : Describe (:oJor, texture, gratn size nnd structure of Jntaterjals; 
and show thIckness and nature oC each strntum and aquller penetrated. 
with nt least one entry £01' "ach ehnnge ol formation. Report each chan.:e In 
posJt1on of Static Water Level and indIcate principal water·bearlng strata. 
MATERrAL 
. 1:1 Depth artesian now encountered ..................... ft. I ~.vork storted q -13 - ." 79 \,;omp"elea q 2 u '" 76 
(9) CONSTRUCTION:. ' . . 
Wcll seal-Material used ........ .8eNtO'N..1Te.,.A .ctlJ.A:f:.~.L .. .. 
:I~~:;:~e:£ f~e~ :0:: ::r~::~o~: ~; .. ~·~;; .. ·~·:~.=.~~.·.=7.if.· ... ~~.· .. · .... .' 3 ... It. 
Date welJ drilling machine moved .off o! well 
Drilling l\lachlne Opera.tor's Certification: 
This well was constructed under my direct supervision. 
Materials used and information repOl'ted above are true to my 
best knowle<j,l;e and belief. 
DI.meter at well bore below sel11 .. .... .. ....... : .~ ..... {, . In . 
Number of sacks of cemcnt used In we;1 seal ... .. ... NON£;, .... .. .. .. sacks 
I-tow \yas cement grout pla.ced? ......... __ ..... _ ............. _ .. .. " ..... ,~ ..... .. 
[Signed] .t.I!'~ ... i/. . .. ....... Date .. q-::::2f), ,197,8 
- (ri;II(lng'~r.~h1nc op< r ) I.. . 
Drilling Machine Operator's L!cense No. .. .. ... ... .0.. ... 9...5:. .... --... _. ~ {f;:,~ 
.... . . 
•.•• • . .. • ___ ..... _~ •• .• • •.•..••• • •• , ••• ~_ .......... "-_ •• ••• _ ...... . .. . . , . l . .... _._ ..... 1 • •• :: .... ; - · 
.. Size: locotlon ............. It. 
No 
1'ypc of water? 
Wos weJl gravel E.3ckecl? Size of gravel: ............... _ ., ...... . 
Gra vel placed froln 
. iI. to "';;'"'''''' ..... .... , .. it. 
, , 
Water WeD Contractor's CerU(icatlon: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the beS~f ~ ~no~g7/and ~J~eJ.. , - ' "/J 
Name L:'llt2· .:t.. L~.J ... L~., .. Jif./.!Y.I4L.::t·1J;/;:.~i. .. IVY/lSI I: n. linn 't"lJ!J0n) . 0 I. 1n~ .s :~::l ~fi..E:it/il!~.~~'.: . 
. l <JVo.ter Well Cont.ractor) . 
Contractor's License No.l..-:t .. S.~ Date ... 'l..: .. ~.I. ........ _., 19 .. ~ .. 
. (USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) SP·46G5&.119 
iiiIIo J 
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NOT\CE TO WATER WELL CONTRACTOR 
The orlslnal and first copy of this report 
are to be flied with the WATER WELL REPORT 
State Well No . . ~~.~lu~. :::'. . z.8:':.~ .... WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT. 
SALEM, OREGON ' 07310 
within 30 days from thc date 
oC well complet/on. 
STATE OF OREGON JI J 12 (Y\ 
(Please type or print) n ()J-' / 
(Do not wrUe above this line) 11 ) State p.,rmlt No . . _ ....... _ _ _ ........................... .... , . 
(1) OWNER: 
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New WellXJ Deepening 0 Recondltlonlng 0 Abandon 0 
If abandonment, deSl!rlbe material and procedur~ In Itom 12. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: I (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
Rotary _0 Driven 0 
Cable Jt2L Jetted 0 
DUB 0 Bored 0 
Domestic 0 Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Irrisatlon ~ Test W.,U 0 Other 0 
CASING INSTALLED: Thrcadec.l 0 Welded Iji! 
..... 16 ...... " Dlam. frem ........ .. " .... 0 ..... it . to ....... 121 ...... ft. Gage ... ..250 .. 
.. ... .. ........ -" Dlam. from ........ """""_ 1t. to ............ _ ......... ft. Gage ..... .. .. . 
.. .. .. ...... " Dlam. from .................. _. ft. to ............ _ ........ ft. Gage ................. _ ... . 
" PERFORATIONS: Periorated? CXYes 0 No. 
Type of perlorlltor u.s.ed - fa.c.t..ar;)c. 
Size of perforations 3/16 In . by 3 In. . 
.................. .. _ ... _ .. perforations from .... 31& ................ ft. to ....... 121 ........... .... ft. 
............ __ . perforations from ................................ ft. ' to .............................. " ft . 
............... __ .... _ ..... perforations from ................................ ft. to .......... ................... ~ . ft . 
(7) SCREENS: Well screen Installed? 0 Yes .'» No 
Manufacturer's Name ......... ......... _ ....... _ ............... _ _ .......... .................................. ; ..... . 
Type ...................... ". ~ .. " ..... _ .... ........ . .. _ ... : ... _ ......... Model No ........................................ . 
Dlam . ................ Slot s ize ................ Set from .............. _ _ ft. to ................ _ .. ft. 
Dlam . .......... _ .... Slot me ._ .. _ ... _ Set from .. ........ _ ... .... ft. to ........ .. ....... ... _ 1t. 
(8)' WELL TESTS: Drawdown Is amoUl1t water level Is lowered below .totlc levelvalley 
Was a pump test made? Kl Yes 0 r.{o It yes, by whom? pump 
_ d: 775 gal./mIn. wlth 95 ft. ~a~~owp a~t~r 4 
Baller tcst gol./mln. with 1t. drawdown after 
Artesian flow g.p.m. 
bl'S. 
hI'S. 
(10) LOCATION OF WELL: 
County K1a.ma.:I:..b Driller's well number 
S.E. \~ S.Wl~Sec.tlon 28. T. ~-2E 
Rearing and ' <iJJltan"e from ."eU,lIp or subdivision ."I'rncr 
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well. 
Depth at whloh wa~r WIlS -.!l!stj:oull'i _ ~ 
Static level 5 ft . below land surface. Date 
Artesian pressure lbs . per square Inch . Date 
W.M . . . 
ft. 
::dJ,lb9 
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing .. 1.6.~.~ .............. .. 
Depth drilled301 ft. Deplh of ~ompleted well 250 It. 
Formation : Describe color, texture, grnln size and structure ot matorlals: 
and show thickness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetratod, . 
wlU\ at least one entry lor each change of formation . Report each change In 
position ot Static Water Level and indicate prlnclpRl water-burin!\' strata. 
SWL 
mperature of water4-2 Depth artesian flow encountered .................... ft. 
'lVUl".K. :suu·u:u 79 
(9) CONSTRUCTION: 
Well 6enl-Matcrlal used .. ........ oement ......... ................ - ..... -........ ~.~~ ... "., .... " .. , 
Well senled from land surface to ... _.-18 .. ..................... __ ... -... ................ ... u '- ft . 
Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal ........ 20 ... ........ _. in. 
Diameter of well bore below seal .. ....... 1.6 .............. - In . 
Number of socks of eement used in wel l seal .. .... .. 19 .. _ ... _ .. socks 
How was cement grout placed? .... .grout ... pipe .. .. 
.... ___ ._._.ioI.;.".:; •• ~_.::;, ... " ...... ... ;, ~ •. 1: ... ~~ .. ~:i..;. :. ; .. _: .• ::-.;.·_.:;~;.:!.~ 
••• r _ ••• __ • • • • •• _ . . ... . ... ... _._ • • • •• • ; •• :. !T_~';:-;J:--n •. · ••• .... ..... .... . .. .... :L: .:.: ... . --:: . ./ ,. ~ •.. · .. ~(.·_ ~ .. ~;....;.. t:::!'. 
• _ _ ••. _._ .... _ : •••. ..;.....::::_. _.: •• .•.• . .•• ::l. . ..:.... •• ;'i".m .~ ___ :.:.k* ...... \i::.. ... ~:;.:: ..• ·.:. :~::. :...L. :.~ . ;: .. ~l:1:::;.t 
Was a drive shoe used? OCYes 0 No Plugs ............ 'Slze : locntlon .... ....... It. 
Old any strata contain unusable "''Iter? b Yes EX No ' 
Type of water? .depth o! stratn 
Method of sealln~ ,..- --
Was well grnvel packed? 0 Yes IX] No Size of gravel : ............. . 
Gravel placed from . .. .. ............ . _ 1t. to ............. .. ............. fl. 
Date well drilling machine movcd ott of well 7 11 10 79 ' 
Drilling 
Water Well Contractor's Certlficatlon: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Name ..... J.2~_.A!.. .. y.~ ... ~~.!:~E ... ... ............... ............................ .......... . 
(Penon, firm or corporation) (Type or print) 
. 'IL·";¥~il-'J.8J.in, .... ore. .......................... . 
[Signed] "~'~{d~!9ft:;;1;""''' '''' ''' '''' '''''7'9 Contractor'~lcensc No: ..... ..... ...... Date .................................... , 19 ..... . 
(USE ADDITIONAL SUEETS IF NBCEBSARY) sp·n658·t\Q 
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NOTICE TO WATER ' WELL CONTRACTOR 
The orlglnul and first copy of thIs report 
are to be flied with the 
WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, 
SALEM, OREGON 97310 
within 30 days from thc date 
w tU;Ml'm'!J 1< Iaft\- ." .. W,~ N • • :l6~/,lg:LI6-,J.. 
(PI~1!~tl or ~t\1a 11 "2. State Permit No . ............... ... ...... ....................... .. 
of well compieUon. (Do not write above UlIs line) 61 
1 " ;::,!1 i:FSOURCFS C::::PT. 
(1) OWNER: r 'A . I '(10Y' £()CATION OF WELL: 
Nome Doug] as V Osborne 
Address6S36 Climax Klamath FaJls,Ore 
(2) TYPE OF WORK (check): 
New Well a Deepening 0 Reeondltlonin!! 0 Abandon 0 
U abandonment, describe material and procedure In Item 12. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: I (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
Rotary 1;1 
Cablo fI 
DUE 0 
Driven 0 
Jetted 0 
Bored 0 
Domestic 0 IndustrIal 0 MunIcIpal 0 
Irrillatlon .lfJ Test Well 0 Other 0 
(5) CASING INSTALLED: Threaded 0 Welded~ 
e~~:::::: : ~:::: :::: :::::~: : ::J::::= ::: :: : ::: ::::5.t ::::~. :~ :::: ::::#.jl ..... . 
.................. " Dlam. from ........................ ft. to ........................ ft. Gage ....................... . 
(6) PERFORATIONS: Perforated? ~ Yes 0 No. 
M pe of porforator used 18 cto~Y------------
e of perforations 3/16 In~ In. 
2.~ ... P.~K .. ;f.t..l. perforations from ....... ,3.Q .................. ft. to ........ ,58 .. .. .... ft . 
........ perforations from .............................. .. ft . to ........... _ ...... _._ .... ft. 
................................ perforations from .... ............................ tt. to ............. _ .... _ ......... ft. 
(7) SCREENS: Well screen installed? 0 Yes r3- No 
Monufaeturer's Name .. ......... .. .......................................................................................... .. 
Type ................ ................................................. _ .... r ..... . . Mnctp.I Nn. 
Dlam ................. Slot size ........ _ ..... Set from ........ _ .. _ ..... :ft. to ...... _ ................ ft. 
Diem . ...... _._ ... Slot size .............. Set from ........................ :ft. to ............. _ ........ ft . 
(8) WELL TESTS: Drowdown Is omourtt water level Is 
lowered below stalle level Intersta.te 
Was a pump test mado? !Xi Yes 0 No U yes. by whom? .. .Enmp. 
Yield: 1950 gat/min. with 29 ft . drawdown after 2 hr. . 
eer test !lsl./min. with ft . dl'awdown after hr.. 
Artesian !low .. B.p.m. 
Temperature of water48 Depth a rleslan flow encountered .................. .. ft. 
• CONSTRUCTION: 
Well :::::~:::i~~n:cs:~:~~~~i~f.:·.::::·.:~~::::: ::~: ~~:~~~:~ :::~::::::~::: : :::.: :~::: :: ~:.~~.J 
Diameter of well bore to bottom of seal ... ..1.:7. .. .. ..... In. 
Diameter of well bore below seol .......... .. : ... 1..? .. ........ In . 
:~:b\::sO:::c~:t o;r::~:~:c~:e?ct .. 1.:~ .. ~:~p.R.~~~~jI9.~::::i.9..P.::::: .. · sacks 
.. .. .. . . ............ ... ........... __ . ... . . ; .. .... .. _ . . .. ..:. •.• •• •• • .1 •• , •• \. : ::;..........,..,., ..... . _;;:...~ . . ................. ":':;:".;.,:i" ... ~ .• : .• :.~,,;fj'· 
.. . _ •••••• •••••••• ••••• _ ..... _ ... . .... f:O ~ ... ~ ... . _ •• , .. . ... ....... :1 • • -;-. ;. ....... -1. ••• _ •••••• •• ••• : • ..:._.:. : 
• •••• ~ ........... _ ._._ .... . _ _ .••.. • . ___ .......... h .. . .: __ .rl'-""~-. •. _._._ .:. L. .•.. ___ ".;.:.· ....... ! •. .... ... _ . .; •. r. ... t-:. ~.: .I 
Was a drive shoe used? XJ Yes 0 No Plugs ........ .. .. Size : l ocation ............ ft . 
Old any strata contain unusable \vater~..Q Yes dCNo 
Type of wa!er ? \I~R.th of strata 
Method of sea lin! s~rata aU . _ 
Was well grovel pocked1 0 Yes po No Size of Ilravel : ... .. .. 
County Klamath l'jPrllier's well numbor 
.-Ji,L \~ N El ~~ secUon..3AA T. J2S R. 9E W.M. 
Besrin!! and distance from section or ~ubdlvtslon cnm"r 
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well. 
It . Depth at which water was first found 6 
W2677B b 1t. below land surface. Dllte .::;tatlc level 
Artesian pressure lbs. pcr square inch. Date 
(12) WEL~lOG: 
Depth drilled 5 
12 
Diometor of well below casing .1Xjlj: ........ .. 
ft. Deplh of completed well U. 
Fonnat!on : Describe color. texture, grain size and structure of materials; 
and show lhlckness and nature of each stratum and aquifer penetrated. 
with at leas t one entry for each change at lormation. Report cach e1lan,e In 
position of Static Water Level and Indicate principal water-bearing strata. 
MATERIAL From To SWL 
-:COp soil 0 1 
:pink pumic 1 26 6 
coarse sand & white pum1c 2b LJ.3 . 
blacK clay t}) I.}bt .. 
:red lava 46t 48 . 
coarse sand & clay 48 55 " gray 6Oli'61y la.va 5: CS2 .. 
sand & gravel CS:: cst} .. 
cemented gravel l:3~ lOll- It 
l'liie 'black sand 1.0LJ. 105 .. 
Work started 7/31 . 19 78comPlete<J" ~/ 26 19 ?, 
Date well drllling mschlne moved oU of well tl/20 19 7t:l 
Drilling Machine Operator's Certification: 
This well wns constructed under ' my direct superVISIOn. 
MaterialS~Se and inf0:Q' ~'O ported above are true to my best knowle and belie "Q 
[Signed] .... . . . .. ... ~~ Date ..... 9.15.. ........ ,197.~ ... 
(DrUJ Machlno op otor) .J. 
Drilling Machine era tor's License No. .. ... /..?::!e?.3.. ............... .. 
Water Well Contractor's Certlftcatlon: 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
true to the best of my imowledge and belief. 
Name ..... J..QM ... A .... Y.an .. .Meter ........................................................... . 
P. 0 ~"If&'kt~lj." ~grltto~) Ore (Type or print) 
;:':::J .7.z(i~·-·· ··· - :::=::~~::: 
8 
Gravel plqced from .. . l !"j.o . , (\ . 
L (Water W ontro.tor) 
Contractor s License No. ~7..Q ........ Date ....... 9.15 ...................... 19 .. 7.8 
(USE ADDITIONAL SUIlllT8 IF NECESSARY) SP·45656.l1D 
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NOTICE TO WATER WELL CO~jf~ 
Th" ori ginal "ml first copy of th~ !t' I ~g JE. J c.. 
arc 10 be tllec\ with lhe ,',. ,,¥ ~N'R WELL REPORT 1 I 
WATER RESOURCES DEPARTMENT1UN 1 q1979 STATE OF OREGON ~ (Jj(Y\ State Well No . .. . ~.~.9.J ..y.~.:.~.~ .... #.d .. SALEM. OItEGON 97310 ~ J J (Please type or rlnt) 1 
Within 30 days lrom the date p S 
of well completi0'V~ATER RESOORC£S~JiiFiFlte above this llne) '15 tate Permit No ... ... ... .. ...... .. . 
SAtEM,C?EOOM 
(1) OWNER: I (10) LOCATION OF WELL: 
County~ Driller's \vell number 
Address 2910 E. 5 sm \~ NW \~ Section T3 T. 3J..s~ W.M. 
Lana Bea~h. cat£6o~ 90805 (2) TYPE OF WORK (check): .. ! Bearing and distance from section or GubdLvlsion corner 
New Welll1ll Deepening 0 Reconditioning 0 Abandon 0 
.Il abandonment. describe material und procedure in Item 12. 
(3) TYPE OF WELL: I (4) PROPOSED USE (check): 
Rotnry 3J 
Cable 0 
Dug 0 
Driven 0 
Jetted 0 
Dored 0 
Domestic 1XI Industrial 0 Municipal 0 
Irrigation 0 Test Well 0 Other 0 
~~,S~~:' !:S.~~~~~~t. to .. ~.~Z.Q~.~~ .. ~t. ~:~:e~ .. ~25Q ...... .. 
.................. " Dlam. from ........................ ft. to .. _ ................... ft. Gage .......... ... _ ....... . 
... " Dlam. from ._ ...... _ .... _ ....... ft . to .. ... _ ... _ ..... _ ft. Gage ................ . 
a PERFORATIONS: 
~ of perforator used 
Perforated? 0 Yes !Xl No. 
SIze of perforations In. by In. 
.. _ ...... perforations {rom .. ..... ............. _ ....... ft. to ....... .. it. 
................................ pcriorations from ...................... .......... ft . to ............... ... .............. ft. 
............ _ .................. perforations from ................................ it. to . . ft . 
(7) SCREENS: WeU screen lnstolled? 0 Yes !Xl No 
Manufacturer's Name ............................................................................................................. . 
Type ..... .. .. ... ................................ ............ ,,_._ ...... _ ... ~ Model No. 
Dlam ................. Slot sIze ....... ......... Set from .......... .............. ft . to .................. _ .. .11. 
Diarn ....... .......... Slot st7.e ...... .......... Se~ from .............. .......... fl. to ......... !t. 
(8) WELL TESTS: Drawdown ls amoW1t water level Is lowered below static level 
.Was a pump test made? !Xl Yes D. No If yc.s. by whom? Driller 
Yield : 20 gal./mln. wJth 65 It. drawdown "iter 1 hrs . 
.. e--.--~~-~~=---
BaUer test 2Q gal./min . . with 65. .ft . drawdown after hrs. 
Artesian flow g.p.m. 
" erature of water48 Depth "rteslan flow encountered .................... ft. 
Wei! seal-Material used . .............. .. .... a~m~XJ.j;. ... ... .... ............. .... _ .. ... _ ............ " .. , ..... .. 
Well scaled from !ul1d surface to ................. ;; ............ ............. J9 ........ ............. .. .. It . 
Diameler of well bore to bottom. of .eal~ ..... JQ ................ in. 
Diameter of well hore below seal .... .. ........... 6 ... ......... in . 
Number of sacko of cement used in well seal .................... l3. ....... .......... _ sacks 
HoW wns cement Ilrout placed? .... ~.mp~.q. ... ~9.m ... :R.9.t:t.Q.l.l1,. .. 9.! ...... .. .. 
... ca,sing ... :uI1 .. . to. ... tbe .... gAo1.!nd ... ~f.ac.!;! . , ....... ... _ ....... .......... __ ..... . 
Was ' a ririve shoe used? 0 Yes Q\l No Plugs ."'.'"-:::. Size : location .. .. ........ It. 
Did ti ny strata contain unusable water'L .Q.'(!!s Il!l No 
Type of water? deRtIi of. slrata 
M"thod of sealing strata off 
Was well gravel l'acke~? . Q ),'es 1111 No Size of gravel : 
Gravel placed lrom . . " ft . ' to . ..... ft. 
(11) WATER LEVEL: Completed well. 
Depth at which water was first found 120 ft . 
Static ievel 1,22 ft . below land surface. Date :2-9-79 
Artesian pressure lbs . per square inch. Date 
(12) WELL LOG: Diameter of well below casing ...... 9..~~ ....... 
Depth drilled 265ft. Depth of completed well 265ft . 
Formation : Describe color. toxture. groin size and structure of materials; 
and show thiclcness and nature oC "aeh s lratum and aquifer penetrated. 
with nt least one enlry for cach change of formation . Report each change in 
position of Static Water Level and indicate prinCipal water-bearing strata. 
I 
MATERIAL From To SWL 
Tall Soil & Boulders 0 I 4 
Brown Clay & Boulders 41 13 
mgd Black T,a~ Rock 131 52 
Hard Brown T,ava Rock_n 52 72 
Ji!:IDllLB..o_ck & Olav 721 88 
Hard Black T,am Rock 881 1)0 
eE::~ Rock I Nil ~i~ 1155' 
Work . started 5.±12 10 Coml'.leted 2=2 1972. 
Date well drilling machine moved otf of well 2=2 1072. 
Drilling Machine Operator's Certltloatton: 
This well was constructed under my direct supervision. 
Materials u~ed nd informlta. n reported above are true to my 
best knowled nd belief. 
[Signed] .. .. . . ~ . . ...: T... .. . . t. ........ Date ....... 0.::..1 .... .. , .19 .. 7.9. (Drnlln, ~n ope or) 
Drilling Machine Ope alor's I,.icense No. . ....... J .la6 ... .. .. ..... _ ........... . 
Water Well C-ontraotor's Certilication: 
This well was' drilled under my jurisdiction and this report Is 
true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
Name N.9.~ro.. .. S~.Y.lil'y .. jldl .. nx.:;i.l.l;i,ng ... ... lnQ.~ ............................. .. 
(Person. firm or corp~~.~:~ (Type or prInt) 
Address 5?~9. .. L.~l~JJ9: .. nt;.'LZ~'!!IP.t.th .. F~!.:),.§.t ... 9.R .. 9.7.9..9.~. 
~o:~~=::::::~~~.;:~:~~~-:~~:~ : ::,;:;; 
(USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY) ~P·.c..sQ.5.8~llQ 
..J 
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